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Abstract
The growing number of vehicles on the roads coupled with inefficient road operations have
generated traffic congestion. Consequently, traffic congestion increase trip time and indirectly
contributes to poor quality of life and environmental pollution. Therefore, alleviating traffic
congestion, especially in urban networks, is crucial and requires efficient traffic management
and control. Recently, macroscopic operational scheme has become the preferred method for
monitoring and mitigating traffic congestion due its simplicity in modeling complex large-scale
cities and low computational effort. The schemes are based on parsimonious models known as
Macroscopic or Network Fundamental Diagram (MFD or NFD) which provides an aggregated
model of urban traffic dynamics, linking network circulating flow and average density. This the-
sis deals with an open problems associated with two main applications of NFD in transportation
networks, namely: 1) Traffic monitoring and 2) Traffic flow control. Two parts of the thesis
concentrates on each application separately.
The implementation of NFD in perimeter control strategy requires an accurate estimation of
NFD where its measurements are reflected from sensors located at appropriate locations in the
network. First part of the thesis elaborates a new approach for studying sensor selection for the
development of operational or sparse-measurement NFD, with less number of sensor and as-
sociated measurements. An information-theoretic based framework is proposed for the optimal
sensor selection across a transport network to assist an efficient model selection and construction
of sparse-measurement NFD. For the optimal sensor selection, a generalised set covering integer
programming (GIP) is developed. Under this framework, several tools to assess GIP solutions
are uitilised. First, a correlation between variables is introduced as a “distance” metric rather
than spatial distance to provide sufficient coverage and information accuracy. Second, the opti-
mal cost of GIP problem is used to determine minimum number of sensors. Third, the relative
entropy or Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to measure the dissimilarity between proba-
bility mass functions corresponding to different solutions of the GIP program. The proposed
framework is evaluated with experimental loop-detector data of one week from central business
district with fifty-eight sensors. Results reveal that the obtained sparse-measurement diagrams
from the selected models adequately preserve the shape and the main features similar to a full-
measurement diagram. Specifically, the coverage level of 24% of the network demonstrated the
effectiveness of GIP framework. Simulation results also disclose the Kullback-Liebler diver-
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gence as more generic and reliable metric of information loss. Such framework can be of great
importance towards a cost-effective sensors installation and maintenance whilst improving the
estimation of NFD for better monitoring and control strategy.
Second part of the thesis discusses the traffic flow control problem involving single input
flow distribution from perimeter control strategy towards number of gated links at the periphery
of the network. It if often assumed that input flow ordered by perimeter control strategy should
be equally distributed to a number of candidate junctions. There has not been considerable
research into limited storage capacity/different geometric characteristics at gated links as well as
equity properties for driver. A control scheme for the multi-gated perimeter flow control (MGC)
problem is developed. The scheme determines optimally distributed input flows for a number of
gates located at the periphery of a protected network area. A parsimonious model is employed
to describe the traffic dynamics of the protected network. To describe traffic dynamics outside
of the protected area, the basic state space model is augmented with additional state variables for
the queues at store-and-forward origin links of the periphery. The perimeter traffic flow control
problem is formulated as a convex optimal control problem with constrained control and state
variables. For the application of the proposed scheme in real time, the optimal control problem
may be embedded in a rolling-horizon scheme using the current state of the whole system as the
initial state as well as predicted demand flows at origin/entrance links. This part also offers flow
allocation policies for single-region network without considering entrance link dynamics namely
capacity-based flow allocation policy and optimisation-based flow allocation policy. Simulation
results are carried for a protected network area of downtown San Francisco with fifteen gates
of different geometric characteristics. Results demonstrate the efficiency and equity properties
of the MGC approach to better manage excessive queues outside of the protected network area
and optimally distribute the input flows. The MGC outperforms the other approaches in terms of
serving more trips in protected network as well as shorter queues at gated links. Such framework
is particularly of interest to city managers because the optimal flow distribution may influence
the network throughput hence serves maximum number of network users.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Traffic congestion is a major problem in urban road networks, which is attributed to the increased
number of vehicles on roads and inefficient road operations. It appears when demand exceeds
capacity of a region or network and often characterised by high densities and long travel times.
The resulting saturated traffic conditions lead to vehicle queueing and network flow reduction
that negatively impacts quality of life, safety and environment.
Thus, there is a need to mitigate traffic congestion and manage its effects. This could be
accomplished through increasing road capacity or optimising existing infrastructure. Due to
limited space available in modern urban areas, infrastructure upgrading and extension would be
costly. Therefore, it calls for designing appropriate traffic management policies that could utilise
the existing road infrastructure which provide more practical solutions to improve the efficiency
and mobility of road networks.
A well-planned city is assessed by its performance of serving good accessibility and mobil-
ity. The performance of road network is usually assessed by microscopic complex models at the
link (road) and/or junction level. In an attempt to come up with measuring the performance of
two-dimensional networks at a macroscopic level, a parsimonious model known as Macroscopic
or Network Fundamental Diagram (MFD or NFD) is used. It primarily shows the relationship
between average network flow (circulating or output) and density (or vehicle accumulation). The
NFD provides an approach for researchers and traffic engineers to model, monitor and control
traffic in an aggregated way without the need of detail link. Recently, it is becoming increas-
ingly significant to further develop the NFD-based applications in order to alleviate congestion
in urban network area. Accordingly, this thesis deals with the monitoring and control of trans-
port networks to contribute to the research and development of advanced traffic management
systems.
1
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1.2 Traffic monitoring
The NFD facilitates traffic engineers in monitoring transport networks by providing aggregated
network traffic dynamics (at the region or city level) so they keep informed of the traffic level
and if necessary, action can be taken accordingly. The shape and properties of the NFD de-
pends on the network topology and current traffic conditions in the network, as reflected by the
measurements of a number of loop detectors (or other sensors) placed at appropriate network
locations. Hence, sensors data reporting is crucial to the building and successful deployment of
NFD-based traffic monitoring schemes.
To date, the topic of sensor selection (with corresponding measurements) in gaining informa-
tion to construct the NFD is still under discussion. Particularly a problem to construct an opera-
tional or sparse-measurement NFD using less number of sensors. For example, due to financial
constraints, decision to select the optimal sensors are critical. Related issue is what/where should
be the sensor location that can be both cost effective and provide most useful information. An-
other issue is about evaluating the adequacy of the information provided by the selected sensors
to reconstruct a well-defined NFD for control implementation. Existing research [56, 73] are
limited to address minimum required network coverage without revealing the locations of the
sensors while automated framework to select sensors is not present. The motivation of this part
is in line with the discussion of [36] who highlighted the importance to allocate sensors to max-
imise monitoring at network level and [28] who pointed the importance of detectors location for
probe penetration rates estimation in data fusion exercise. Therefore sensors should be selected
with care via a systematic method to accommodate in the development of sparse-measurement
NFDs, which involve less sensors (corresponding measurements) and are in principle less costly.
In view of the sensor selection problem and related issues, the first part of this thesis deals
with network-wide monitoring using an NFD. This part specifically contributes on developing
a sound methodology for the optimal selection of sensors across a transport network that in-
cludes an information-theoretic based framework for efficient model selection. To the best of
our knowledge, the presented information-theoretic framework is proposed for the first time in
the transportation community and relevant literature. For the optimal sensor selection, a gen-
eralised set covering integer programming (GIP) is developed. Under this framework, several
tools to assess GIP solutions is uitilised. First, as oppose to conventional approach, a correlation
between variables is introduced as a “distance” metric rather than spatial distance to provide
sufficient coverage and information accuracy. Second, the optimal cost of the GIP problem is
used to determine minimum number of sensors. Third, the relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler
divergence is used to measure the dissimilarity between probability mass functions correspond-
ing to different solutions of the GIP program. Lastly, root mean square error (RMSE) is used
as an additional accuracy metric to measure the differences between fitted reference (nominal)
NFD and the observed values of the GIP model. The proposed framework is evaluated with
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experimental loop-detector of one week data that is gathered from central business district with
fifty-eight sensors. The results demonstrate that the obtained sparse-measurement diagrams
from the selected models adequately preserve the shape and the main features similar to a full-
measurement diagram. Simulation results also disclose the Kullback-Liebler divergence as a
reliable and effective accuracy metric. Such framework can be of great importance towards a
cost-effective sensors installation and maintenance whilst improving the estimation of NFD for
better monitoring and control strategy.
1.3 Perimeter flow control
Alleviating congestion through optimising the supply of existing infrastructure in a network has
always been a practical traffic management. In particular, there has been an extensive literature
and work done about and with a tool known as perimeter flow control to serve traffic in cities at
a desired level and to increase the network flow performance (see e.g., [1, 23, 37, 46, 55]). The
idea of perimeter flow control is to hold some traffic at the perimeter of the protected network
(by longer red phases at traffic signal), so as to maximise the network throughput.
Regardless of the type of controller applied in perimeter flow control, the calculated optimal
(single) input flow values to the protected network need to be assigned to a number of candidate
signalised junctions located at the periphery of the network. Nevertheless, studies on perimeter
flow control assume that a single input flow ordered by the perimeter control strategy should be
equally distributed (or in a non-optimal way). Such a distribution policy applied independently
to multiple gates of a protected network area would be efficient in a case of unconstrained
origin link queues for vehicle storage. Gated queues at origin links must be restricted to avoid
interference with adjacent street traffic outside of the protected network area. Moreover, for
a suboptimal flow distribution, link storage capacity could be underutilised at some locations
while some may face development of queues at origin links. Such condition brings imbalanced
entrance for drivers from different gating links to enter the protected network. Thus, limited
origin links storage capacity/ geometric characteristics and the requirement of equity for drivers
are the main reasons towards the multi-gated perimeter flow control strategy.
With regards to suboptimal input flows, the second part of the thesis proposes a multi-gated
perimeter flow control (MGC) scheme for congested transport networks using the parsimonious
NFD. This work contributes on developing an integrated model for multi-gated perimeter flow
control, which takes into account the traffic dynamics within the protected network area and
outside of the protected area. The parsimonious NFD of urban networks is employed to de-
scribe the traffic dynamics of the protected network area. In describing traffic dynamics outside
of the protected area, the basic state-space model is augmented with additional state variables
for the queues at store-and-forward origin links at the periphery, similar to [21, 44]. The inte-
grated model is then used to formulate a convenient convex or nonlinear optimal control problem
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Table 1.1: Summary of contributions.
Part Specific topics addressed Main contributions
Traffic monitoring Operational or sparse-measurement NFD
An information theoretic framework
for near-optimal sensors selection
Traffic control Multi-gated perimeter flow control
Optimal flow distribution
at candidate gating links
with constrained control and state variables for multi-gated perimeter flow control. The aim is to
equalise the relative queues at origin links and maintain the vehicle accumulation in the protected
network at a desired point, while the system’s throughput is maximised. The proposed frame-
work is applied and evaluated to a protected network area of San Francisco with fifteen gates of
different geometric characteristics. Results demonstrate the efficiency and equity properties of
the proposed MGC scheme. The proposed approach manages the excessive queues outside of
the protected network area and optimally distribute the input flows. It also fulfils the require-
ment of equity for drivers using different gates to enter a protected network area. Finally this
part of the thesis offers two perimeter-ordered flow allocation policies, namely capacity-based
flow allocation policy (CAP) and optimisation-based flow allocation policy (OAP), to facilitate
the real-time deployment of perimeter-ordered flow strategies. Further, these flow allocation
policies are benchmarked against the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control.
The results of this research will help traffic engineers to develop advanced traffic manage-
ment systems towards improving network throughput and directly serving maximum number of
network users due to its optimal flow distribution across transport network. Concluding, this
thesis offers solutions to two different problems, namely monitoring and control of transporta-
tion networks. Table 1.1 summarises the key contributions of this thesis organised in two main
parts.
1.4 Thesis outline
The structure of the thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The thesis has two main parts. Chapter
3 presents Part I (traffic monitoring) while Chapter 4 presents Part II (perimeter flow control).
Chapter 2 is devoted to the literature review required for both aforementioned chapters. Precisely
the rest of the thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review on macroscopic modelling, monitoring and
control of transport networks. First, the macroscopic modelling of cities (at network level)
with parsimonious models is discussed and the macroscopic or network-wide fundamental
diagram (MFD or NFD) of two-dimensional networks is revealed. Second, the applica-
tions of NFD on monitoring with particular focus on the sparse-measurement is discussed.
Finally, the application of NFD to perimeter flow control is reviewed with particular at-
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tention on the allocation of perimeter-ordered flows at multi-gated links.
• Chapter 3 develops deeper understanding of the first part of the thesis, where a generic
integer-programming problem (set-covering problem) is developed for the selection of
sensors. This problem is combined with an information-theoretic based framework for
efficient model selection to reconstruct a sparse-measurement NFD, which preserves the
main features of a full-measurement NFD.
• Chapter 4 develops an integrated model for the multi-gated perimeter flow control (MGC)
problem. Model-based predictive control (MPC) in a rolling horizon framework is used
to solve the corresponding constrained optimal control problem. A case study of the
application of the proposed MGC and allocation policies CAP & OAP to the protected
area of Downtown San Francisco, CA, is presented.
• Chapter 5 provides conclusions and suggestions for future research.
• Appendix A provides the necessary background on information theory to develop a mea-
sure of information correlation, which is used as a “distance” metric to provide sufficient
coverage and information accuracy in a set covering problem in Chapter 3.
• Appendix B provides the necessary background on the linearisation of nonlinear sys-
tems and introduces model predictive control (MPC) for the constrained control of linear
discrete-time systems. MPC is employed for the solution of the multi-gated perimeter
flow control developed in Chapter 4.
1.5 List of publications
The following are publications arising from this thesis:
Conference papers
1. R. Mat Jusoh and K. Ampountolas, “Distributed perimeter flow control of transport net-
works,” in 49th Annual UTSG Conference, Dublin, Ireland, 2017.
2. R. Mat Jusoh and K. Ampountolas, “Multi-gated perimeter flow control of transport net-
works,” in 25th Mediterranian Conference on Control and Automation (MED), Malta,
2017, pp. 731–736.
3. R. Mat Jusoh and K. Ampountolas, “Traffic monitoring on sparse-measurement network-
wide fundamental diagrams,” in 50th Annual UTSG Conference, UCL, London, 2018.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis outline.
4. R. Mat Jusoh and K. Ampountolas, “Optimal selection of traffic sensors: An information-
theoretic framework,” in 2019 American Control Conference (ACC), Philadelphia, USA,
2019, accepted/ to appear.
Journal papers
1. R. Mat Jusoh and K. Ampountolas, “An information-theoretic framework for the near-
optimal selection of sensors,” To be submitted for possible publication to a journal, In
preparation.
2. R. Mat Jusoh and K. Ampountolas, “Multi-gated perimeter flow control of monocentric
cities,” To be submitted for possible publication to a journal, In preparation.
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews relevant literature to develop greater insight into modelling, monitoring and
control using aggregated model for urban networks. Section 2.2 provides the historical overview
of macroscopic modelling of cities with parsimonious model, then it explores developments of
the MFD. Section 2.3 presents an application of MFD in monitoring transport networks with
a particular focus on sparse-measurement with less number of sensors. Besides, section 2.4
discusses the application of MFD in controlling the transport networks with specific attention
on the perimeter traffic flow control at multi-gated links. Lastly, conclusions for this chapter is
given in Section 2.5.
2.2 Macroscopic traffic flow modelling of cities
2.2.1 Aggregated traffic at the city-level
Various theories which described traffic dynamics at an aggregated level have been progressed
over the past five decades. Known as macroscopic traffic models in urban networks, it describe
the aggregate behaviour among traffic variables (mean speed, traffic flow and traffic density) at
city (network) level. The traffic variables are represented in an aggregated way by summarising
information of all vehicles, and it does not specify details of individual vehicles. Such concept
of macroscopic model is of great importance allow for observing (monitoring) traffic dynamics
at the network level, measuring the quality of traffic service in a city and further to perform
necessary precautions such as alleviate congestion through traffic control.
Early works of an aggregated traffic were proposed in the past to model and understand
macroscopic relationships at urban networks. An attempt has been made to describe the com-
plexity of traffic flows in urban road networks began as early as in 1969 where [39] was the first
to initiate the concept of macroscopic relationship between the mean speed in the centre part
7
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reservoir
input output
Figure 2.1: Conservation law.
of a city and relate it with the accumulation of vehicles. This relationship shows an optimum
accumulation but unable to verify the theory due to the lack of sufficient data at that time.
The macroscopic model of urban traffic further developed by [51] with the introduction to
model traffic in a city by two-fluid model; one part representing the stopped vehicles due to
e.g. incidents and congestions while the other part represents moving vehicles in the city. The
model realistically relates the speed and density of an urban traffic network behind the physics
philosophy where the average speed in urban network is a function of the fraction of stopped
vehicles at any given time. [10] then undertook empirical validation of the two-fluid model
using data experiment in Austin, Texas. Based on preliminary analysis, results postulated that
average flow in a city could be expressed as product of speed and accumulation of vehicles.
To enhance the understanding of the traffic in an urban area using the two-fluid model, [69]
further investigated the network-level relationships by using simulation data. They observed the
basic traffic flow variables: flow, density and speed with a fundamental relationship that flow
is a product of density and speed. Results based on simulation confirm that it is possible to
characterise traffic variable using macroscopic models and it is present at network level.
Although prior studies of macroscopic models showed remarkable developments regarding
the urban aggregate traffic modelling, however, the studies looked for light traffic conditions
or in data coming from simulations. It is not sufficient i) to describe congested conditions in
an urban network change over time and ii) empirical evidence to demonstrate the existence of
macroscopic models of urban networks is absent.
2.2.2 The MFD on urban networks
The whole idea of MFD-based modelling is about using aggregate network models, based on
conservation law and outline relationship between space mean flow or outflow (veh/h) with
vehicle density or accumulation (veh). The vehicle conservation equations as depicted in Figure
2.1. The principle is about the change in the number of vehicles (accumulation) in time equals
the balance of input and output during the examined period.
Approach taken by [23] is among the pioneer who simplified the description of traffic dy-
namics. The author reintroduced a principle of MFD as an aggregate model of a city where it
can be treated as few homogeneous reservoirs. The model required variables input and output
which could be used without information of origin-destinations then a city can be expressed by
a macroscopic function consists of variables flow, density and accumulation. The author claims
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(a) flow vs. occupancy
for two detectors
(b) average flow vs. average occupancy
from all detectors
Figure 2.2: Loop detector data in Yokohama ([34]).
an MFD should exist for urban networks with uniformly loaded congestion if the traffic condi-
tion changes slowly with time. The study also observed that overcrowded networks in case of
gridlock tend to have performance degradation, and suggested an adaptive control strategy to
improve mobility and relieve congestion by controlling vehicle accumulation into the network.
Following the theoretical work by [23] led [34] to conduct field experiment using data from
500 loop detectors and successfully to be the first reported the existence of MFD in a large urban
area in Yokohama, Japan. The constructed MFD confirms by aggregating the highly scattered
plots of flow vs. density. MFD with very low scatter exists which links space-mean flow and
density. They refer the aggregated variable weighted sum of flows of all links as “production”
and weighted sum of link densities as “accumulation”, both quantities are weighted with link
lengths (lane-km). Figure 2.2 (a) illustrates data from individual detectors that is highly scattered
and when aggregated the scatter nearly disappear and form along with a well-defined curve in
Figure 2.2 (b). Instead of monotonic relationship between speed and flow which mostly found
in early aggregated models, the MFD in Figure 2.2 (b) exhibit a concave like-shape with three
special parts; free-flow, capacity and congested. The main feature is that for a (more or less)
critical vehicle accumulation (or traffic density), flow capacity is reached; and, thus throughput
is maximised. Figure 2.3 depicts an almost linear relationship between average network flow
and its outflow (i.e., the trip completion rate, the rate vehicles reach their destinations). This
relationship represents almost time-invariant value for the network average trip length. This
criteria is important indicating average network flow can be observed with sensors (e.g., loop
detectors) while outflow is more complicated and require full observation of network boundary
and observation of ending trips [34].
The fundamental diagram can be reproduced either by using weighted or unweighted quan-
tity. The weighted quantity take into account the link length while unweighted quantity do not
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Figure 2.3: Time series of region average flow and outflow ([34]).
take link length. The formula of the quantity are given as [34]:
qw =
∑
i
qili/
∑
i
li,
qu =
∑
i
qi/
∑
i
1,
ow = kws =
∑
i
oili/
∑
i
li
ou = kus =
∑
i
oi/
∑
i
1
where qw is weighted flow, ow is weighted occupancy, qu is unweighted flow, ou is unweighted
occupancy, k is density, s is constant factor of effective vehicle length, qi and oi denote the flow
and occupancy on link i with length li. It is also suggested by [34] the MFD can be used as a
suitable perimeter control strategy to avoid oversaturated condition but serve traffic at a desired
level. Since this prominent finding, the study of MFD received significant attention and plethora
of works can be found.
For example, empirical study by [83] confirm the existence of MFD for signalised arterial
networks in Brisbane, Australia. They used dataset from Bluetooth sensor. Figure 2.4 (a) illus-
trate the shape of MFD in Brisbane. Clearly, by aggregating the variables, the diagram shows a
well defined relationship between flow and density with less scatter.
Another study by [7] verified that CBD in Chania, Greece exhibits an MFD. Using real
data from 70 loop detectors, the urban area display a fundamental diagram with small level of
scatters. The data were available at every 90 s for flow and occupancy and were aggregated over
all-lanes data by calculating mean of lane occupancies and total summation of flows. Figure
2.4 (b) illustrates specific MFD on Monday where clearly show crisp relation between flow and
occupancy. They also observed MFD of every day across one week has different shape and it is
not unique.
A study by [24] provide theoretical ground and show the shape of MFD can be predicted
using variational theory instead of using simulation. The curve derived from the theory fit well
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(a) MFD in Brisbane ([83]). (b) MFD of Monday in Chania([7]).
Figure 2.4: Example of MFD in other cities.
with experimental data from Yokahama. The theory provides basic of analytical deviation of
MFD by providing upper and lower bounds of the curve. Despite offering numerous advantages,
the theory is limited to a network with regular topology (many route choice), slow varying
demand and homogeneous network with similar links. Furthermore, the authors point out that
obtaining a “well defined” (i.e. low scatter) MFD, depends on network topology and it is not
universally expected.
Some example of empirical studies using real data which demonstrate the fundamental di-
agram exists in the real world has been discussed. The MFD exhibits a concave curve with a
sweet point, where maximum average vehicle flow or throughput is observed. Although the
MFD can well describe urban traffic dynamic, the existence of the fundamental diagram with
less scatter is not universally expected. The key assumption of MFD is the homogeneity of con-
gestion loaded across the network is not always expected in the real world. Several researchers
have been challenged this assumption and investigated what can induce traffic heterogeneity.
2.2.3 Factors influencing the MFD
The curve of MFD is not unique and many factors such in the following can influence their shape
and properties.
2.2.3.1 Location of loop detectors
A work by [14] was the first to argue homogeneity assumption for a well-defined MFD proposed
by [34]. By using empirical data of city network in Toulouse, France, they showed examples
of MFD when the network is heterogeneously distributed. Three causes of heterogeneity men-
tioned are i) type of network ii) presence of congestion and iii) location of loop detector (near
or far from traffic light). The authors grouped the loop detector data according to their distance
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to traffic light and then performed comparative analysis on a different network; i) highways vs.
surface street networks and ii) center vs. suburbs. Based on the experiment performed, the
distance between detectors and traffic signals has a strong impact on the slope of the MFD; the
nearer the distance of detectors with traffic light, the lower the slope of MFD is. They further
investigated the cause of scatter where they observed hysteresis in the MFD. High flow is ob-
served in the onset and lower in the offset for the same density value as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Their conclusions are parallel with the claim made by [24] and added the distance between loop
detector and traffic signal should be homogeneous to ensure a crisp curve of MFD.
Later, [19] set up few experiments of locating sensor location by using the different distance
between loop detector and traffic signal. The reference pointed out the more quantity of the de-
tector within the roads produce better MFD. They recommend that locating the loop detectors at
different section of the roads (links) (e.g., upstream, downstream or middle) can cover different
traffic conditions and hence create a better MFD. They also pointed out that without enough
coverage from loop detector will exhibit uneven bias in MFD estimation.
2.2.3.2 Spatial distribution of link densities
In the interest of clarifying the key requirement for well-defined MFD, [71] was the first study to
discover using a simulation that the spatial distribution of link densities gave a significant impact
on the shape of MFD. They observed a network with heterogeneously distributed (variance of
density over different location is high) would exhibit network flows smaller than those that
approximately meet homogeneity conditions (low spatial variance of link density). They provide
a reason that “an inhomogeneity in the spatial distribution of car density increases the probability
of spillover, which substantially decreases the network flow”.
A study by [36] further confirmed the effect of variability in space and time through an
experiment on an arterial network in downtown Yokohama, Japan and freeway network in Twin
Cities, Minnesota. The statistical experiments suggested the condition for a well-defined MFD
is that “if the spatial distribution of link density is similar for two time interval with same number
of vehicles in network, then the two time intervals have the same average flows”. Thereby, the
earlier assumption of homegeneity condition [34] is relaxed. While arterial network satisfied the
condition, but it does not hold in freeway network where a non well-defined MFD is observed.
Spatial distribution of link densities is a crucial factor that affects the shape of a MFD.
Evidently, for heterogeneous networks with multiple centres of congestion the observation of
well-defined fundamental diagrams is more challenging. Networks with uneven congestion dis-
tribution may show traffic states that are well below the upper bound of a MFD and high scatter
to line on a MFD. Based on the discussed findings, a possible solution to have a well-defined
MFD is to clustering the heterogeneous network into a small number of homogeneous clusters
with small variance of link densities.
An approach taken by [54] investigated the partitioning algorithm of the urban traffic net-
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Figure 2.5: MFD in Toulose; inset: hysteresis for morning ([14]).
work in San Francisco. The work in [54] provide a foundation in clustering of heterogeneous
transportation networks. The goal of partitioning is to obtain i) low variance of link densi-
ties within cluster and ii) spatial compactness of each cluster, which makes the potential for
perimeter control application. Each goal is validated by density variance metrics and spatial
compactness metrics respectively. The proposed algorithm can produce a partitioning with a
desired number of clusters, demonstrated the effectiveness and is theoretically solid. However,
the nature of congestion in transport network spreads and propagate dynamically over space and
time features while the algorithm is limited to static traffic states. Hence, a dynamic partitioning
is critical to ensure it works in urban networks.
The effect of partitioning is further investigated by [76] who proposed partitioning heteroge-
neous networks into connected homogeneous regions by obtaining directional congestion within
regions. They suggested a new definition of link similarity based on running snakes and devel-
oped optimisation framework model and tested it on the real network in San Francisco and
Shenzen. The ‘snake’ is referring to each sequence of roads and running snakes depicted by
iteratively, one adjacent road is added based on its similarity to join existing added roads. The
iteration continues growing by adding and absorbing different links near snake until all the links
in the network are added. Later, [77] extends the investigation by capturing dynamic fashion
and incorporate time factors over the traffic changes. The framework allows to identify links
with the highest heterogeneity and re-cluster them with similar traffic patterns to minimise in-
homogeneity effect.
In another way to alleviate the effect of inhomogeneity in networks, [58] derived a Gener-
alised MFD which shows traffic production as a function of the average density in a network and
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the spatial inhomogeneity of density across the entire network. They observed the Generalised
MFD describes more of inhomogeneity in the production compared to MFD.
2.2.3.3 Traffic signal settings
One of the future work suggested in [14] is to investigate the effect of traffic signal upon the
scatter of MFD. In general signal timing (cycle length, a proportion of green time) have an
impact on MFD. The main idea is to have a proper timing of traffic lights across the perimeter
of an urban area which will determine the inflow while keeping the traffic at maximal flow and
prevent from saturated condition. An investigation by [3] explore this idea with their developed
signal control strategies in city centre of Chania, Greece. Using scenario of strong demand with
high fluctuations, they observed a hysteresis effect in the diagrams in the presence of different
strategy. This means at the same accumulation value, network flow are different during onset
(when the network is filled) and offset (when the network is emptied).
In [32], they studied the influence of adaptive signal control on network stability and MFD.
The network is considered stable when they are in less congested state. The stability give an
impact to homogeneous spatial distribution hence facilitate in producing relationships between
traffic variables. Based on their observations, adaptive traffic signal contribute to stability only
when a network is in medium congestion state. However, in a dense congested network, the
adaptive traffic signal give irrelevant effect on the urban network and it should be supported
with adaptive routing drivers. Work by [33] derived analytical theories for the shape of the
MFD as a function of network and intersection parameters, using variational theory for different
city topologies and signal structures.
2.2.3.4 Traffic mode decomposition
Unpredictability of traveller choices over route, time and mode of travel also affecting the shape
of MFD. Particularly with different transportations mode (e.g., cars, buses) there is always com-
petition for space in urban networks. A study by [38] taking into account the traffic mode
decomposition in case of mixed multimodal traffic (cars and buses share same network infras-
tructure) and derived three-dimensional MFD model. They observed the network’s circulating
flow decreases with the number of buses serve in the network.
2.2.4 Modelling MFD with uncertainty
For a better representation of the traffic dynamics, there are few works which included the ro-
bustness concerning uncertainties into the MFD modelling.
Recent work [3] has identified that flow capacity in urban networks may be observed over
a range of accumulation-values, and thus a critical accumulation cannot accurately be specified
or is subject change due to adaptive signal control [3]. Therefore for a better representation
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of the traffic dynamics, [7] included the uncertainty into the MFD-based model representation
through tracking in real-time prevailing critical accumulation over a range of accumulations.
The Kalman filter uses different increments while estimating the critical accumulation to allow
the different rate of increase (or decrease) during the onset (or offset) of congestion to improve
the tracking performance.
A study by [46] dealing with this problem by considering uncertainty in the value of trip com-
pletion flow that can differentiate between upper and lower envelope (interval) of MFD which
capture the nonlinearity dynamics. Shortly after that, [42] continued the work and consider
modelling of uncertain MFD with destination decomposition of the accumulations. Recently,
[62] have introduced uncertainty traffic flow description with additional dynamic weights for a
single region network. [8] has extended the network-wide uncertainty to multimodal networks
for traffic mode decomposition.
As a result of this section 2.2, macroscopic modelling for the urban network from early
works based on aggregated traffic is surveyed, how it developed to the known MFD, factors give
impact on its shape to modelling uncertainty in MFD. Furthermore, macroscopic models offer
number of benefits such: input needs for macroscopic simulation are reduced and large-scale
city network modelling is easier, low computational effort, the low infrastructure required, pro-
duce more elegant control schemes and demand-insensitive relationship between accumulation
and network flow [34]. In the following, the literature review is proceeded into two section
which mainly discusses the application of MFD in monitoring and controlling the transportation
networks. The first section describes the monitoring part in Section 2.3. This literature is related
to Chapter 3. Following that literature in regards to control of traffic congestion in urban areas
in Section 2.4 is described. The literature in this section is significant with Chapter 4.
2.3 Traffic monitoring with parsimonious model
2.3.1 Introduction
Recently, MFD has been found to be particularly useful for monitoring traffic congestion in
urban areas [23, 34, 69]. MFD is used for monitoring by providing an update information of
the network state status. The shape and regime (component) of the MFD can illustrate the
traffic condition of a network. Figure 2.6 illustrates the theoretical shape of the MFD for urban
road networks, where the vertical-axis represents total network flow (circulating flow or trip
completion flow rate) while horizontal-axis represents number of vehicles in the network (proxy
of occupancy or density). Occupancy is the percent of time a traffic loop detector is occupied by
vehicles. Occupancy indicates spread of congestion across the traffic network.
It can be seen in Figure 2.6, as vehicle accumulation increased from zero, the network
throughput increases to a maximum (flow capacity) and then turns down and decreases sharply
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Figure 2.6: Theoretical MFD ([3]).
to a low value possibly zero or complete standstill (gridlock). The corresponding maximum
point of flow capacity has the critical occupancy (or range of critical occupancy). The term crit-
ical occupancy is extensively used to distinguish the limit between normal and congested traffic
situations. Figure 2.6 also clearly illustrate three important component in MFD. The description
is as following; when the network occupancy is less than critical point, traffic state is regarded
as uncongested conditions or free flow (green zone with incline gradient). The slope of the line
is corresponding to the average speed in the network. When occupancy lies in the critical range
the traffic state is regarded to be in the saturated conditions (yellow zone with horizontal line),
while the traffic state regarded to be in the oversaturated phase (red zone with decline gradient)
if the network occupancy exceeds critical point.
Through monitoring, MFD assists the traffic engineer by providing the network state (e.g.,
congestion level) information whether the network is performing at green, yellow or red zone
of the MFD. Obviously, the red zone is an undesired traffic state. When an urban network is
congested, queues take place which leads to flow deterioration, travel time increase and infras-
tructure is underutilised. Hence with this information, traffic controller will try to avoid the
network to be in oversaturated condition but serve traffic at a desired level. Ideally, the network
should operate at or below critical occupancy (accumulation) to have maximum flow condition.
By proper traffic management, this aim can be achieved.
It is inevitable MFD is beneficial for researchers and traffic engineers but at the same time,
the relevant data (or infrastructure/sensors) to construct an MFD are not always available. To
account the data limitation, number of studies have examined different data sets. Typically, the
information for MFD estimation comes from loop detector data obtained from fixed sensors
or GPS-enabled devices probe vehicles and reports by cellular phones obtained from mobile
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sources. In the following, a brief overview of studies concerning MFD estimation using fixed
sensors or mobile sources is discussed.
A work by [65] presented a comparison study between speed from mobile data and flow
estimates from detector data to observe the state of the urban network. They observed the
estimated MFD does not require probe penetration rate (PPR) in advance. PPR is the number of
equipped vehicles compared to the total number of vehicles in the area of interest [4].
Following that, [72] proposed a method to combine mobile probes data with loop detector
data to estimate network-wide traffic variables. Mobile probes data serves a substantial source
of traffic data which can provide information on vehicles’ location, speed, and distance trav-
eled. However, the assumption of probe vehicles data is homogeneously distributed across the
network seem far from reality.
Taking into consideration regarding heterogeneously distributed of mobile probe data across
the network, [28] estimated an MFD using mobile data. They proposed an algorithm to estimate
the probe penetration rates based on k-clustering analysis. The obtained results highlighted
on the importance of location and number of detectors on correct links as it is related with an
optimum size of clusters to get better results.
An effort has been made to account both data sources (loop detector and mobile data) by [6]
who propose a fusion algorithm to improve the accuracy of the estimated MFD. These works
also showed that low penetration rates of probe vehicles reduce the accuracy of MFD estimation.
It has been shown that a low penetration rate of probe data in data fusion exercises can
reduce the accuracy of MFD estimation. Another option is to combine data coming from fixed
sensors and origin-destination or GPS trajectories in a resource allocation scheme to estimate
the MFD [92]. This study revealed that the accuracy of MFD approximation is improved as
fixed detection points are increased.
As shown in the literature reviewed above, whereas data from mobile sensors are widely-
available throughout the network, the information obtained from loop detectors remains vital for
the effective traffic monitoring of urban areas and the reconstruction of macroscopic traffic flow
models. Our study limited to the data collected from fixed monitoring devices (loop detector
data).
2.3.2 Sparse-measurement MFD
Recently, the estimation of the MFD with lower network coverage has gained interest. Simu-
lation studies have confirmed that an operational or sparse-measurement MFD, which involves
fewer sensors and corresponding measurements (reflecting different levels of network coverage),
can be used for the efficient monitoring and perimeter control of congested urban areas.
In this direction, [56] used an MFD-based with less number of measurements, which they de-
fined as reduced MFD and then the resulting MFD is exploited for solving gating control at city
Chania, Greece. They compared the different level of network coverage, i.e. percentage from
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total links in a network, for example, 5%, 10% and 35%. The corresponding links were chosen
based on i) visual inspection during simulation specifically at a location where congestion starts
to develop first and ii) personal judgment on what they think to be representative links. Results
obtained using a fewer number of links were very encouraging; the controller works very well
to protect the network and depicted equivalent performance as full measurement case (using all
links). The accuracy of the obtained reduced MFD is evaluated in terms of total travel distance
and total time spent.
Another study related to this topic is by [73] who studied the influence of location and
number of measurement points for an MFD at the city of Zurich. They have developed a quasi-
optimal strategy for link selection and compared its performance with some ad-hoc approaches,
including random link selection or selection based on the distance to centres of congestion. The
idea of ad-hoc strategies mainly follows traffic engineer experience for placing loop detectors in
the network. The resulting MFD with less number of measurement is referred as partial MFD or
pMFD. They observed the minimum level of coverage to be 25% of links used will guarantee a
high accuracy. The accuracy is assessed by their proposed generalised method which measures
the difference of density ratios between the two MFD (full and pMFD) while the metric is in
percentage points (ppts).
Although these works are in the right research direction, however in both cases there is a
lack of emphasis on providing a generic framework for efficiently building sparse-measurement
operational MFDs. Unfortunately, from the existing method, the critical links are chosen depend
on computer simulation, or personal judgment who must has a good background of the network,
rely on quasi-optimal or ad-hoc blind strategies (involving random link selection), or subject to
the standard practice of traffic community experience. The human judgment could be biased
and this is a potential disadvantage. To make it more challenging, a large scale networks have
multiple centers of congestion thus need a smarter way of selection with an automated and
concise procedure, something not possible with a traditional, manual approach applied in current
practice.
Although existing literature reveals about the minimum network coverage needed for a well-
defined MFD estimation there is very limited study on incorporating the locations of correspond-
ing measurements. If a city manager has budget limitations and wants to install some sensors on
the roads, selecting an optimal location is very crucial at this stage. The strategic position of the
traffic sensor is essential to obtain the most significant amount of information and ensure it is
cost-effective. An optimal location with corresponding measurements will assist in estimating
an accurate MFD which later facilitate in monitoring and control. Moreover, locating a sensor
should not be location constrained where subjected to the specific area or level of congestion
only. There is no guarantee flow at congested links might represent the real network flow. As
mentioned by [19], the sensor (detector) should spread across the network to capture different
traffic dynamics and provide overall traffic state conditions.
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Furthermore, to evaluate the sufficient level of information from the sensors is another vital
issue since monitoring resources are often scarce. The selected sensor should be the most infor-
mative about unsensed locations. Current accuracy assessment depends on i) visual inspection
or ii) customised accuracy metric based on density ratios (in ppts). While it could be used to
support evaluation, however, they are tailor-made to the problem and not generic. Hence, a reli-
able and systematic accuracy assessment of sparse-measurement would significantly benefit the
development of traffic monitoring applications.
Therefore the optimal spatial resolution for loop detector placement and optimal temporal
resolution for detector data reporting are crucial to the building and successful deployment of
estimating the MFD and deserved an attention for further investigation. These studies motivated
our work to develop a generic framework for efficiently building sparse-measurement opera-
tional MFDs, which explained in the following section.
2.3.3 Near-optimal sensor selection for traffic monitoring
Looking back at the research of the location problem, most of the studies model it into a conven-
tional facility location problem which is used for determining the optimal locations of a hospital
or gas station, etc., for serving the maximum number of customers while minimising the distance
(e.g., average travel time or cost). The general problem is to locate new facilities or sensors to
optimise some objective or cover a spatial area of interest or satisfy some demand points. Basic
facility or location models include: set covering, maximal covering, p-center, p-median, fixed
charge (where both the cost of building new facilities or locating sensors, and transportation
costs are considered), hub, and maxisum [22, 25], [64].
Most popular models among facility location is the covering problem due to its applicability
in real-world life, especially for service and emergency facilities. It seeks to ensure that each
customer is “covered” (or served) by a certain facility if the distance between customer and
facilities is equal or less than a predefined number (certain threshold, or required distance),
sometime known as coverage distance or coverage radius [30].
Two classic type of the coverage models are set covering problem and maximal covering
location problem. The set covering location problem concerns to locate minimum number of
facilities while ensuring each demand can be served by at least one facility. It was first intro-
duced by [50] who aimed to determine the minimum number of police needed to cover nodes on
a network of highways. The mathematical model in set covering problems was later developed
by [82]. They consider modeling the location of emergency service facilities such that every
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demand points is covered by some facilities, as follows [30, 82]:
i : the index of demand nodes,
j : the index of facilities,
Ni : the set of potential locations within S so that Ni = {j|dij ≤ S},
xj : a binary decision variable indicating whether the facility located at point j or not,
dij : the distance between demand node i and facility j, and
S : a maximum acceptable service distance. The model is as follows:
min z =
n∑
j=1
xj (2.1)
subject to∑
j∈Ni
xj ≥ 1 i = 1, . . . ,m (2.2)
xj ∈ {0, 1} j = 1, . . . , n (2.3)
Objective function (2.1) minimise the total number of located facilities. Constraint (2.2) shows
the service requirement for demand i and constraint (2.3) states that all variables are binary.
Meanwhile, the maximal covering location problem was proposed by [17] where it consists in
locating p facilities that can cover the maximum amount of demand [79]. In addition, a review
of covering-based problems in facility location can be found in [30].
In these mentioned models, a network is given with the locations of the demands to be served
by the facilities and the locations of existing facilities or sensors. In general, these models work
well in spatial facility location problems where the measure of distance and demand points are
well defined. However, geometric assumptions related to a measure of distance are too strong
in case of monitoring spatiotemporal phenomena, such as traffic flow in urban road networks
by inductive loop detectors (traffic sensors). Traffic congestion usually propagates upstream in
the network to random locations and traffic sensors make noisy measurements about the nearby
regions, and this spatial sensing area is not usually characterised by a regular disk or a radius.
For example, sensors located (far one each other) at arbitrary areas of the network can provide
similar information and thus should be excluded. On the other hand, combining data from multi-
ple sensors can give good predictions. In addition, the spatiotemporal distribution of congestion
in traffic networks affects the shape of aggregated models used for traffic monitoring [36, 71].
Thus the notion of combination of data from multiple sensors in complex topological spaces is
of fundamental importance and can not easily characterised by existing spatial models relying on
the measure of distance. Except transport networks, the sensor selection problem arises in var-
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ious other applications, including robotics [52], parametric identification of structural systems
[74], wireless networks [89], and others [41].
In addition, the sensor location problem could be viewed from an information perspective.
Sensors continuously provide information that helps characterise the status of the network. Ob-
taining data for the monitoring system is in first deals with maximising information. It means
sensors are installed in network systems to acquire absolute accurate measurements (informa-
tion). Information theory presented by [78] many years ago to determine maximum capacity
of data transmission in communication systems. The past recent years have seen the devel-
opment and application of information theoretic approach across different applications. Such
work are in water level measurement [66], monitoring neutron flux distribution [81] and temper-
ature measurements [61]. Information-based techniques are commonly adopted such as mutual
information, information entropy and Fisher information. In [61], they observed that mutual in-
formation would work better than entropy alone as a criterion. They even observed the entropy
criterion tends to place sensors along the borders of the area. As described above the sensor se-
lection problem has been considered for various application except in transportation networks.
Thus it is a motivation to apply the idea of information-theoretic framework together with loca-
tion problem in monitoring the transportation networks. The information-theoretic framework
able to provide a way to measure the amount of uncertainty of some quantities e.g. noisy mea-
surements and highly unpredictable of traffic conditions while successfully quantify the quality
and quantity of the collected information. Meanwhile the set covering problem is used since
the method can provide the minimum number of sensors required together with the locations
which ensure optimum level coverage. The combination method between information-theoretic
framework and set covering location will provide a goodness in terms of where to strategically
position traffic sensors in order to obtain largest amount of information on a network.
Research problem
The shape and properties of the MFD depend on the network topology and current traffic con-
ditions in the network, as reflected by the observations of a number of loop detectors (or other
sensors) placed at appropriate network locations. In our case, the full measurements is received
from the sensing location placed at mid-block of links. From these full measurements, the MFD
is created. In this work, one can see how the number of measurements (corresponding to number
of sensors) is reduced and how one can reproduce the same MFD using limited number of mea-
surements if it hold the same properties and preserves the original characteristics based on the
MFD from full-measurements. In other words, this work are looking at the problem of selecting
a subset of traffic sensors to be deployed in a network to characterise the spatiotemporal evolu-
tion of traffic density. This lead to an open question related to the optimal location of sensors
selection:
1. How many measurements (all observation or subset of observations) in network are
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needed to construct a well-defined MFD?
2. Where are the locations of these measurements to monitor?
3. How to select these locations to place the detector?
4. How to measure the accuracy of the resulting MFD?
Significance of study
This topic is worthy of study because the established mathematical optimisation will accom-
modate in choosing the best subset of possible sensors. Such approach can be helpful for
improving and maximising the estimation of MFD and will facilitate traffic monitoring with
sparse-measurement network-wide fundamental diagram.
In addition, the quality of traffic information heavily depends on the location and number
of the sensors deployed on the road network. Poorly located sensor or unsuitable number of
sensors can greatly increase installation and maintenance costs. It will also degrade the MFD
estimation. Thus, how to use the minimum number of sensors to obtain high quality of traffic
information is a problem worthy of study.
Selection of sensors are of fundamental importance not only due to physical or economic
constraints but also to prevent redundancy of the same information which may occur between
nearby sensors. Hence, it is very important to investigate and solve optimal spatial resolution for
loop detector placement and optimal temporal resolution for detector data reporting to facilitate
the construction of sparse-measurement MFD. It is expected that this topic will improve the lim-
itation of existing methods and would hopefully trigger further developments in the macroscopic
monitoring and control of urban road networks.
Research framework
In this work, the purpose is twofold. The first purpose is to develop and present a sound method-
ology for the near-optimal sensor selection across a network. The problem is modeled as a set
covering integer programming problem, which is NP-hard (even with only polynomially many
constraints, see e.g., [18]). A measure of correlation (based on Pearson correlation or mutual
information) between random variables, reflecting a variable of interest, is introduced as a “dis-
tance” metric to provide sufficient coverage and information accuracy. As opposed to other
sensor selection techniques, correlation is used between sensor locations rather than spatial dis-
tance to measure dissimilarity. The ultimate goal is to select sensors that are most informative
about unsensed locations. The problem of finding the configuration that maximises mutual in-
formation is NP-complete.
Secondly, this study present an information-theoretic based framework for efficient model
selection. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to quantify the approximation error incurred
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between probability mass functions corresponding to different solutions of the integer program-
ming. The proposed framework is applied to the problem of constructing sparse-measurement
network-wide fundamental diagram using empirical inductive loop-detector data of one week
from a central business district with fifty-eight sensors.
Contributions
The contributions of this topic can be summarised as follows:
1. An automated procedure for the sensor selection problem specifically in transport net-
work is offered in order to construct an operational or sparse-measurement network-wide
fundamental diagram.
2. An efficient strategy is formulated for efficient model selection which is based on
information-theoretic approach.
Details of this topic will be discussed further in the next chapter. Chapter 3 develops a set
covering integer programming formulation for the optimal selection of sensors and discusses
how the proposed information-theoretic framework can be adopted, illustrates the effectiveness
of the proposed framework with the use of real empirical data. Meanwhile, Appendix A presents
some background in information theory, including entropy, Kullback-Leibler divergence and
mutual information (see [78] for a detailed treatment). In the next section, existing literature for
second part of the thesis will be discussed.
2.4 Traffic flow control of cities
2.4.1 Introduction
Apart from monitoring, MFD also has been extensively studied for the past few years to design
traffic control schemes, to improve urban network performance and alleviate traffic congestion.
An example of such a scheme is the perimeter traffic flow control.
MFD assist the traffic engineer by providing the network state (e.g., congestion level) infor-
mation for the traffic controller. The idea of using the macroscopic relationship between network
traffic variables is for optimising the accumulation of vehicles in an urban region. Returning to
Figure 2.6, when the network or protected area is performing at low congested level (yellow
zone), the city still has the ability to allocate incoming vehicles. At the green zone, the protected
area is reaching its capacity and some actions are desirable to limit the access to the area to
ease the growing number of vehicles. In the red zone, the network is congested or oversaturated
congestion. This condition is beyond the network capacity and vehicles are no longer permitted
to enter the protected area.
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Figure 2.7: Applications of MFD.
In principle, the traffic controller aim to serve traffic at desired level. The network should
operate at or below critical occupancy (accumulation) to have maximum flow condition. This
can be achieved particularly through proper traffic management such as optimising traffic signal
[3, 26, 88], protect the dense network through gating [1, 37, 55] or balancing the network traffic
flow distribution through route guidance [48, 59, 87], congestion pricing [35, 91] and parking
pricing [90]. Potential application of MFD in urban network is summarised in Figure 2.7.
2.4.2 Perimeter traffic flow control
The general idea of a perimeter flow control (or gating) strategy is to “meter” the input flow
to the system by using appropriate traffic management such as traffic signals to hold vehicles
outside the controlled area if necessary, so the congestion inside is prevented hence maximise
the throughput.
An example of real world use of gating is Nottingham Zones and Collar experiment in 1975-
1976 [84]. This experiment applied gating scheme which limiting access to the city centre using
traffic signals timings. The “zones” are referring to residential areas from which traffic access to
the main roads leading into the city while the “collar” is referring to traffic appeared around the
central area due to delayed at traffic signals. Traffic is only allowed to enter the city centre area
at the same time public transport is given priority. The objectives are to motivate non-essential
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traffic to avoid the inner city area, and promote public transport by improving bus travel times
relative to travel times by car. The report outlines on various aspects of implementation such
as zone exit controls, collar controls, bus priorities and park and ride as well as how drivers
responded to such scheme. It was reported that cars experienced excessive queues at particular
gating points which were not designed to cope with queues.
Widely used strategies of responsive systems for urban traffic control such as Split, Cycle
and Offset Optimization Technique (SCOOT) system [53], [13], [86] and Sydney Coordinated
Adaptive Traffic System (SCATS) [67] are applicable to large-scale networks and employed
to combat congestion of sensitive links or areas susceptible to congestion. SCOOT has been
applied to more than 150 cities in UK and elsewhere [27]. This method is supplied with real
measurements of traffic volume and occupancy (proxy to density) and is run repeatedly in real
time to analyse effect of changes of splits, offsets and cycle time at individual intersections.
Only the beneficial changes are submitted to controllers [27]. Although SCOOTS and SCATS
are appropriate to help prevent under saturation congestion, their performance are deemed less
efficient under severe congestion especially during peak period.
There have also been trials of gating in a project known as PRIMAVERA where it imple-
mented two urban traffic control strategies namely UK SCOOT and Italian SPOT [31]. Both real
time systems were improved so they can implement new algorithms and models in order to rep-
resent the reality more accurately. For example, SPOT systems has been modified to auto-gating
which is able to store vehicle upstream of a critical bottleneck by directing green times accord-
ing to the downstream queues or space left. The project focuses on integrated traffic control on
urban arterial corridors. It has developed methods for queues management, public transport pri-
ority, protecting the environment and improving safety through traffic calming measures. Field
trial in Leeds shown that with PRIMAVERA adoption, about 10% reduction in travel times for
buses is achieved when contrasted with existing urban traffic control system.
More recently, an alternative approaches in regards with the idea of gating is reinvented
using other tools for example the MFD. In an overview, most of existing literature in regards to
MFD-based modelling using perimeter flow control has been fall into two main interest topics;
single- region and multi- region.
In the case of a single region city with homogeneous traffic, the MFD exhibits a (more or
less) unimodal and low-scattered shape and thus it indicates a critical accumulation value where
maximum throughput is observed. MFD-based perimeter flow control has been proposed for
single region cities in [23], [55], [45], [46], and [43]. Since the maximum throughput in the
MFD is observed for a (more or less) critical value of vehicle accumulation, most of the recently
developed perimeter flow control schemes for single region cities rely on a pre-specified set (or
critical) value. Figure 2.8 show scheme involved for single-region network.
As the network-wide control has gain relevance, more complex concepts have been devel-
oped to extend the perimeter flow control for multi-region cities. Examples for multi-region can
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be found in [45], [37], [1], [49] and [75]. In the multi-region case (a heterogeneous city with
many attractions of congestion) might not have a well-defined MFD. Therefore, it is important
to partition or cluster the network into a number of homogeneous regions (see e.g. [54]). In this
case, it is assumed that each homogeneous region exhibits a well-defined MFD.
In general, there are two types of scheme involved as illustrated in Figure 2.9. A perimeter
flow control scheme is responsible for controlling the perimeter of the network, while a bound-
ary flow control scheme located at the border between regions is responsible for manipulating
the inter-flow transfers between neighbour regions. Perimeter and boundary flow control strate-
gies aim at distributing the accumulation in each region as homogeneously as possible, and
maintaining the rate of vehicles that are allowed to enter each region around a desired point
while the system’s throughput is maximised and minimise the total travel costs of all regions
[1]. Researches made by [1], [37], [38] and [75] have studied the effect of heterogeneity in
multi-region cities and designed perimeter control strategies that can decrease congestion het-
erogeneity, hence increase network performance.
2.4.2.1 Overview of existing control approaches
It has been shown in the literature that MFD-based control strategies, the perimeter flow control
are effective in regulating global traffic performance. Researchers in urban traffic management
have pursued various approaches. Some of the existing control schemes are reviewed briefly
and among them are bang-bang control, feedback control approaches, Model Predictive Control
(MPC) or rolling horizon schemes, robust control approaches and switching control schemes.
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Bang-bang control
Studies by [23] employed a bang-bang control scheme to manage the accumulation to maintain
the flow in the city on its maximum. The policy control is restricted to be between lower and
upper bound. For example, if the condition in the network is stable and uncongested, the ve-
hicles are allowed to enter the protected area up to the maximum allowable inflow. However,
when the network operates in congested condition particularly when accumulation reaches its
critical value, the inflow is turned to the minimum boundary. Nevertheless, bang-bang control
is challenging when the maximum and minimum inflow is too extremes or too much oscillation
hence it might not operate efficiently.
Feedback control
Proportional (P) and Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers, which are derived through the Linear
Quadratic (LQ) optimal control theory, are employed in [55] and [1]. [55] used MFD-based
modeling via application of gating control to improve mobility in saturated traffic conditions.
In [1], a multivariable linear quadratic state feedback controller is studied for perimeter control.
In both works, the nonlinear traffic dynamics are linearised to a pre-specified set point. The
designed controllers do not include prediction of future or demand. They also imply control
constraints indirectly after the design process.
Model predictive control
MPC is a control method that uses a model to predict future demand over an optimisation hori-
zon. It is a receding horizon scheme, where at each time step an optimal open-loop of the
problem with finite horizon is optimised, then only the first controller is applied to the plant and
the procedure is carried out again. A receding horizon framework capable of handling state and
control constraints which is an advantage in control design. For more detailed information on
MPC, interested reader is referred to [40, 68].
A study by [3] implemented a rolling-horizon (model-predictive) control scheme to over-
come the problem of signal control at the city centre of Chania, Greece. The control aim is to
minimise oversaturation and balance the link queues at the road network to minimise the risk of
queue spillback. The state variable involved is number of vehicles within link (queues) while the
control variable is green time at a junction which reproducible based on a relationship between
input flow, green time, saturation flows and cycle time. However, the proposed method remove
queues after oversaturation happened and this limit the control impact.
Applying MPC in MFD-based modelling, [37] used perimeter control approach for two re-
gions of a well-defined MFD. The optimal perimeter control is solved by model predictive con-
trol. The control aim is to maximise the output (trip completion flow of vehicles able to reach
their destination) of the networks. Four state variables are corresponding to the inner and outer
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region while two control variable are placed at the border of the regions to regulate the transfer
flow within. The state and control constraints are introduced to respect lower and upper bound.
In an attempt to combine mixed network, [47] extended the model for the combination be-
tween urban and freeway network which means incorporating the ramp metering control strategy
with the perimeter control. A centralised controller is achieved by the MPC scheme, while a co-
operative decentralised control structure is developed to handle the coordination between urban
and freeway management. The perimeter control on the boundary of regions manipulates the
inter-transfer flows among regions, while on-ramp controllers considered the traffic flow distri-
bution from urban areas to the freeway.
In a similar direction, [75] introduced region- and subregion- MFD based to explicitly
model the heterogeneous density effect. They proposed a hierarchical perimeter flow control
framework based on MFD-based modelling which implemented at the boundary of multiple
sub-regions. At upper-level, MPC is used to identify the inter-transfer flows between multiple
heterogeneous regions in the network. At the lower level, feedback control is used aiming at
homogeneity spatial distribution congestion.
A work by [21] used nonlinear MPC in order to handle nonlinear nature of the controlled
system where nonlinear function of the complete operational fundamental diagram is presented.
Furthermore in the cost function contains performance criteria and input oscillation weighting
which are different from other works. They compare their developed model with feedback
control and the results outperform the feedback control.
Our work focuses more on the application of existing MPC design and the model involved
is presented in Chapter 4. The detailed treatment of MPC is explained in B.2.
Robust control
As the network-wide control has increasingly gained relevance, more complex concepts have
been developed hence recent works have focused on the robust control for urban traffic networks.
Robust controller which encompass worst-case scenario deals with uncertainty is designed
to function at all network state without oblige to operate at a specific reference point. More
precisely, [46] have considered accumulation uncertainty with an upper and lower envelope of
the MFD, which can capture conservatively nonlinear dynamic phenomena. They designed a
robust PI controller that stabilises the network system against all uncertainty for a single region
network. Results showed that with a Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) model, it could replace
the original nonlinear model and a robust control scheme can be developed on the principles of
Quantitative Feedback Theory.
In another work, [42] examine control of uncertain MFD by designing a robust interpolation-
based constrained control scheme for multi-region networks. This scheme takes into account
control and state constraints but does not integrate any optimisation criteria. In [62], a robust
control scheme is developed to capture disturbances and to track in real-time the critical vehicle
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accumulation. A constrained optimisation algorithm is used to distribute and allocate the input
flow in an optimal way to a number of candidate junctions along the perimeter of the single
region. Recently, [9] considered Proportional-Integral (PI) robust perimeter flow controller in
dealing with the uncertainty of mix mode traffic.
Switching control
In an extra level of control to account more complex dynamics, [49] extended work in [37]
towards twinning the perimeter and switching plans control to an urban network composed of
several regions to solve the optimal traffic control problems. The perimeter control located at the
border region control the transfer flow between region while the switching controller influences
the dynamics by switch the timing plans of urban regions.
For a short survey, Table 2.1 summarise some relevant literature on MFD-based perimeter
flow control; data or network involved, either in single- or multi-region or either the model de-
veloped taking into account the parameter uncertainty and queues at the exterior of the network.
2.4.3 Multi-gated perimeter flow control
Regardless of the control strategies applied, the perimeter control input (i.e. optimal flow) al-
lowed to enter the network has to be distributed to the local intersections (or gated links). Recent
studies on the perimeter flow control [1, 37, 42, 46, 49, 55] assume that a single ordered input
flow obtained from a perimeter control strategy are equally distributed to be imposed at number
of candidate junctions (or gated links) at the periphery of the network. Such control schemes do
not allow for the direct consideration of the state and control constraints of the corresponding
problem and usually employ suboptimal methodologies for the distribution of the obtained flows
to the periphery.
Moreover, since the aim of perimeter control is to protect the inner region of the network,
the access restriction of input flow at boundary of the network might create developing queues
outside the region. Together with suboptimal flow distribution will lead to over-saturated back
spilling and reduce the network performance.
In light of this, few works get an exception regarding assigning flows to different junctions
(or gated links). For example in [62], they used optimal quadratic allocation algorithm to dis-
tribute the ordered flow from their Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) controller to number of
candidate entrance gates. The ordered flow is equivalent to optimal link green time which is
subjected to minimum and maximum bounds of cycle times. The objective function in their
allocation algorithm is to minimise the difference between the ordered flow and (real) gated
flow implemented at junctions. Although they try to take into account the green time (control)
constraint, the state constraint is not in consideration.
A study by [21] have attempted to handle the gating problem of urban network in downtown
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Budapest. They enhanced the system model from [55] and allocated additional state variables
to describe the queue dynamics at the protected network gates and solve the perimeter control
problem using nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). However, nonlinear MPC suffers
from the computational effort needed to solve in real-time optimisation problem.
Another approach of this concept also worked by [44] who studied the effect of intensive
vehicle assemble at the boundary of the network. A boundary optimisation control method for
two-region networks is proposed to avoid queue interference and maintain the existence of MFD.
A preliminary results of the analysis has been shown in [57]. They proposed a queue man-
agement strategy to balance of relative queues formed at the gated links at perimeter of protected
area. A relative queue is measured by dividing current queue length by its link’s maximum queue
length (maximum storage). The problem is formulated using quadratic knapsack optimisation
problem.
Although some initial efforts have been made to consider the queue length at the perimeter,
the distribution of allowable perimeter control input (i.e. optimal flow) to a number of candi-
date junctions at the periphery of the network has not been fully considered. Existing control
schemes do not allow for the direct consideration of the different geometric characteristics of
origin links, i.e., length, storage capacity, cycle time and other state and control constraints of
the corresponding problem and usually employ suboptimal methodologies for the distribution
of the obtained flows to the periphery, which is a potential disadvantage. Such a distribution
applied independently to multiple gates of a protected network area would be efficient in case
of unconstrained origin link queues for vehicle storage. However, gated queues must be re-
stricted to avoid interference with adjacent street traffic outside of the protected network area
and geometric characteristics of the different gates must be taken into account in the optimisa-
tion. The equity properties of perimeter flow control have not attracted considerable attention in
the literature, although it is an important characteristic of any practical perimeter flow control
application. These shortcomings call for new developments aiming at extending perimeter flow
control strategies. Thus, limited origin links storage capacity/geometric characteristics and the
requirement of equity for drivers using different gates to enter a protected area are the main
reasons towards multi-gated perimeter flow control.
Overview of research
In this framework, this PhD research studies problem of designing efficient control schemes for
the optimal distribution of input flows across the perimeter of single regions or the boundaries
of neighbour regions. A multi-gated optimisation-based schemes is proposed that allows for the
consideration of different types of state and control constraints.
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Significance of study
This study will benefit from the development of more realistic schemes for the distribution of
the input flows to the corresponding candidate junctions. The obtained distributed input flows
can be appropriately transformed to prices since perimeter control can be viewed as a traditional
zone control scheme with pricing (see e.g. the zone control scheme in London). Thus, effective
pricing models and policies can be directly incorporated into the perimeter flow control problem
to avoid queues and delays at the perimeter of a controlled area. The similar policies can be also
utilised for toll station pricing. This is of great importance to practitioners and city managers for
optimising the network capacity and serving the maximum number of travelers.
Moreover, a control strategy should be able to respect all constraints, minimise an objective
criterion such as total time spent in network and consider an equity aspect for users of the
different part in the network. Such an approach of appropriately distribute the input flow to the
gated links responding to the needs of individual drivers using different gates to enter a protected
area as they benefit from the equity policy applied in the scheme. It will also serve to balance
the queues at links in an effort to reduce the risk of queue spillback and prevent infrastructure
underutilisation.
Research framework
In this work, an integrated model for the multi-gated perimeter traffic flow control problem in
urban road networks is proposed. The renowned network or macroscopic fundamental diagram
of urban networks is employed to describe the traffic dynamics of the protected network area. To
describe traffic dynamics outside of the protected area, the basic state-space model is augmented
with additional state variables for the queues at store-and-forward origin links at the periphery
as also in [21], [44]. The integrated model is then used to formulate a convenient convex or
nonlinear optimal control problem with constrained control and state variables for multi-gated
perimeter flow control. The aim is to equalise the relative queues at origin links and maintain
the vehicle accumulation in the protected network around a desired point, while the system’s
throughput is maximised. This scheme determines optimally distributed input flow values (or
feasible entrance link green times) to avoid queues and delays at the perimeter of a protected
area while system’s output is maximised.
Contributions
The contributions of this topic can be summarised as follows:
1. Developed a scheme which determines the optimal distribution of input flow for a number
of gates located at the periphery of a protected network area with respect to link’s storage
capacity/ geometric characteristics.
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2. Provide a scheme that ensure equity for drivers to enter the protected network area from
different gates.
2.5 Concluding remarks
An overview of three important components; modelling, monitoring and control of transporta-
tion networks using MFD is discussed.
In Section 2.2 the history of macroscopic modelling of urban networks is surveyed from
early works based on aggregated information at city-level. The reported earlier models emphasis
more on a monotonic decreasing relationship between traffic variables and it is limited under
less congested regime. The models then develop into two-fluid model, and to recent findings
based on input-output system description known as MFD. These diagrams primarily show the
relationship between average network flow and vehicle accumulation or traffic density and able
to explain under uncongested and congested condition. They exhibit a concave like-shape and
their main feature is that for a (more or less) critical vehicle accumulation flow capacity is
reached; and, thus throughput is maximised. Successful to show MFD exist using real empirical
data has encouraged researchers to develop MFD-based models, which is expected to facilitate
in monitoring and control of transportation networks. Nevertheless, these curves of MFD are not
unique. Their shape and properties depend on few factors and some factors are briefly discussed
such as the location of loop detectors, spatial distribution of links densities, traffic signal settings
and traffic mode decomposition.
Then an application of MFD by monitoring of transportation networks is surveyed in Sec-
tion 2.3. Monitoring through MFD assist traffic engineer by providing the current state of traffic
congestion. From the literature, most works conducted used different sources of data, either
coming from fixed sources or mobile sources or a combination of both. However, it is apparent
that a low penetration rate of probe data in data fusion exercises can reduce the accuracy of MFD
estimation. In conclusion, whereas data from mobile sensors are widely-available throughout
the network, the information obtained from loop detectors remains vital for the effective traf-
fic monitoring of urban areas and the reconstruction of macroscopic traffic flow models. The
context is narrowed to operational or sparse-measurement MFD, which involves less number
of sensors and corresponding measurements. Limitation of the existing literature include no
automated procedure, the location of measurements are overlooked and no reliable accuracy
assessment of sparse MFD. The motivation is to develop a generic framework for efficiently
building sparse-measurement operational MFDs. This study will contribute in two ways; de-
velops a sound methodology for the near-optimal sensor selection across a transport network
and present a meticulous information-theoretic based framework for the efficient model selec-
tion and construction of sparse-measurement MFD. Further description of the methodology and
results are discussed in Chapter 3.
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Next, traffic flow control of transportation networks is reviewed in Section 2.4. Perimeter
flow control policy is introduced to improve mobility in single-region homogeneous and multi-
region heterogeneous networks. A perimeter flow control policy “meters” the input flow to the
system and hold vehicles outside a protected network area, so as to maximise the throughput.
Then different control approaches using the concept of MFD in the literature are briefly dis-
cussed such as bang-bang control, feedback control, MPC, robust control and switching control.
Studies on perimeter flow control assume that a single input flow ordered by a perimeter control
strategy should be equally distributed to a number of candidate junctions at the periphery of the
network, i.e., without taking into account the different geometric characteristics of origin links,
i.e., length, storage capacity, etc. Therefore, the motivation is to develop an integrated model
of multi-gated perimeter flow control which take into account limited origin links storage ca-
pacity/geometric characteristics and the requirement of equity for drivers using different gates
to enter a protected area. This study will contribute in determining optimal distribution of input
flow values (or feasible entrance link green times) and providing equity for drivers using differ-
ent gates to enter the protected network area. Further description of the methodology and results
are discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3
Traffic monitoring of transport networks
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an information-theoretic framework for the optimal selection of sensors
across a traffic network. Sensor selection is of particular importance for the development of
operational or sparse-measurement NFDs. A sparse-measurement NFD is less costly and it
can be used for the efficient monitoring and perimeter control of congested urban areas. For
the selection of sensors a generalised set covering integer programming problem (GIP) is de-
veloped. A measure of correlation between random variables, reflecting a variable of interest,
is introduced as a “distance” metric to provide sufficient coverage and information accuracy.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to measure the dissimilarity between probability mass
functions corresponding to different solutions of the GIP program. The performance of the
proposed approach is assessed using empirical inductive loop-detector data spanning one week
from a central business district with around sixty sensors. Results demonstrate that the obtained
sparse-measurement rival models are able to preserve the shape and main features of the full-
measurement traffic flow models e.g., flow capacity, critical occupancy (or density) and free-flow
space-mean speed.
Concluding this chapter contributes in the state-of-the-art in two ways: (a) it provides a
sound methodology for the selection of sensors across a transport network for the development
of operational or sparse-measurement NFDs; and, (b) it presents a rigorous information-theoretic
based framework for the efficient model selection. Notably, this framework can be adopted and
used in other sensor location problems in location science.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the sparse-
measurement NFD, formulates the sensor selection problem, and introduces the Kullback-
Liebler divergence for model selection. Section 3.3 presents a case study for a central busi-
ness district using empirical data from fifty-eight sensors. The proposed information-theoretic
framework for the optimal selection of sensors is then assessed and compared with two ad-hoc
strategies. Section 3.4 summarises the main findings. Appendix A provides the required mathe-
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matical background on information theory to assist the reader.
3.2 Sparse-measurement NFD and selection of sensors
3.2.1 Sparse-measurement NFD
A full-measurement diagram is constructed by flow-occupancy (or proxies of occupancy) mea-
surements of n inductive-loop detectors (or other sensors) placed at appropriate network loca-
tions. A sparse-measurement diagram can be then constructed by selecting only a number of
k ≤ n sensors. Clearly, different levels of network coverage in terms of selected sensors k (vir-
tually percentage of monitored links) can provide different levels of accuracy. In principle, this
is a combinatorial problem where the number of possible combinations is given by(
n
k
)
=
n!
k! (n− k)! .
Depending on the size of the network and number of sensors, checking these combinations
would be overwhelming and practical impossible. As an example, the San Francisco network
(financial district and south of market area) used in [1] includes around n = 400 links. If
k = 100 links selected (25%) then the number of sparse-measurement NFDs to be examined is
2.24 × 1096. Note that the total number of elementary particles in the universe is around 1080
(the Eddington number).
To overcome this difficulty, this work proposes to formulate the network coverage problem
as a sensor (“facility”) location problem. The idea here is to select a subset of links from a
given candidate set, and place in each of these links a “sensor” that will provide flow-occupancy
measurements to construct the sparse-measurement NFD. This is combinatorial optimisation
problem and can be formulated as an integer programming problem where a 0-1 decision vari-
able associated with selecting any given link for sensor placement, at a given cost.
3.2.2 Optimal selection of sensors
For the selection of sensors a set covering model is employed since number of sensors p to be
selected is not known in advance, in contrast with p−ccenter, p−median models or maximal
covering location problem. Moreover, a set covering model can provide the minimum number
of sensors required together with the locations which ensure optimum level coverage. A formal
definition of the set covering problem is as follows:
Definition 1 (Set Covering Problem). Let U be a finite set of cardinality n and let S =
{S1, S2, . . . , Sm} be a family of subsets of U , whose union equals the universe, i.e., U =⋃m
j=1 Sj . Find a minimum-cardinality subfamily C ⊆ S that covers the universe set U , i.e.,
the union of all sets in C is U .
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U
S1
S2
S3
S4 S5
Figure 3.1: The set covering problem.
Clearly, such a cover exists if and only if the union of all sets in S is U , and this is assumed
for the rest of the chapter. For instance, a network with n sensors and universe U = {1, 2, . . . , n}
can be covered by S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}, where each Sj = {j} is a singleton. Of course the
cardinality of S in this case is n (i.e., maximum), given that all sensors selected. On the other
hand, multiple sensors can be assigned to a single set Sj if they are correlated and provide
the same amount of information or coverage, and thus the cardinality of S can be accordingly
reduced (see Figure 3.1). The ultimate objective is to find a minimum-cardinality subfamily C
of S that covers the universe set U . The cardinality k ≤ m of C is free and will be specified by
the optimisation. In contrast, in a maximal coverage or p-median problem an integer k ≤ m is
also specified as input, and the goal is to select k subsets from S such that their union has the
maximum cardinality.
The set covering problem can be extended to its weighted version, where each set Sj ∈ S is
associated with a positive cost wj and the objective is to find a cover with minimum total cost. It
can also be formulated as a stochastic fixed-charge facility location problem in order to balance
the trade-off between sensor allocation costs and information loss.
The standard integer programming (IP) problem formulation reads:
(IP) min
χ
f(χ) =
m∑
j=1
wjχj
subject to:
m∑
j=1
cijχj ≥ 1, ∀ i ∈ U , i ∈ Sj, (3.1)
χj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
where U is the universe set, wj is the fixed cost of assigning a sensor to set Sj , cij is a binary cov-
ering constant that takes the value 1 if element of i ∈ U is covered by set Sj (within “distance” δ)
and the value 0 otherwise. Finally, a variable χj is introduced for every set Sj , with the intended
meaning that χj = 1 when Sj is selected, and χj = 0 otherwise. The solution of this problem
χ∗ provides the optimal sensor selection (selected sensors) and the minimum-cardinality of C
where k , card(C) = f(χ∗), provided wj = 1, ∀ j.
Now a Generic Integer Programming (GIP) formulation is introduced for the covering prob-
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lem. The GIP is an enhanced version of (3.1) and involves a number of criteria reflecting fea-
tures of the original full-measurement NFD that should be preserved in the developed sparse-
measurement NFDs. The GIP is data-driven model under available flow-occupancy measure-
ments of a number of sensors and the spatial distance of neighbour sensors. The GIP reads:
(GIP) min
χ
f(χ) =
m∑
j=1
wjχj
subject to:
m∑
j=1
cofij χj ≥ 1, ∀ i ∈ U , i ∈ Sj, (3.2)
m∑
j=1
corij χj ≥ 1, ∀ i ∈ U , i ∈ Sj, (3.3)
m∑
j=1
cfrij χj ≥ 1, ∀ i ∈ U , i ∈ Sj, (3.4)
χj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
where cofij , c
or
ij and c
fr
ij are binary covering constants which reflect different combinations of
occupancy, flow and spatial distance. Particularly, cofij , c
or
ij and c
fr
ij take value 1 if element of i ∈
U is covered by set Sj (within some predefined “distance”) and the value 0 otherwise. The notion
of “distance” is discussed later on, see (3.5)–(3.7). Equation (3.2) reflects information that could
be acquired from occupancy and flow observations. Equation (3.3) reflects information that
could be acquired from the combination of occupancy data and spatial distance of neighbour
sensors. Equation (3.4) reflects information that could be acquired from the combination of flow
data and spatial distance of neighbour sensors. Finally, a variable χj is introduced for every set
Sj , with the intended meaning that χj = 1 when Sj is selected, and χj = 0 otherwise. The
solution of this problem χ∗ provides the optimal sensor placement (selected sensors) and the
minimum-cardinality of C where k , card(C) = f(χ∗), provided wj = 1, ∀ j.
Although the set covering problem is in general NP-hard to solve efficient approximation
algorithms can be used to solve the problem in polynomial time. Problems with integer con-
straints can be usually approximately solved through some heuristic that neglects the integer
constraints. In particular, a problem can be solved as a continuous problem and then use some
ad-hoc method to round the fractional solution to integer. Heuristics often need to strengthen
with more systematic procedures that can provide some assurance of an improved solution. The
most well-known approaches include the greedy, the Linear Programming (LP) relaxation, the
primal-dual, and the LP-rounding techniques.
To solve the GIP problem above the binary covering constants cofij , c
or
ij and c
fr
ij , for all i ∈
U , i ∈ Sj , must be specified. These matrices can be constructed if a notion of “distance” is
appropriately defined. In the classic facility location or fixed-charge problems “distance” has the
meaning of spatial distance. Here the spatial distance cannot be employed as a single metric but
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can be combined with other information given that sensors or links located (far one each other)
at arbitrary areas of the network can provide similar information and thus should be excluded.
Another reason of not selecting the spatial distance as a single metric is that the spatiotemporal
distribution of congestion in a network affects the NFD shape and its characteristics [36, 71].
[27] also demonstrated that signal control of a junction is affected by the traffic conditions even
of relatively distant links for the network of Glasgow city (independent if the junction located
centrally or at the network boundaries). A measure of correlation based on Pearson correlation
or mutual information (see Appendix A) between random variables can be used as a “distance”
metric to provide sufficient coverage and information accuracy. According to information theory
rare events provide in average more information when observed, which is the case of sensors
located at minor approaches but proximal to (surprisingly) less informative sensors at major
approaches. The ultimate goal is to choose the minimum number of sensors keeping those that
are most informative about unsensed locations, as explained in the sequel.
Consider a transport network with n sensors reporting flow and occupancy observations.
Suppose that the time-occupancy (or flow) data in each sensor is described by a discrete ran-
dom variable Xi ∈ X (the time index is omitted for clarity), i = 1, 2, . . . , n with X =
{0, 1, 2, . . . , 100} the finite set of occupancy observations (0-100%). The main idea here is to
look for the correlation of all pairs (Xi, Xj) for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, see (A.6) and (A.8). High
correlated random variables (with % ≈ 1 or ρ ≈ 1) provide on average the same information
(their expected value is the information entropy (A.1)), and thus their measurements contribute
in the same way in the construction of the NFD, provided more or less similar flow observa-
tions. Therefore, it would be desirable the GIP problem to exclude a number of those detectors
providing similar coverage. On the other hand, low correlated or independent random variables
(with % ≈ 0 or ρ ≈ 0) provide more information and their measurements are important for the
construction of the NFD. It is thus desirable, the GIP problem to include those detectors in the
final solution. Finally, the spatial distance is also take into account by considering neighbours
covered within radius R (in meters or kilometers). In this way, occupancy (or flow) information
and distance between sensors are compromised to make the formulation reasonable.
With these observations in mind a natural selection of “distance” for our problem will be: δo
and δf present a threshold term that define relevant occupancy correlation and flow correlation
respectively. Mathematically, δo = % or δo = ρ and δf = % or δf = ρ while R presents the
spatial distance threshold (radius). For given δo and δf , the binary covering matrix C = [cij] is
given by three different covering constants as follows:
cofij =
1, if doij ≥ δo and d
f
ij ≥ δf ,
0, otherwise,
i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (3.5)
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Table 3.1: Candidate covering models derived from the GIP.
Model
Properties
(Subject to:)
Binary covering constant cij
Criteria
δo δf R
Model 1 (3.4) (3.7) or (3.6) without rij ≤ R - X -
Model 2 (3.2) (3.5) X X -
Model 3 (3.4) (3.7) - X X
Model 4 (3.3)–(3.4) (3.6)–(3.7) X X X
corij =
1, if doij ≥ δo and rij ≤ R,0, otherwise, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (3.6)
cfrij =
1, if d
f
ij ≥ δf and rij ≤ R,
0, otherwise,
i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (3.7)
The binary variable cofij in (3.5) (see (3.2) in GIP) ensures that information from both occu-
pancy and flow observations is used. The binary variable corij in (3.6) (see (3.3) in GIP) ensures
that information from occupancy observations and the spatial distance is used, where rij is the
radius between sensors i and j. Similarly the binary variable cfrij in (3.7) (see (3.4) in GIP)
ensures that information from flow observations and the spatial distance is used. For the rest of
the chapter doij = ρ(Xi, Yj), d
f
ij = ρ(Xi, Yj) is assumed. Table 3.1 summarises the properties
of a number of candidate models that could be derived from the GIP and used in this thesis for
reconstructing the sparse-measurement NFD.
Clearly if δo = δf ≡ 1 and R is big enough to cover the whole network, then C = In and
the IP optimal solution is f(χ∗) = n, i.e., all sensors are selected χj = 1, ∀ j (full-measurement
NFD). If δo < 1 or δf < 1 and R is small then the optimisation will exclude a number of sensors
and a sparse-measurement NFD can be constructed from the selected sensors. Obviously, the
accuracy of the NFD approximation will be reduced (e.g., its shape will change) as {δo, δf , R}
decreased, but the optimal value of the objective function in GIP corresponding to the cost will
be improved. This procedure reduces significantly the number of sensor locations that need to
be checked, thus speeding up computation of the IP. Moreover, it provides an upper-bound on
the value of the optimal selection (for δo = δf = 1 and R big enough), which can be used as
a worst-case (best approximation) bound by other exact (e.g., branch-and-bound) or heuristic
approaches.
To check the accuracy of the NFD approximation for a particular criteria (i.e., for a particular
GIP model) its sparse-measurement probability mass function are calculated. Then the sparse-
measurement candidate probability mass function is compared with an empirical (ground truth)
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reference probability mass function reflecting the full-measurement NFD. In this way one can
measure how much information is lost and how good is the NFD approximation.
3.2.3 Kullback-Leibler divergence and model selection
To check the accuracy of the NFD approximation, this work employs the information-theoretic
relative entropy (A.2), known as the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence), to measure
the dissimilarity or “distance” between probability mass functions corresponding to different
models obtained from the solution of the GIP problem for different criteria. Entropy (A.1)
reflects the average information included in our data set and gives a theoretical lower bound on
the number of bits needed to encode a random variableX or its probability mass function pX(x).
The relative entropy or KL-divergence reflects the average loss of using another code (or model
q(x)) to encode a random variable X or its probability mass function p(x).
Certainly, the interest is in probability mass functions or models that preserve the most in-
formation from the original data source (i.e., from the empirical probability mass function). The
relative entropy can also be interpreted as the information gain achieved aboutX if p can be used
instead of q. Under certain regulatory conditions, KL-divergence is a monotonically decreasing
function with information gain, while it is zero if and only if two distributions are equal. There-
fore KL-divergence minimisation leads to information loss minimisation. On the other hand,
the optimal value of the objective function in GIP is improved with information loss as δo or
δf is decreased while KL-divergence is increased. Note that KL-divergence is unbounded from
above, see the discussion in Section 3.3.5. Concluding, efficient model selection (and sparse-
measurement NFD approximation) is a trade-off between the KL-divergence and the cost of the
objective function in GIP.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Data description and setup
Flow-occupancy experimental data (1.5-min samples) from 58 inductive-loop mid-block detec-
tors shown in Figure 3.2 and spanning one week in June 2006 [60], were available for the testing
of the proposed data inference and model selection scheme. These data sets were collected in a
field evaluation of the TUC/HYBRID signal control strategy and the commercial semi-real-time
strategy TASS developed by Siemens in the central business district (CBD) of Chania, Greece
[60]. The CBD includes about 24 closely spaced signalised junctions and 71 links with varying
lengths. The CBD is congested during the weekday peaks (especially in the summer due to
tourism) and sometimes lead to partial gridlock situations. Traffic conditions in the network are
quite different, even among weekdays, due to differences in shop opening times. In [7] showed
that the CBD of Chania exhibits a network-wide fundamental diagram that is reproduced under
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Table 3.2: Capacity flow and critical occupancy for one week.
Day
Capacity flow
(veh/cycle)
Range of
critical occupancy (%)
Monday 750 16-23
Tuesday 700 18-40
Wednesday 700 18-23
Thursday 740 20-25
Friday 750 20-25
Saturday 700 20
Sunday 640 15
different traffic conditions (different days) but its shape and critical occupancy depend on the
applied semi-real-time signal control and the distribution of congestion in the network.
3.3.2 Full-measurement NFD
Figure 3.3 and 3.4 (reproduced from [7]) depict the full-measurement NFD (circulating flow
versus occupancy obtained from 58 sensors) for one week (Monday to Sunday). Each measure-
ment point on the fundamental diagram corresponds to 1.5 min samples of flow and occupancy
(%) and the data were aggregated to 6 min all-lane data by averaging the lane occupancies and
summation of flows. These figure confirm the existence of an NFD for the CBD of Chania over
one week. The shape observed is similar across different days and the congested regime of the
NFD is only partly formed, indicating that throughput (flow capacity) is maintained in the net-
work. The maximum flow and critical occupancy values are given in Table 3.2. As can be seen
maximum flow is observed in the range 600-750 veh/cycle for different critical occupancies in
different days.
The following observation reproduced from [7]. On Monday and Wednesday, flow capacity
is observed to have similar range of critical occupancies and only part of the congested regime
appears in the diagrams (see Figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(c)). On Tuesday, Thursday and Friday where
shops are open in the evening, flow capacity is observed over a range of occupancies. The NFDs
of Tuesday and Thursday in Figures 3.3(b) and 3.3(d) indicating crowded traffic condition (see
occupancy level exceed 30%) but maintaining throughput thanks to efficient signal control. The
NFD of Friday in Figure 3.3(e) visits the congested regime. On Saturday and Sunday in Figure
3.4 only part of NFD is formed. This is attributed to low demand and the shops are closed
especially on Sunday.
Figure 3.5–3.8 illustrate flow and occupancy time series spanning one week. Regarding the
flow time series, the onset and offset of congestion is pronounced for all days at: i) 05:00–17:00,
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Figure 3.2: Schematic map of Chania, Greece [60].
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and ii) 17:00–05:00. During the AM peak there is a significant rise of flow until approximately
at 09:00 before the flow is maintained at its throughput level. However, in the weekend and
especially on Sunday, there is a drop in flow capacity. This is likely due to the closed shops on
Sunday. The PM peak corresponds to the evening rush hour. There is a significant drop of flow
approximately around 23:00. This trend is observed in all days except Sunday where flow drops
only after 01:00. Monday indicates high occupancies, 36% is observed at 11.00. Particularly
on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday in Figure 3.6(a), 3.7(a), and 3.7(b), flow capacity is observed
over a range of critical occupancies (18:00-22:00), where shops are open and saturated traffic
condition are formed. In the weekend (Saturday and Sunday) occupancies remain below 30%.
Figure 3.3 and 3.4 depict the full-measurement NFD, where flow corresponds to the average
circulating flow in the network for all links. For assessing different sparse-measurement NFDs
(involving different number of sensors/links, and thus different flows) in the sequel and having
comparable results, Figure 3.3 and 3.4 are reproduced where flow is calculated in vehicles per
hour per lane (or sensor/link). These NFDs are depicted in Figures 3.9–3.10 while Table 3.3
presents the corresponding maximum flow and critical occupancy values.
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Figure 3.3: Network-wide NFDs for Monday to Friday.
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Figure 3.4: Network-wide NFDs for Saturday and Sunday.
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Figure 3.5: Flow and occupancy time series of Monday.
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(a): Tuesday, June 6, 2006
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(b): Wednesday, June 7, 2006
Figure 3.6: Flow and occupancy time series of Tuesday and Wednesday.
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(a): Thursday, June 8, 2006
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(b): Friday, June 9, 2006
Figure 3.7: Flow and occupancy time series of Thursday and Friday.
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(a): Saturday, June 10, 2006
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(b): Sunday, June 11, 2006
Figure 3.8: Flow and occupancy time series of Saturday and Sunday.
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Table 3.3: Capacity flow and critical occupancy of full-measurement NFD for one week.
Day
Capacity flow
(veh/h/lane)
Range of
critical occupancy (%)
Monday 500 16-23
Tuesday 500 18-40
Wednesday 500 16-21
Thursday 520 20-25
Friday 500 20-25
Saturday 500 20
Sunday 470 15
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(a): Monday NFD (b): Tuesday NFD
Figure 3.9: Network-wide full-measurement NFDs for Monday and Tuesday.
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Figure 3.10: Network-wide full-measurement NFDs for Wednesday to Sunday.
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3.3.3 Optimal sensor selection
In this section, the full-measurement NFD for each day is approximated by a number of models
(and corresponding sparse-measurement NFDs) obtained from the solution of the GIP problem.
Model 1 is examined first for different δf ∈ {0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 1} due to its
basic quantity and properties compared to other model mentioned in Table 3.1, Section 3.2.2.
These δf values were selected to investigate the effectiveness and accuracy of approximation of
the developed framework when highly correlated data (in descending order) are excluded from
the GIP formulation (as reflected in C matrix). For each GIP solution (δf value) the minimum-
cardinality subfamily C ⊆ S is obtained and then used to calculate the corresponding probability
mass function qδf .
Consider a random vector X of random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xk (the time index is omitted
for clarity) defined in the finite set X ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 100} (discrete occupancy observations 0-
100%), with k , card(C) = f(χ∗). The value pX(x) = P(Xk = x, for all k) is the probability
that the random vector X takes the value x. Now for a given time-occupancy data set the
probability mass function p(x) is calculated as
P(Xk = x, for all k) =
φx + 1
N +
N−1∑
x=0
φx
(3.8)
with N , card(X ) and φx the frequency of observation x in the dataset. Equation (3.8)
is a simple smoothing technique to obtain a satisfactory probabilistic model in the presence
of data sparsity (e.g., if there are many events x unobserved with φx = 0). Note that en-
tropy and KL-divergence require p(x), q(x) > 0 and probability mass functions that sum
to one. Given the probability mass functions qδf (x) for each GIP solution, i.e., for each
δf ∈ {0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 1}, entropy and KL-divergence ∆(p ‖ qδf ) are then cal-
culated to investigate the accuracy of different models obtained. Here p(x) is the empirical
(ground truth) reference probability mass function reflecting the full-measurement NFD.
Integer solutions
Table 3.4–3.7 display the obtained results from the solution of the GIP problem (Model 1) for
the one week data set across different δf ∈ {0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 1}. As can be
seen, the optimal value of the GIP solution as reflected from the cardinality of C is improved
(i.e., less sensors selected) as δf decreases. On the other hand, KL-divergence is increased as δf
decreases reflecting the information loss under data sparsity. An important observation is that
the optimal value of the GIP solution is different from day to day for the same δf . For instance,
df ≥ 0.7 for Monday results 27 sensors (around 47%) while the same δf for Friday results 36
sensors (around 62%). Note that each GIP solution in Table 3.4–3.7 except the optimal cost of
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sensor allocation (cardinality of C) provides the subset of links (numbers in brackets) selected
for sensor selection.
Probability mass functions
Figures 3.11–3.14 display the obtained probability mass functions (models) for Monday to Sun-
day and different δf ∈ {0.65, 0.8, 0.9, 1}. The probability mass function for δf = 1 (58 links)
corresponds to the full-measurement NFD shown in Figures 3.9–3.10. As a first remark all mod-
els indicate a geometric distribution with P(X = x) = (1 − p)x p, x = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. This is
particular useful when the parameter p of different δf models is estimated (maximum likelihood)
from given occupancy observations and for calculating the relative entropy.
Figures 3.15–3.18 display comparison between probability mass functions of full measure-
ments (df ≥ 1.0) and its geometric distribution. As can be seen the geometric distribution
closely follows the trend of the real distribution. The value of parameter p and its estimation pˆ
is given in Table 3.4–3.7 for all days across one week. This is beneficial where one can use the
geometric distribution to approximate the probability mass functions, particularly in the absence
of data or when sensors are malfunction and unable to provide reliable data.
To further explain this, the probability mass functions (pmf) on Friday is illustrated and
some comparison is performed. Figure 3.19(a) illustrates the pmf for df ≥ 0.65 and the full-
measurement model for df ≥ 1.0. The difference between the two distributions is shown in
Figure 3.19(b). Figure 3.19(c) illustrates the pmf for df ≥ 0.55 and df ≥ 1.0. The difference
between the two distributions is displayed in Figure 3.19(d). As can be seen the grey area is
larger as δf decreases from 0.65 to 0.55 (see Figure 3.19(b) and 3.19(d)), reflecting information
loss when δf decreases. This area illustrates the KL-divergence between the two distributions,
which can be used to measure the dissimilarity between probability mass functions correspond-
ing to different models.
KL-Divergence
Figure 3.20–3.21 depict the optimal cost of the IP problem (Model 1) versus KL-divergence
for different δf over one week. In these plots, the primary vertical axis on the left is used for
the optimal cost of the GIP problem, whereas the secondary vertical axis on the right side is
for the KL-divergence. These plots indicate the trade-off between sensor allocation costs and
information loss or information gain depending on how KL-divergence is interpreted. Figures
3.20(a) and 3.21(e) suggest that GIP solutions for any δf ≥ 0.75 are acceptable on Monday and
Sunday, respectively. Correspondingly, at δf = 0.75, number of 39 sensors for Monday and 46
sensors for Sunday can be selected for the construction of the sparse measurement NFD, since
they provide the best trade-off between sensor allocation costs and information loss. Meanwhile,
Figures 3.20(b) and 3.21(a–d) suggest that GIP solutions for any δf ≥ 0.7 are acceptable on
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Tuesday to Saturday. At δf = 0.7, selection of 39, 38, 37, 36 and 44 sensors for Tuesday to
Saturday, respectively, is suggested for the construction of the sparse-measurement NFD.
Figure 3.22 presents collective results for all data sets spanning one week. Figure 3.22(a)
gives the entropy for each day if 58 sensors selected (δf = 1), the theoretical lower bound on
the number of bits needed to encode the probability mass function of each day. As can be seen,
Monday and Wednesday in which market and shops are closed in the evening indicate more or
less the same lower bound. The same observation holds for Tuesday and Thursday in which the
market and shops are open in the evening. These two days are more busy compared to Monday
and Wednesday and thus they need more bits of information to encode their models. Friday is
usually congested and indicates the higher lower bound among all days. In the summer most
of traffic in the weekend is directed outside of the city particularly in Sunday, which indicates
the lowest lower bound among all days. Figure 3.22(b) depicts the KL-divergence trajectories
in function of δf for seven days. The KL-divergence value can be used as performance mea-
sure which quantify approximation error between the full measurement and the sparse (partial)
measurement of each value of δf . This graph confirms that the KL-divergence is monotonically
decreasing with respect to δf , it is nonnegative and zero if and only if two distributions are equal
(case of δf = 1). For δf = 0.6 on Monday KL-divergence is decreased (compared to δf = 0.65)
due to the discrete nature of the pmf and data sparsity.
Sparse approximation
Figure 3.23–3.26 depict the sparse-measurement NFDs (circle markers in colour) obtained for
selected models (δf values, see selected pmfs in Figures 3.11–3.14) when contrasted with the
empirical full-measurement/reference or ground truth NFD (filled circle markers in black). By
visual inspection, when δf increases and approaches 1.0, the approximation (circle markers in
colour) is improved. As can be seen models with δf = 0.8 and δf = 0.9 provide excellent
approximation of the full-measurement NFD. It can be also seen that all models preserve the
shape and main features of the operational full-measurement diagram. These results underline
the superiority of the proposed information-theoretic framework and KL-divergence in model
selection.
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Table 3.4: Solution of the set covering problem, entropy, KL-divergence and
parameter of geometric distribution for Monday and Tuesday and different δf values.
Day
“distance” (df ≥ δf )
df ≥ 0.6 df ≥ 0.65 df ≥ 0.7 df ≥ 0.75 df ≥ 0.8 df ≥ 0.85 df ≥ 0.9 df ≥ 1.0
Monday
June 5, 2006
Total # of
selected links 13 20 27 39 48 52 56 58
CIP
{4, 8, 14, 17, 23,
24, 25, 30, 33, 37,
49, 52, 57}
{2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
13, 14, 17, 19, 23,
24, 30, 32, 33, 37,
38, 45, 52, 56, 57}
{2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
17, 19, 23, 24, 30,
32, 33, 37, 38, 39,
44, 48, 50, 52, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 17, 19, 21,
23, 24, 25, 27, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 35,
37, 38, 40, 44, 47,
48, 50, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4,
6, 7, 8, 9, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15 ,16,
18, 19, 21, 23 , 24,
26, 27, 28, 30, 31,
32, 33, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 51, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 18,
19, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 51,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, . . . , 58}
KL-div (bits) 0.038 0.038 0.022 0.019 0.0042 0.0015 0.00025 0
Entropy (bits) 5.01 4.91 4.93 5.02 5.06 5.10 5.16 5.16
(p, pˆ) (0.209, 0.066) (0.209, 0.069) (0.188, 0.072) (0.181, 0.068) (0.173, 0.068) (0.168, 0.068) (0.161, 0.066) (0.158, 0.066)
Tuesday
June 6, 2006
Total # of
selected links 15 27 39 46 49 54 57 58
CIP
{2, 3, 4, 8, 13,
14, 17, 23, 24, 30,
36, 38, 49, 52, 58}
{2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
12, 13, 14, 15, 17,
23, 24, 25, 30, 31,
32, 33, 37, 38, 43,
44, 48, 49, 52, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 19,
23, 24, 26, 27, 29,
30, 32, 33, 35, 37,
38, 40, 41, 44, 47,
48, 50, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 19,
21, 23, 24, 26, 27,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
35, 36, 37, 38, 40,
41, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 51, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 18,
19, 21, 23, 24, 26,
27, 28, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 51, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 51, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 51,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, . . . , 58}
KL-div (bits) 0.027 0.025 0.016 0.0077 0.0045 0.0011 0.000085 0
Entropy (bits) 5.04 5.13 5.11 5.17 5.17 5.21 5.27 5.27
(p, pˆ) (0.185, 0.067) (0.175, 0.063) (0.165, 0.065) (0.159, 0.063) (0.153, 0.064) (0.148, 0.064) (0.143, 0.062) (0.142, 0.061)
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Table 3.5: Solution of the set covering problem, entropy, KL-divergence and
parameter of geometric distribution for Wednesday and Thursday and different δf values.
Day
“distance” (df ≥ δf )
df ≥ 0.6 df ≥ 0.65 df ≥ 0.7 df ≥ 0.75 df ≥ 0.8 df ≥ 0.85 df ≥ 0.9 df ≥ 1.0
Wednesday
June 7, 2006
Total # of
selected links 21 27 38 45 51 53 57 58
CIP
{2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
11, 13, 14, 15, 17,
23, 24, 30, 32, 33,
37, 38, 44, 52,
56, 57}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 11, 13, 14, 15,
17, 23, 24, 25, 28,
30, 32, 33, 37, 38,
44, 48, 49, 52, 53,
56, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 19,
23, 24, 27, 29, 30,
32, 33, 35, 37, 38,
43, 44, 45, 47, 48,
50, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 19,
21, 23, 24, 25, 27,
29, 30, 32, 33, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 18,
19, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 27, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 51,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, . . . , 58}
KL-div (bits) 0.035 0.024 0.017 0.0079 0.002 0.0018 0.000096 0
Entropy (bits) 4.94 5.0 4.97 5.0 5.07 5.05 5.13 5.13
(p, pˆ) (0.181, 0.070) (0.170, 0.072) (0.167, 0.075) (0.157, 0.075) (0.146, 0.072) (0.145, 0.073) (0.138, 0.070) (0.137, 0.072)
Thursday
June 8, 2006
Total # of
selected links 18 26 37 44 51 56 56 58
CIP
{3, 4, 7, 8, 13,
14, 21, 22, 23, 24,
30, 32, 37, 38, 41,
44, 52, 58}
{2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
10, 11, 13, 14, 15,
17, 22, 23, 24, 30,
32, 33, 37, 38, 39,
43, 44, 52, 56, 57, 58}
{2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 17, 22, 23,
24, 25, 28, 30, 32,
33, 35, 36, 37, 38,
41, 43, 44, 45, 46,
48, 51, 52, 53, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 22,
23, 24, 26, 27, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 35,
36, 37, 38, 40, 42,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 50, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 18,
19, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 27, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, . . . , 58}
KL-div (bits) 0.044 0.019 0.0092 0.008 0.0019 0.0003 0.00026 0
Entropy (bits) 5.16 5.20 5.17 5.18 5.19 5.25 5.25 5.25
(p, pˆ) (0.182, 0.061) (0.161, 0.063) (0.150, 0.065) (0.150, 0.065) (0.145, 0.066) (0.138, 0.064) (0.138, 0.064) (0.136, 0.064)
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Table 3.6: Solution of the set covering problem, entropy, KL-divergence and
parameter of geometric distribution for Friday and Saturday and different δf values.
Day
“distance” (df ≥ δf )
df ≥ 0.6 df ≥ 0.65 df ≥ 0.7 df ≥ 0.75 df ≥ 0.8 df ≥ 0.85 df ≥ 0.9 df ≥ 1.0
Friday
June 9, 2006
Total # of
selected links 20 27 36 43 50 55 56 58
CIP
{2, 4, 8, 11, 14,
16, 17, 22, 23, 24,
25, 30, 32, 37, 38,
41, 44, 52, 57, 58}
{2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
19, 21, 23, 24, 29,
30, 32, 33, 37, 38,
42, 44, 49, 52, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 18, 19, 20,
22, 23, 24, 25, 29,
30, 32, 33, 37, 38,
40, 41, 42, 44, 45,
51, 52, 53, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 22,
23, 24, 26, 27, 29,
30, 32, 33, 35, 36,
37, 38, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 51, 52, 53, 54,
56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 18,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, . . . , 58}
KL-div (bits) 0.022 0.012 0.0078 0.0059 0.003 0.0006 0.00027 0
Entropy (bits) 5.49 5.29 5.35 5.25 5.25 5.3 5.34 5.34
(p, pˆ) (0.134, 0.052) (0.148, 0.059) (0.136, 0.057) (0.144, 0.062) (0.141, 0.063) (0.133, 0.061) (0.131, 0.059) (0.129, 0.060)
Saturday
June 10, 2006
Total # of
selected links 31 38 44 48 52 56 57 57
CIP
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 17, 23, 24,
30, 31, 32, 33, 37,
38, 40, 42, 44, 48,
50, 52, 54, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 17, 19, 23, 24,
27, 28, 30, 32, 33,
35, 37, 38, 40, 42,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
51, 52, 53, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 21,
22, 23, 24, 26, 27,
29, 30, 32, 33, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
42, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 50, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
26, 27, 28, 30, 32,
33, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 18,
19, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 51,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 50, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, . . . , 49,
51, 52, . . . , 57}
KL-div (bits) 0.024 0.03 0.0082 0.0039 0.0028 0.0003 0.00013 0.00013
Entropy (bits) 4.88 4.76 4.87 4.89 4.9 4.98 4.99 4.99
(p, pˆ) (0.145, 0.079) (0.156, 0.086) (0.140, 0.082) (0.140, 0.082) (0.136, 0.082) (0.129, 0.078) (0.127, 0.078) (0.126, 0.078)
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Table 3.7: Solution of the set covering problem, entropy, KL-divergence and
parameter of geometric distribution for Sunday and different δf values.
Day
“distance” (df ≥ δf )
df ≥ 0.6 df ≥ 0.65 df ≥ 0.7 df ≥ 0.75 df ≥ 0.8 df ≥ 0.85 df ≥ 0.9 df ≥ 1.0
Sunday
June 11, 2006
Total # of
selected links 35 39 42 46 50 55 57 58
CIP
{1, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 11, 12, 13, 14,
17, 22, 23, 24, 27,
28, 30, 32, 33, 35,
36, 37, 42, 43, 44,
47, 48, 49, 50, 52,
53, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 11, 12, 13,
14, 17, 19, 22, 23,
24, 27, 29, 30, 32,
33, 34, 37, 38, 41,
42, 43, 44, 46, 47,
48, 49, 51, 52, 53,
55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
22, 23, 24, 27, 29,
30, 32, 33, 34, 37,
38, 40, 41, 42, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 18,
22, 23, 24, 26, 27,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
35, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 51, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 27, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58}
{1, 2, . . . , 58}
KL-div (bits) 0.043 0.031 0.023 0.014 0.0062 0.0005 0 .00014 0
Entropy (bits) 4.15 4.19 4.27 4.27 4.3 4.39 4.43 4.43
(p, pˆ) (0.209, 0.128) (0.198, 0.126) (0.177, 0.120) (0.177, 0.122) (0.165, 0.121) (0.151, 0.116) (0.148, 0.113) (0.147, 0.113)
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution Monday and Tuesday.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution Wednesday and Thursday.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution Friday and Saturday.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution Sunday.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution at df ≥ 1.0 Monday.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution df ≥ 1.0 Tuesday and
Wednesday.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution df ≥ 1.0 Thursday and Fri-
day.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison between pmf and geometric distribution df ≥ 1.0 Saturday and Sun-
day.
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Figure 3.19: Comparison Friday pmf.
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Figure 3.20: Kullback-Leibler divergence versus cost of the GIP Monday and Tuesday.
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Figure 3.21: Kullback-Leibler divergence versus cost of the GIP Wednesday to Sunday.
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Figure 3.22: (a) Information entropy (in bits) of each day of a week; (b) Kullback-Leibler
divergence in function of δ for one week.
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(a) Monday d ≥ 0.7 (27 links) (d) Tuesday d ≥ 0.7 (39 links)
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(b): Monday d ≥ 0.8 (48 links) (e): Tuesday d ≥ 0.8 (49 links)
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Figure 3.23: Sparse-measurement NFD approximations Monday and Tuesday and different δ
values.
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(a) Wednesday d ≥ 0.7 (38 links) (d) Thursday d ≥ 0.7 (37 links)
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(b): Wednesday d ≥ 0.8 (51 links) (e): Thursday d ≥ 0.8 (51 links)
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Figure 3.24: Sparse-measurement NFD approximations Wednesday and Thursday and different
δ values.
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(a) Friday d ≥ 0.7 (36 links) (d) Saturday d ≥ 0.7 (44 links)
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(b): Friday d ≥ 0.8 (50 links) (e): Saturday d ≥ 0.8 (52 links)
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(c): Friday d ≥ 0.9 (56 links) (f): Saturday d ≥ 0.9 (57 links)
Figure 3.25: Sparse-measurement NFD approximations Friday and Saturday and different δ
values.
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Figure 3.26: Sparse-measurement NFD approximations Sunday and different δ values.
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Figure 3.27: Partition of the network into five regions (A, B, C, D, and E).
3.3.4 Ad-hoc strategies
To test the effectiveness of the GIP formulation, two alternative strategies for sensor selection
are considered. The first strategy is called “Blind strategy” and sensors selected randomly. The
second strategy is called “Radius strategy” and the spatial distance is used as a metric. The main
features of the two strategies are as follows:
Blind strategy: Blind selection of sensors is cheap and usually provides good level of approx-
imation. More importantly, the sensor selection problem is in general a stochastic opti-
misation problem involving noisy measurements. In principle, there is countably infinite
number of solutions (sensor combinations) that can provide similar performance. In our
context, links are selected randomly and the NFD constructed from their flow and occu-
pancy measurements.
Radius strategy: The radius strategy does not genuinely reflects the spatial distance. Mainly
it selects sensors based on the topology of the network. The idea here is to identify if
sensors located at specific regions of the network contribute to the better approximation
of the NFD. For example in Figure 3.27, the network is partitioned into five regions (A,
B, C, D, and E) consisting of the same number of sensors for fair comparisons.
3.3.5 Comparative study
In the previous sections, it is demonstrated that the basic GIP model and the proposed
information-based methodology is able to determine the set of links/sensors to construct an op-
erational or sparse-measurement NFD. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework, the coverage level of the network is reduced to 24% (14 links) and a comparative
study of a number of models obtained from the GIP model with blind and radius strategies is
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Table 3.8: Comparison of different models involving less number of links for Friday.
Parameters
Full-measurement
NFD
(Reference NFD)
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Model 5
(Blind)
Model 6
(Radius C)
Model 7
(Radius E)
δo - 0.37 - 0.15 - - -
δf - 0.51 0.32 0.25 - - -
R - - 100 100 - - -
C 58 links
{2,4,19,23,
24, 30,37,39,
41,44,48,52,
55,57}
{2,3,6,7,
12,14,18,23,
34,41,45,48,
51,57}
{2,4,5,7,
9,14,18,22,
23,42,47,50,
53,58}
{6,11,12,21,
24,28,32,34,
35,36,40,49,
54,55}
{15,16,17,18,
19,20,21,22,
23,24,28,29,
30,31}
{27,40,41,42,
43,44,45,46,
47,48,49,55,
57,58}
Crit. occupancy (%)
+/- 5%
25
(20 - 30) 25 23 24 26 33 25
Flow capacity (veh/h)
+/- 10%
520
(470 - 570) 515 508 557 580 574 508
RMSE 38 74 62 81 72 73 70
KL-div (bits) 0 0.045 0.014 0.007 0.014 0.039 0.031
performed. To this end, six different strategies were evaluated: three GIP-based models (Models
2, 3, and 4), blind strategy (Model 5), and two variation of the radius strategy (Model 6 and 7).
The two variation of the radius strategy refer to the areas C and E in Figure 3.27). To simplify
the representation of results, the analysis will hereafter be limited to the data set of Friday.
Table 3.8 summarises the obtained results for the six different models. Four criteria were
used for assessing the performance of the different models, including two features of the full-
measurement NFD as reference (critical occupancy range, flow capacity range) and two metrics
(root mean square error (RMSE) and KL-divergence). δo and δf were selected by a trial-and-
error procedure to achieve a GIP solution with 14 sensors/links, while R was set to 100 m.
RMSE is calculated between the fitted reference NFD (full measurement NFD) and the observed
values of the model. The acceptable error for critical occupancy and flow capacity are set to 5%
and 10%, respectively. KL-divergence is calculated from (A.2).
As can be seen in Table 3.8, models 2, 3, 4, and 7 manage to preserve the characteristics
of the reference NFD. Their critical occupancy and flow capacity are observed to be within the
acceptable error with minimal or zero deviation. Model 5 and 6 indicate higher flow capacity
than the acceptable range. Model 3 exhibits the lowest RMSE when contrasted with Model 2.
Remarkably, Model 3 indicates small RMSE despite the absence of occupancy as parameter
in GIP. Model 4 achieves the best KL-divergence value compared to all models, but with high
RMSE. This can be attributed to the uncertainty involved if a small δo is used. Model 4 excellent
performance is also attributed to the combination of all (three) sources of information in the GIP
formulation. For the radius strategy, the two selected areas indicated contradicting results. As
can be seen in the table, Model 6 is far from the reference NFD. In contrast, Model 7 shows good
agreement with the reference NFD as well as good RMSE and KL-div. Note that Model 6 rep-
resents the traffic dynamics in city centre, while Model 7 represents an arterial. Concluding, the
proposed GIP models guarantee information accuracy for different levels of network coverage.
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Figure 3.28: Fit line of different models.
Figure 3.30 shows the sparse-measurement NFDs for the six different models. As a first
observation, a number of models using different sources of data can be used to approximate
the full-measurement NFD. By visual inspection, besides Figure 3.30(e), most of the models
provide good approximation as their shapes and scatter are in good agreement with the full
measurement NFD, despite using less number of links. The proposed GIP models (Models 2, 3,
and 4) manage to well-reproduce the congested regime, which is not the case in blind strategies
(cf. Figure 3.30(c) with Figure 3.30(d)). The small RMSEs observed in Models 3 and 7 are
explained in Figures 3.30(b) and 3.30(f), respectively. On the other hand, a significantly higher
scatter with a wide dispersion of points up to the maximum occupancy is observed in Figure
3.30(e) (centre of the city). This underlines that installing sensors in the most congested links of
the network does not guarantee a good approximation of the NFD.
Figure 3.30 also shows the best fit approximation of individual models and their comparison
with the reference NFD. By visual inspection, Models 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 give a good approxi-
mation. However, Model 6 (radius strategy) indicates a poor diagram which is consistent with
the high RMSE and KL-divergence reported in Table 3.8. In some diagrams the high scatter is
obvious (see e.g., Figure 3.30(c)). This attributed to information loss in models using a small
number of links. Certainly, visual inspection is subjective and for this reason the accuracy of
different models are assessed by the KL-divergence and RMSE, as explained in Table 3.8.
Figure 3.28 summarises the obtained models by providing their best fit curve approximation
(a second order polynomial for all models is used). Models 2, 3, 4, and 7 fit well with the
reference NFD (red curve) and preserve the critical occupancy between 20% and 30%. Models
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Figure 3.29: One thousand of replications involving twenty randomly selected links.
4 and 7 are better in representing the full measurements. This underlines that the proposed GIP
strategy provides a good NFD approximation. On the other hand, curve 6 (representing the
radius strategy - C area) indicates the worst fit. The blind strategy indicates a good fit though
the capacity flow exceeds the acceptable error.
Figure 3.31 highlights the selected link or sensor selections of the comparative studies for
Model 2, 3 and 4. As can be seen, locations of selected link (sensor) are vary between three
models attributed to the different parameters used. It can be observed that without paramater
radius R of 100m, Model 2 select links which are close to each other. For example in Figure
3.31(a), link 23 and 24 are nearby which could retain same coverage of traffic information.
Figure 3.31(b)-(c) suggest that when the location of sensors are distributed ’uniformly’ in the
network, the information is greatly enhanced to account different traffic dynamics. The selected
links are essential as they cover different areas of the network such as city centre, arterial, etc.
As a result, Model 3 and 4 produced an improved performance of approximating fundamental
diagram in comparison with Model 2.
From the experiments, it is observed that a number of rival models can approximate the
nominal NFD. To demonstrate this, 1000 replications is ran involving twenty (20) randomly
selected links and their KL-divergence are calculated. Figure 3.29 displays the obtained results.
As can be seen most of the replications indicate small KL-divergence values. In other words,
many models can provide good information accuracy and thus efficiently approximate the NFD.
This is attributed to the high stochasticity of the involved combinatorial optimisation problem.
One other possible reason might be the small size of network used in this study. The availability
of real empirical data for this network though give us some good evidence on the approximation
problem. It is expected that a larger heterogeneous network with multiple centers of congestion
would make the performance of blind or other ad-hoc strategies to deteriorate.
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(a) Model 2 (d) Model 5
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Figure 3.30: NFD of less number of links for Friday according to different models.
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(a) Link (sensor) selection of Model 2
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(b) Link (sensor) selection of Model 3
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(c) Link (sensor) selection of Model 4
Figure 3.31: Selected link (sensor) locations according to different models.
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3.4 Discussion
This chapter proposed an information theoretic-based framework for the efficient model selec-
tion and construction of sparse-measurement network-wide fundamental diagrams. The approx-
imated sparse-measurement fundamental diagrams, which are in principle less costly in terms
of infrastructure requirements, can be used for the efficient monitoring and control of congested
urban areas. For the optimal selection of sensors a set covering GIP problem was developed.
A measure of correlation between random variables was introduced as a “distance” metric to
provide sufficient coverage and information accuracy. The developed GIP is data-driven, in-
cluding data sources of information from traffic occupancies, flows, and the spatial distance
between neighbour sensors. In this way different features of the full-measurements NFD can be
preserved. Based on the different available data sources of information, four rival GIP models
are considered. Two ad-hoc methods namely blind and radius strategy were also considered for
comparison. The Kullback-Leibler divergence was used to measure the dissimilarity between
probability mass functions corresponding to different models obtained from the solution of the
GIP problem.
Results from the application of the proposed framework to empirical data from around sixty
sensors have demonstrated that the obtained sparse-measurement rival diagrams were able to
preserve the shape and main features of the operational full-measurement diagram. To assess
the performance of the different models a number of qualitative and quantitative criteria were
used, including the measure of correlation, the optimal cost of the GIP, and the Kullback-Liebler
divergence. The optimal cost (number of sensors selected) of the GIP models is decreased with
the value of correlation while Kullback-Liebler divergence is increased, indicating information
loss when number of sensors is decreased.
The GIP-based models indicated a good fit with the reference NFD and preserved the critical
occupancy between 20% and 30%. On the other hand, models based on the radius strategy
(including the same number of selected sensors for comparative results) alone indicated the
worst approximation. This confirms our initial conjecture and motivation to pursue this work,
that the spatial distance cannot be employed as a single metric but can be combined with other
sources of information (as in the developed GIP models) given that sensors or links located (far
one each other) at arbitrary areas of the network can provide similar information and thus should
be excluded. The blind strategy indicated an acceptable fit though the capacity flow exceeded
the acceptable error. It is observed that there were many solutions of rival models (GIP-based
or blind-based) with close Kulllback-Liebler divergence value. This could be attributed to the
size and topology of network used in this study. The availability of real empirical data for this
network though gave us some good evidence on the approximation problem and performance
of different models. It is expected that a larger heterogeneous network with multiple centers of
congestion would make the performance of blind or other ad-hoc strategies to deteriorate.
Chapter 4
Multi-gated perimeter flow control
4.1 Introduction
The idea of perimeter control using the concept of NFD was discussed in Chapter 2. Exist-
ing studies assume that the input (gated) flows obtained from a perimeter control strategy are
equally (or not optimally) distributed to a number of candidate junctions at the periphery of
the network, without taking into account different geometric characteristics (e.g., cycle times,
saturation flows) of origin links and other state and control constraints. This chapter addresses
this problem by designing efficient control schemes for the optimal distribution of input flows
across the perimeter of single regions or the boundaries of neighbour regions which allows for
the consideration of geometric characteristics at individual gated links, and state and control
constraints. I is referred as multi-gated perimeter flow control (MGC) scheme.
In the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control scheme, the NFD is utilised to describe
the traffic dynamics within the protected area. For the exterior of the protected area, the basic
state space model is expanded with additional state variables account for queues at store-and-
forward origin links at the periphery. In this way, limited origin links storage capacity is re-
spected, hence interference with adjacent street traffic outside of the protected network area will
be avoided. The integrated model is then used to formulate a convenient convex or nonlinear
optimal control problem with constrained control and state variables. Model-based predictive
control (MPC) in a rolling horizon framework is used to solve the corresponding constrained
optimal control problem. The optimal control problem aims to balance the relative queues at
origin links and maintain the vehicle accumulation in the protected network around a desired
point, while the system’s throughput is maximised.
This chapter also presents practical flow allocation policies for single-region perimeter con-
trol strategies without explicitly considering entrance link dynamics. These strategies employ a
two-step procedure. Firstly, an ordered flow is obtained from an unconstrained controller that
does not directly incorporate the operational constraints into the controller synthesis. Secondly,
the ordered-flow is then distributed to equivalent entrance link green stages at the perimeter with
80
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the help of a flow allocation policy. This chapter offers two perimeter-ordered flow allocation
policies, namely capacity-based flow allocation policy (CAP) and optimisation-based flow al-
location policy (OAP), to facilitate the real-time deployment of such strategies. Further, these
flow allocation policies are benchmarked against the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow con-
trol in a protected area of Downtown San Francisco, CA, including 110 junctions, 440 links,
and 15 controlled gates. The obtained results demonstrate the efficiency and equity properties
of the proposed multi-gated scheme to better manage excessive queues outside of the protected
network area and optimally distribute the input flows.
The main contributions and features of the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control
scheme are as follows: (a) it offers in the literature an efficient scheme to determine the op-
timal distribution of input flows for a number of gates located at the periphery of a protected
network area with respect to link’s storage capacities and geometric characteristics; (b) it fulfils
the requirement of equity for drivers using different gates to enter a protected network area; (c)
it manages excessive queues outside of the protected network area, resulting from the perime-
ter control; (d) it proposes for the first time in the relevant literature practical flow allocation
policies for single-region perimeter control strategies.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes the traffic dynamics
of single region networks. Section 4.3 presents the proposed MPC-based multi-gated perimeter
flow control strategy. Section 4.4 offers practical perimeter-ordered flow allocation policies.
Section 4.5 provides a case study of the application of the proposed MGC and allocation policies
CAP & OAP to the protected area of Downtown San Francisco, CA. Section 4.6 summarises the
chapter. To assist the reader, some background on the MPC is provided in Appendix B.
4.2 Traffic dynamics of single-region networks
4.2.1 Dynamics within the protected area
This section discusses the traffic dynamics of a single-region network without considering en-
trance link dynamics. Consider a protected network of a single region. The protected network
with its inner traffic dynamic can be treated macroscopically as a single-region dynamic sys-
tem with vehicle accumulation n(t), t ≥ 0 as a single state variable [23]. To this end, assume
there exists a well-defined function O(n(t)) (veh/h) that provides the estimated rate flow (out-
put) at which vehicles complete trips per unit time either because they finish their trip within
the network or because they move outside of the network. This function describes steady-state
behaviour of single-region homogeneous networks if the input to output dynamics are not in-
stantaneous and any delays are comparable with the average travel time across the network. The
output (throughput) function O(n(t)) of a network can be easily determined if trip completion
rates or Origin-Destination (OD) data are available in real-time (e.g. from vehicles equipped
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with GPS trackers capable of providing locational data at any given time). Alternatively, the
output can be expressed as O(n(t)) = (l/L)Oc(n(t)), where L (m) is the average trip length in
the network, l (m) is the average link length, and Oc (veh/h) is the total network circulating flow.
In general, the circulating flow Oc can be estimated by Edie’s generalised definition of flow if
n(t) is observed in real-time, i.e. weighted average of link flows with link lengths [29].
Let qin(t) (veh) be the inflow to the region at time t. Also, let qout(t) (veh/h) and dn(t) (veh/h)
be the outflow and the uncontrolled traffic demand (disturbances) of the protected network at
time t, respectively. For a single input variable, dn(t) is internal (off-street parking for taxis and
pockets for private vehicles) non-controlled inflows. The dynamics of the system are governed
by the following nonlinear conservation equation
n˙(t) = qin(t− τn)− qout(t) + dn(t), (4.1)
where qout(t) is in general a nonlinear function of vehicle accumulation n(t) and τn is the travel
time needed for vehicles to approach the protected network area. Without loss of generality, it is
assumed that τn = 0. Since the system evolves slowly with time t, it may assumed that outflow
qout(t) ∝ Oc(n(t), and it may thus be given in terms of the output O(n(t)). Note that qin(t) are
the input variables of the controlled region, to be calculated by a perimeter flow control strategy.
Now consider a protected network with a number of candidate gates controlling the allowable
flow entering the protected area. Let O = {1, 2, . . .} be the set of controlled gates located at its
periphery. The set O includes all the origin links whose outflow is essentially entering into the
protected network from a number of controlled gates (e.g. signalised junctions or toll stations).
Hence the total inflow to the network is given by qin =
∑|O|
o=1 qo.
The dynamics of the system governed are still the same as in (4.1) with additional control
variables and nonlinear conservation equation as follows,
n˙(t) =
|O|∑
o=1
qo(t− τo)− qout(t) + dn(t), (4.2)
where qout(t) is in general a nonlinear function of vehicle accumulation n(t) and τo is the travel
time needed for vehicles to approach the protected network area from origin link o ∈ O. The
time lags τo may be translated into an according number of time steps for a discrete-time repre-
sentation, provided a closed system with inflows qo and outflow qout. Without loss of generality,
τo = 0, ∀ o ∈ O is assumed, i.e., vehicles released from the controlled gates can immediately
get access to the protected network. Moreover, since the system evolves slowly with time t, one
may assume that outflow qout(t) ∝ Oc(n(t), and it may thus be given in terms of the output
O(n(t)). Note that qo(t), o ∈ O are the input variables of the controlled gates/entrances, to be
calculated by a mutli-gated perimeter flow control strategy.
The input flow from the perimeter control strategy qo can be then converted to feasible en-
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Figure 4.1: Protected network with entrance link dynamics.
trance link green time go for real life implementation in a traffic signal plan. The transformation
into green time is given by:
go =
co × qo
so
(4.3)
where go is the green time, so and co are saturation and cycle time at gating link o.
4.2.2 Entrance link dynamics
This section discusses the traffic dynamics of a single-region network with entrance link dynam-
ics. In principle, the origin links at the periphery of the protected network would have different
geometric characteristics such as length, number of lanes, capacity and saturation flows. For this
reason, the original model is enhanced by considering dynamics outside of the protected area.
Hence in this section dynamics of both outside and inside controlled areas are considered.
Consider a protected network area with number of controlled gates o ∈ O = {1, 2, . . . }
located at its periphery as shown in Figure 4.1. The set O includes all the origin links
whose outflow is essentially entering into the protected network from number of controlled
gates/entrances. Example of controlled gates could be signalised junctions or toll stations.
The nonlinear conservation equation for the dynamics inside the protected network are is the
same as in (4.2). To describe traffic dynamics outside of the protected area, the basic state-space
model (4.2) is augmented with additional state variables for the queues at store-and-forward
entrance links at the periphery. Each origin link `o receives traffic demand do and forward it
into the protected network, as shown in Figure 4.1. The queuing model for the entrance link
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dynamics is described by the following conservation equation
˙`
o(t) = do(t)− qo(t), o ∈ O = {1, 2, . . .} (4.4)
where `o(t) (veh) and do(t) (veh/h) are the vehicle queue and traffic demand in origin link o at
time t, respectively.
The integrated model (4.2), (4.4) can be extended to consider a broader class of state and
control constraints. For example, inequality state and control constraints may be introduced
to preserve congested phenomena within the protected network and to avoid long queues and
delays at the perimeter of the network where gating is literally applied. These constraints may
be brought to the form
0 ≤ n(t) ≤ nmax
0 ≤ `o(t) ≤ `o,max, o ∈ O = {1, 2, . . .} (4.5)
qo,min ≤ qo(t) ≤ qo,max, o ∈ O = {1, 2, . . .}
where nmax is the maximum vehicle accumulation of the protected network; `o,max is the maxi-
mum permissible capacity of link o ∈ O; qo,min, qo,max are the minimum and maximum permis-
sible outflows, respectively; and, qo,min > 0 to avoid long queues and delays at the periphery of
the network. Link capacities and maximum vehicle accumulation depend on geometric charac-
teristics of the origin links (length, number of lanes) and the topology of the protected network,
respectively. Minimum and maximum permissible outflows can easily be determined given sat-
uration flows, minimum and maximum green times, and cycle times of a nominal traffic signal
plan (or corresponding toll ticket) at each controlled gate of the protected network.
State equation (4.4) is linear, though a more accurate nonlinear form can be written to ac-
count storage capacity and dispersion of the flow phenomena within store-and-forward origin
links. In this case, the outflow function of each gate o ∈ O is given by
qo(t) =
0, if n(t) ≥ cnmaxmin{do(t), q˜o(t)}, otherwise , (4.6)
where q˜o(t), o ∈ O, are now the input variables to be calculated by a multi-gated perimeter
flow control strategy; and, c ∈ (0.5, 1) is a scalar introduced to prevent overflow phenomena
within the protected network area. Note that, when using (4.6), the state constraints in (4.5)
for all origin links `o, o ∈ O are considered indirectly and may hence be dropped; indeed the
gated outflow in (4.6) becomes zero if there is no queue in the corresponding origin link or if
the protected network is oversaturated (determined by c).
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4.2.3 State-space model
The presented model can be viewed as a nonlinear process with input variables (m = |O|
denotes the cardinality of O) uT =
[
q1 q2 · · · q|O|
]
∈ Rm, state variables xT =[
n `1 `2 · · · `|O|
]
∈ Rm+1, and disturbances dT =
[
dn d1 d2 · · · d|O|
]
∈ Rm+1.
Then, the continuous-time nonlinear state system (4.2), (4.4), (4.6) with constraints (4.5) for
a protected network with controlled gates o ∈ O, may be rewritten in compact vector form
following as in [1],
x˙(t) = f [x(t),u(t),d(t), t] , t ≥ 0, x(0) = x0, (4.7)
0 ≤ x(t) ≤ xmax, (4.8)
umin ≤ u(t) ≤ umax, (4.9)
where f is a nonlinear vector function reflecting the right-hand side of (4.2), (4.4); x0 is a known
initial state; and xmax, umin, umax are vectors of appropriate dimension reflecting the upper and
lower bounds of constraints (4.5).
Assuming a nonlinear representation of qout(t) , O(n(t)), the continuous-time nonlinear
model (4.7) may be linearised around some set point sˆT =
[
xˆT uˆT dˆT
]
, and directly trans-
lated into discrete-time, using Euler first-order time discretisation with sample time T , as follows
∆x(k + 1) = A∆x(k) + B∆u(k) + C∆d(k) (4.10)
where k = 0, 1, . . . , No−1 is a discrete time index with optimisation horizon No; ∆(·) , (·)−·ˆ
for all vectors; and A = ∂f/∂x|sˆ, B = ∂f/∂u|sˆ, C = ∂f/∂d|sˆ are the state, control, and
disturbance matrices, respectively (see section B.1 in Appendix B). This discrete-time linear
model is completely controllable and reachable, and will be used as a basis for control design.
The sample time interval T is literally selected to be a common multiple of cycle lengths of
all controlled gates at the periphery of the protected network, while T ∈ [3, 5] minutes is usually
appropriate for constructing a well-defined outflow function O(n(t)), given experimental data.
In principle, origin link dynamics (4.4) are much faster than the dynamics of the protected
network (4.2) (governed by the network fundamental diagram, which evolves slowly in time).
Therefore two different time steps Tn and T` (where T`  Tn) can be employed for (4.2) and
(4.4), respectively, to account storage capacity and dispersion of the flow phenomena within
store-and-forward origin links; and thus increase model accuracy. By introducing different time
steps, the state variables for origin links `o, o ∈ O, are allowed to change their value more
frequently than the state of the protected network n and control variables qo, o ∈ O.
The state-space matrices of the augmented model (4.10) with dynamics outside the pro-
tected area are: state matrix A = diag(1 − O′(nˆ(k)) × T, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ R(m+1)×(m+1); control
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matrix B = T
[
11×m −Im×m
]T
∈ R(m+1)×m; and, disturbance matrix C = diag(T, . . . , T ) ∈
R(m+1)×(m+1).
4.3 Multi-gated perimeter flow control via MPC
This section presents the perimeter control objection and solution of the multi-gated perimeter
flow control via MPC (see Appendix B for more information).
4.3.1 Control objective
A natural control objective for the traffic system considered is to minimise the total time that ve-
hicles spend in the system including both time waiting at origin links to enter and time traveling
in the protected network. Actually the minimisation of the total time spent is equivalent to the
maximisation of the total exit flow (or trip completion rate) from the protected network, under
the assumption of given control-independent demand inflows and of infinitely long origin link
queues (unconstrained vehicle storage). However, such a policy may induce unbalanced gating
of vehicles at the origin links of the protected network, and, as a consequence, would lead to
long queues and overflow phenomena within origin links. Unbalanced gating would also violate
the requirement of equity for drivers using different gates to enter a protected network area.
Given these observations, a suitable control objective for a protected network area with ori-
gin links queue dynamics aims at: (a) equalising the relative vehicle queues `o/`o,max, o ∈ O
over time, and (b) maintaining the vehicle accumulation in the protected network around a set
(desired) point nˆ while the system’s throughput is maximised. A quadratic criterion that consid-
ers this control objective has the form
J =
1
2
No−1∑
k=0
(
‖∆x(k)‖2Q+‖∆u(k)‖2R
)
(4.11)
where Q and R are positive semi-definite and positive definite diagonal weighting matrices,
respectively. The diagonal elements of Q (see definition of vector x in previous section) are re-
sponsible for balancing the relative vehicle accumulation of the protected network n/nmax and
the relative vehicle queues `o/`o,max, o ∈ O. Given that vehicle storage in the protected network
is significantly higher than in the origin links, a meticulous selection of diagonal elements is re-
quired. A practicable choice is to set Q = diag(1/w, 1/`1,max, . . . , 1/`|O|,max), where the scale
of w  nmax is of the order of
∑|O|
o=1 `o,max to achieve equity (see also [2, 27]). It becomes quite
clear here that equity at origin links and efficiency of the protected network area are partially
competitive criteria, hence a perimeter flow control strategy should be flexible enough to accom-
modate a particular trade-off (i.e. to give priority to the protected network or the outside area,
e.g. to manage better excessive queues) to be decided by the responsible network authorities.
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Finally, the choice of the weighting matrix R , rI, r > 0 can influence the magnitude of the
control actions and thus r should be selected via a trial-and-error process.
4.3.2 Model-predictive control
Model-based predictive control is a repetitive optimisation scheme, where at each time step an
open-loop optimal control problem with finite horizon No and predicted demands d(k) over
a prediction horizon Np is optimised, then only the first control move is applied to the plant
and the procedure is carried out again. This rolling-horizon procedure closes the loop that is
avoids myopic control actions while embedding a dynamic open-loop optimisation problem in
a responsive environment. Predicted demand flows d(k) may be calculated by use of historical
information or suitable extrapolation methods.
Given the known initial state x(0) = x0, a static convex optimisation problem may be for-
mulated over No due to the discrete-time nature of the involved process. To see this, assume
No = Np and define the vectors
∆X =
[
∆x(1)T ∆x(2)T · · · ∆x(No)T
]T
∆U =
[
∆u(0)T ∆u(1)T · · · ∆u(No − 1)T
]T
∆D =
[
∆d(0)T ∆d(1)T · · · ∆d(Np − 1)T
]T
.
Assuming now availability of demand flow predictions at the origin links of the protected
network over a prediction horizon Np, i.e. ∆d(k) 6= 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, minimisation of
the performance criterion (4.11) subject to (4.10) leads to the analytical solution:
∆U = −H−1F[x(0) + G∆D], (4.12)
where H = ΓTQΓ + R is the Hessian of the corresponding quadratic program (QP), F =
ΓTQΩ, and G = ΓTZ . The matrices Γ and Ω may be readily specified from the integration of
(4.10) starting from the initial state x(0). The weighting matrices Q,R, Z are as follows,
Q = diag(Q,Q, · · · ,Q),
R = diag(R,R, · · · ,R),
Z = diag(Q,Q, · · · ,Q).
Given that R  0 in the cost criterion (4.11) the Hessian H is positive definite, and thus
the QP is convex and has a global optimum. Note that the third term may be regarded as a
feedforward term, accounting for future disturbances. Clearly for No → ∞ and vanishing
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disturbances, i.e., ∆d(k) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, a Linear-Quadratic or a Linear-Quadratic-
Integral regulator may be derived as in [1].
Using the above formalism, the problem of minimising (4.11) subject to the equality con-
straints (4.10) and inequality constraints (4.8)–(4.9) is express as follows:
min
U
1
2
UTHU + UT[Fx(0)−HUˆ + G∆D]
subject to: (4.13)
LU ≤W
where L and W are matrices reflecting the lower and upper bounds of the state and control
constraints (given state integration starting from the initial state x0) over the optimisation hori-
zon No (see Appendix B for details). Once the open-loop QP problem (B.28) is solved from
the known initial x(0) and predicted disturbances d(k), k = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, the rolling hori-
zon scheme applies, at the current time k, only the first control move, formed by the first m
components of the optimal vector U∗(x0) in (B.28). This yields a control law of the form
u(k) =M[x(k),d(κ)], κ = k, k + 1, . . . , k +Np − 1 (4.14)
where x(k) = x0, k = 0, . . . , No−1 is the current state of the system andM is a linear mapping
from the state and disturbance spaces to control. Then the whole procedure is repeated at the
next time instant, with the optimisation horizon kept constant. Note that the analytical solution
(4.12) for the unconstrained problem is of particular interest; given that the optimal solution for
the constrained problem has a similar form in a region of the state space where the state of the
system vanishes, i.e. ∆x = 0 or x = xˆ.
4.4 Practical perimeter-ordered flow allocation policies
4.4.1 Introduction
This section presents practical flow allocation policies for single-region perimeter control strate-
gies without explicitly considering entrance link dynamics. The problem under consideration
is to allocate a global perimeter-ordered flow to a number of candidate gates/junctions at the
periphery of the network by taking into account the different geometric characteristics of origin
links, i.e., length, number of lanes, storage capacity, etc. The global flow qG(k) =
∑|O|
o=1 qo(k)
at discrete time k can be ordered by any perimeter control strategy. For instance, a single-input
single-output controller with only state equation (4.2) and cost criterion (4.11), or the bang-bang
policy in [23], or the feedback controllers in [1, 55], or other similar strategies. Previous perime-
ter flow control strategies without explicitly considering entrance link dynamics (e.g. [1, 9, 55]),
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assume that a single-ordered input flow is distributed in a non-optimal or a posteriori way (e.g.,
equally distributed or with respect to saturation flows) to a number of candidate gates at the
periphery of a protected networks area. These strategies employ a two-step procedure. Firstly,
an ordered flow is obtained from an unconstrained controller that does not directly incorporate
the operational constraints into the controller synthesis. Secondly, the ordered-flow is then dis-
tributed to equivalent entrance link green stages at the perimeter with the help of a flow allocation
policy. In the sequel, two perimeter-ordered flow allocation policies is proposed to facilitate the
real-time deployment of such strategies. These flow allocation policies are later benchmarked
against the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control in Section 4.5.3.4.
4.4.2 Capacity-based flow allocation policy (CAP)
In principle, the distribution of the global perimeter-ordered flow among the controlled gates
should be according to appropriately predefined portions. These portions are typically propor-
tional to the links’ vehicle storage capacities or nominal flows. In other words, links with high
storage capacity or high nominal flows will carry more flow. Moreover, drivers waiting in gated
links with similar storage capacity to enter the network from the periphery would potentially
experience similar delays. In this section, a capacity-based allocation policy is proposed, given
that storage vehicle capacity is more important than the nominal saturation flow of each link,
particularly under strong gating. In a similar vein, one can develop an allocation policy based
on the nominal flows.
The proposed Capacity-based flow Allocation Policy (CAP), distributes the prevailing global
perimeter-ordered flow qG(k) to the controlled gates o ∈ O = {1, 2, . . .} according to the link
storage capacities `o,max. The desired distribution attempted via CAP is meant to be active both
during the emptying and gating phases, so that equal free relative vehicle storages are provided
to each entrance link (in spite of different storage capacities) in the event of strong gating or
upstream traffic demand. To start with, the capacity ratio of each entrance link is defined by:
ro =
`o,max∑|O|
o=1 `o,max
, o = 1, 2, . . . , |O|. (4.15)
Given the global prevailing perimeter-ordered flow qG(k) at discrete time k, the individual sub-
flows are then determined by:
qo(k) = qˆo + ro ×
(
qG(k)−
|O|∑
o=1
qˆo
)
, o = 1, 2, . . . , |O|. (4.16)
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4.4.3 Optimisation-based flow allocation policy (OAP)
The Optimisation-based flow Allocation Policy (OAP) aims at minimising the relative difference
between ordered input flow and nominal flow at each controlled gate. To this end, the following
optimisation problem can be formulated and solved at each discrete time k, provided a global
perimeter-ordered flow qG(k):
min
qo(k)
1
2
|O|∑
o=1
[qo(k)− qˆo]2
qˆo
subject to:
|O|∑
o=1
qo(k) = qG(k) (4.17)
qo,min ≤ qo(k) ≤ qo,max, o = 1, 2, . . . , |O|.
The first constraint in (4.17) holds by definition, while in the second constraint individual
qo(k) input flows are subject to minimum and maximum permissible outflows. This is a static
optimisation quadratic programming problem that can be efficiently solved by commercial or
public available software. It should be noted that if the minimum and/or maximum bounds are
activated then part of the global perimeter-ordered flow qG(k) will be wasted. On the other hand,
if bound constraints are not activated then the optimisation yields the analytical solution:q(k)
λ
 = A†B, (4.18)
where q(k) , u(k) ∈ R|O| is the decision vector with elements the individual input flows qo(k),
o = 1, 2, . . . , |O|; λ is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the equality constraint in (4.17);
A† is the pseudoinverse matrix that arises in standard minimum norm approximation problems;
and B is a vector with elements the right-hand side constants of (4.17). Precisely, A and B are
given by:
A =
Im×m −qˆm×1
1Tm×1 0
 , B =
qˆm×1
qG(k)
 ,
where qˆ , uˆ is the vector of nominal input flows and m refering to number of control variables
(number of gates).
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Figure 4.2: Protected network and controlled gates of entrance.
4.5 Case study and results
4.5.1 Case study description
The developed multi-gated perimeter flow control and allocation policies are applied to the 2.5
square mile area of Downtown San Francisco, CA, including 110 junctions and 440 links (see
Figure 4.2). The developed approach is applied to a test network using MATLAB simulation.
Although the developed models are not simulated with full network simulation, they are con-
sidered quite suitable for the demonstration and comparisons of method. Fifteen entrance links
and controlled gates are illustrated with blue arrows in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 depicts the shape
of total network circulating flow, Oc in function of n(t) confirms the existence of a fundamental
diagram like-shape for the study area, which shape is seen to depend on the accumulation of
vehicles [1]. It can be seen that as the vehicle accumulation is increased from zero, the network
flow increases to a maximum (flow capacity) and then turns down and decreases sharply to a
low value possibly zero (in case of gridlock). Flow capacity (around 30×104 veh/h) is observed
at a vehicle accumulation of about 6,000 veh. The shape of the fundamental diagram (and its
critical parameters) was reproduced under different demand and OD scenarios with Dynamic
Traffic Assignment activated to capture somewhat adaptive drivers in a microsimulation study
via AIMSUN [1].
The shape of Oc in Figure 4.3 can be approximated by the 2nd order polynomial [1]:
Oc(n) = −0.0066n2 + 87.408n (4.19)
where n ∈ [0, 12000]. To determine the output O from Oc an average trip length L = 1.75 km
and average link length l = 0.25 km were considered. The value of L is consistent with the
average trip length and the travel time across the test area of San Francisco [1].
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Figure 4.3: Network fundamental diagram of Downtown San Francisco [1].
4.5.2 Perimeter flow controller design
In the sequel, three different versions (Version I, II, and III) of the perimeter flow control prob-
lem are designed for comparison. All controllers designed for a single-region network but two
different cases are considered. Version I concerns a single-input-single-output controller with
one control variable (controlled inflow to the network) and one state variable (vehicle accumu-
lation within the protected area). In this case a single global input flow (for the whole periphery)
is calculated from the perimeter flow controller. Version II is similar to Version I but multiple
input flows (control variables) apply at the perimeter of the network; and thus multiple input
flows are ordered from the perimeter flow controller. Version III concerns the proposed multi-
gated perimeter control (MGC), involving literally multiple input flows (control variables) with
entrance link dynamics (state variables `) outside of the protected network area. Version III takes
into account both the different characteristics of the gates and entrance link dynamics. Table 4.2
summarises the different characteristics of the three considered perimeter flow control cases.
4.5.2.1 Geometric characteristics of gates
Table 4.1 provides the different geometric characteristics of the fifteen (|O|= 15) entrance links
and controlled gates. The third column provides the storage capacity of each controlled link
that is
[
`1,max · · · `|O|,max
]
∈ R15. The last three columns of the table provide boundary of
allowable flow as well as the reference flow at each gate that is the vectors umin = qmin, uˆ = qˆ,
and umax = qmax, respectively. These values are calculated from the field applied signal plans
presented in columns 5 (So: saturation flow), 6 (C: cycle length) , 7 (go,min: minimum green
time), 8 (gˆo: nominal green time), and 9 (go,max: maximum green time), via gS/C. In this way,
any input flows ordered by the perimeter flow control strategy are feasible traffic signal plans.
Note that traffic signals at controlled gates are all multiphase fixed-time operating on a common
cycle length of 90 s for the west boundary of the area (The Embarcadero area including gates
o = 1, . . . , 11) and 60 s for the rest (gates o = 12, . . . , 15).
4.5.2.2 Single-region control without entrance link dynamics
In the case of single-region control without entrance link dynamics (Version I) the control vari-
able is u = qin and the state is x = n, where n is the vehicle accumulation. The state scalar A
and control scalar B are constructed for the studied network on the basis of the selected xˆ = nˆ,
qˆin = 34878.12 (veh/h), dˆ = 0 and sampling time T = 180 s. The desired vehicle accumulation
for (4.10) (with scalar control and state) is selected nˆ = 4000. The disturbance d = 0 is used for
the initial experiments. For the above dataA = 1−4.94×T , B = T and C = T . The weighting
scalar Q = 1/nmax is selected, where nmax is the maximum vehicle accumulation equivalent to
12000 (veh). Three different R = {0.01, 0.00001, 0.0001} values are tested to see the impact of
control (ordered flow at the perimeter of the network) on the system.
In the case of single-region control without entrance link dynamics but multiple input flows
(Version II) the control vector is u = q =
[
q1, q2, . . . , qm
]T
∈ R15 and state the state variable is
x = n. The desired steady-state is xˆ = nˆ, uˆ = qˆ ∈ R15, dˆ = 0 and the sampling time is T = 180
s. For the above data, A = 1− 4.94× T , B = T
[
I1×15
]T
∈ R1×15 and C = T . The weighting
scalar Q remains as in Version I and R = diag(r, r, . . . , r) ∈ R15×15 where r = 0.00001 found
by trial-and-error.
4.5.2.3 Single-region control with entrance link dynamics: Multi-gated control (MGC)
In the case of the proposed multi-gated control (Version III) the desired vehicle accumulation
for (4.10) is selected nˆ = 4000 veh, while ˆ`o = 0, ∀o ∈ O. For the solution of (4.12) or
(B.30) it suffices to specify the state matrices A, B, and C, and weighting matrices Q and R.
All state matrices are constructed for the studied network on the basis of the selected xˆT =
[nˆ 0] ∈ R16, uˆ = qˆ ∈ R15 and dˆ = 0, and sampling time T = 180 s. More precisely,
A = diag(1 − 4.94 × T, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ R16×16, B = T
[
11×15 −I15×15
]T
∈ R16×15, and C =
diag(T, . . . , T ) ∈ R16×16. The matrix Q = diag(1/w, 1/`1,max, . . . , 1/`|O|,max) is selected,
where w = 2000 was found appropriate to achieve equity. The diagonal elements of R were set
equal to r = 0.00001 (after a trial-and-error procedure). The disturbance vector d consists of the
demands do, o = 1, . . . , 15, at every origin of the protected network and disturbance dn of the
fundamental diagram. For the open-loop experiments, trapezoidal demands have been used for
do(k), o = 1, . . . , 15, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 over a predicted horizon of No = Np = 40. To capture
the uncertainty of the (scaled) fundamental diagram, particularly when the network operating
in the congested regime (notice the noise for n > 6000 veh), dn is selected to vary gradually
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with respect to n(k) in the range [−5000, 5000] veh/h for n > 6000 veh. For the closed-loop
experiments, the profile demand used is explained in Section 4.5.3.3.
4.5.2.4 Performance assessment criteria
For each control approach, two evaluation criteria are calculated; total time spent (TTS) and
relative queue balance (RQB) within the protected network and outside network areas:
TTS = T
No∑
k=0
 |O|∑
o=1
`o(k) + n(k)
 (in veh× h) (4.20)
RQB =
No∑
k=0
 |O|∑
o=1
`o(k)
2
`o,max
+
n(k)2
nmax
 (in veh), (4.21)
where No is the scenario and optimisation time horizon.
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4.5.3 Results
4.5.3.1 Perimeter flow control without entrance link dynamics
Version I
Figure 4.4 depicts the state and control trajectories for the perimeter control problem without
link dynamics, i.e. for the single-input/single-output control problem with only state equation
(4.1). The model was tested with different initial states, n(0) in the range [3000, 12000] veh
and different weights R. Here results reported on the most representative R values that indicate
good control behaviour. The optimisation horizon for each simulation is 3 h (60 cycles) with
zero disturbances. Vehicle accumulations n < 4000 veh refer to uncongested traffic condition
while n > 4000 veh assumes congested traffic conditions.
As can be seen in Figure 4.4 the strategy manages to stabilise the vehicle accumulation of
the protected network around its desired state nˆ = 4000 veh starting from a number of different
initial points (including the extreme case of partial gridlock when nmax = 12000 veh). The
time to stabilise the system decreases as R decreases, see Figures 4.4(a)-4.4(c). For example in
Figure 4.4(c) the settling time is around k = 12 with R = 0.000001.
Figures 4.4(d)–4.4(f) demonstrate that the strategy stabilises around the desired global input
flow qˆG = 34878.12 veh/h. The strategy restricts the input flow to the protected network area
whenever n > 4000, while increases the input flows for n < 4000. This observation also holds
whenR gets small. For example, in Figure 4.4(e) where the initial accumulation is n(0) = 10000
veh, the ordered global input flow is decreased at around 31000 veh/h. On the other hand for
R = 10−6 (see Figure 4.4(f)), the strategy aggressively restricts the inflow to 10000 veh/h for the
same initial accumulation n(0) = 10000 veh. Obviously, Figures 4.4(d)–4.4(f) confirm that the
control is less conservative for small R. With these observations in hand, R = 10−5 is selected
as appropriate for the subsequent experiments and comparisons of different perimeter control
strategies.
Version II
Figures 4.5–4.7 depict the state and control trajectories obtained from the application of Version
II perimeter control strategy to the protected network of downtown San Francisco. The control
strategy is applied for different initial states n(0) in the range [3000, 12000] veh and different
weighing matrices R = rI15×15 (as in Version I). Here the results reported only for r = 0.00001.
The optimisation horizon is 3h (60 cycles) for each scenario, zero disturbance is assumed, as in
Version I.
Figures 4.5–4.7 also depict the unique characteristics of each gate, e.g., different nominal
input flow, different minimum and maximum flows, illustrated in green and red, respectively.
As can be seen the strategy manages to stabilise all gates around their desired input flows qo(k).
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Figure 4.4: Version I: State and control trajectories for different initial states and weights.
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Version II of the strategy works well for uncongested conditions, i.e., accumulation below 6000
veh. However for saturated traffic conditions, i.e., n(0) > 6000 veh, the ordered flows violate
the lower bound input flow constraints. In other words, the strategy aggressively restricts the
traffic outside of the protected network area to stabilise the overall system. On the other hand,
operational constraints (minimum input flows, corresponding to minimum green times at the
gated junctions) must be respected and taken into account in the optimisation; otherwise long
queues will be created outside of the protected network which would lead to excessive delays
and user dissatisfaction. In any case, the strategy manages (by violating the control constraints
in a few congested scenarios) to stabilise the protected network around its desired state nˆ = 4000
veh (see Figure 4.7(d)).
To overcome the violation of constraints, Version II of the strategy was also applied with
constrained control. Figures 4.8–4.10 depict the obtained results when constrained optimisation
is applied. The model was simulated with different initial states n(0) in the range [3000, 12000]
veh and different weighing matrices R = rI15×15 (as in Version I). Here the results reported
only for r = 0.00001. The optimisation horizon for each simulation is 3h (60 cycles), zero
disturbance is assumed, as in Version I. Version II of the strategy with constrained optimisation
respects the control constraints, though it takes longer time to stabilise the overall system com-
pared to the unconstrained problem. As can be seen in Figures 4.7(d) and 4.10(d), the strategy
manages to stabilise around its desired accumulation nˆ = 4000 veh at k > 10, while in the un-
constrained control at k < 10. This is the price needed to pay in order to satisfy the operational
constraints.
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Figure 4.5: Version II: Control trajectories for gates 1–6.
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Figure 4.6: Version II: Control trajectories for gates 7–12.
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Figure 4.7: Version II: Control trajectories for gates 13–15; state trajectory of PN.
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Figure 4.8: Version II (constrained): Control trajectories for gates 1–6.
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Figure 4.9: Version II (constrained): Control trajectories for gates 7–12.
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Figure 4.10: Version II (constrained): Control trajectories for gates 13–15 and state trajectory
of PN.
4.5.3.2 Multi-gated perimeter flow control: Open-loop control results
Several tests were conducted in order to investigate the behaviour of the proposed multi-gated
control for different scenarios. The scenarios were created by assuming more or less high initial
queues `o(0) in the fifteen origin links of the protected network while the protected network area
operating in the congested regime, i.e. its state n(0) > 6000 veh. The optimisation horizon for
each scenario is 2 h (40 cycles).
The calculated optimal state and control trajectories demonstrate the efficiency of the pro-
posed multi-gated control to solve the perimeter flow control problem with queue dynam-
ics. Figures 4.11–4.16 show some obtained trajectories for a heavy scenario with `o(0) =
0.7`o,max, ∀o = 1, . . . , 15 and two initial states in the congested regime of the fundamental
diagram n(0) = 7000 veh and n(0) = 12000 veh (extreme case). For the initial value of vehicle
accumulation n(0), see the legend in each subfigure. Tests were conducted with and without
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external demand flows at origin links, denoted with “s+d” and “s-d”, respectively. It should
be noted that despite the same level of saturation (70%) is used for all origin links, the cor-
responding vehicle queues observed vary due to different geometric characteristics. The main
observations are summarised in the following remarks:
• The proposed strategy manages to stabilise the vehicle accumulation of the protected net-
work around its desired state nˆ = 4000 veh for all initial states (even in the extreme case)
and cases with and without disturbances (see Figure 4.11(a)).
• The proposed multi-gated control strategy manages to dissolve the initial origin link
queues in a balanced way (see Figures 4.11(b)–4.11(d), 4.12 and 4.13) and thus, the de-
sired control objective of queue balancing and equity for drivers using different gates to
enter the protected network area is achieved.
• The proposed strategy manages to stabilise all input flows to their desired values qˆ (corre-
sponding to the nominal signal plan in Table 4.1) in the steady state, i.e., where nˆ = 4000
and system’s throughput is maximised (see Figures 4.14–4.16, notice the different refer-
ence points qˆo in each subfigure).
• The input flows ordered by the multi-gated perimeter flow control strategy have different
trajectories and characteristics (see control trajectories in Figures. 4.14 – 4.16). This con-
firms that an equal distribution of ordered flows to corresponding junctions is not optimal,
as largely assumed in previous studies. As can be seen, the proposed strategy determines
optimally distributed input flows (or feasible entrance link green times) by taking into ac-
count the individual geometric characteristics of the origin links as well as minimum and
maximum constraints.
• The input flows ordered by the multi-gated perimeter flow control adapting well when link
dynamics are considered. For example when queues are taken into account, the trajectories
at gate 1 allow more flows into protected network in order to manage the developed queues
at link while still control the accumulation in protected network to be within desired value
(see Figure 4.15(a) and 4.11(a)). In contrast, without information of queues at link, the
perimeter flow control are inflexible and it restrict the input flow whenever n > 4000veh
(see Figure 4.8(a)). This observation show that significant improvements can be reached
through considering link dynamics and gating should not be restricted to optimisation
within protected network only.
• It is evident that excessive demand and high initial queues at origin links, coupled with
the applied control, causes congestion shortly after the beginning of the time horizon. At
the same time the protected network is operating in the congested regime (n(0) = 7000
veh or n(0) = 12000 veh). As can be seen, the multi-gated control strategy first restricts
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Figure 4.11: (a) State trajectories of PN; (b)–(d): Relative vehicle queues at origin links 1–3 for
different initial states with and without disturbances (open-loop control results).
the high initial queues at origin links to flow into the oversaturated protected network area
and then, in order to manage the developed long queues therein (in some cases reach the
upper bounds), it gradually increases the input flows. Note that for some gates (7, 8 and
9) bound constraints are activated for a certain time period.
The obtained open-loop control results provided us with some good evidence on the effec-
tiveness of the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control strategy to solve the perimeter flow
stabilisation problem with entrance link dynamics and operational constraints. The next sec-
tion embeds this open-loop optimisation problem in a closed-loop responsive environment via
rolling-horizon (model-based predictive control).
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Figure 4.12: Relative vehicle queues at origin links 4–9 for different initial states with and
without disturbances (open-loop control results).
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Figure 4.13: Relative vehicle queues at origin links 10–15 for different initial states with and
without disturbances (open-loop control results).
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Figure 4.14: Control trajectories of MGC at gates 1–6 for different initial states with and without
disturbances (open-loop control results).
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Figure 4.15: Control trajectories of MGC at gates 7–12 for different initial states with and
without disturbances (open-loop control results).
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Figure 4.16: Control trajectories of MGC at gates 13–15 for different initial states with and
without disturbances (open-loop control results).
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4.5.3.3 Multi-gated perimeter flow control: Closed-loop control results
This section presents the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control embedded in a closed-
loop structure via rolling-horizon (model predictive control). Model-based control is a repetitive
optimisation scheme, where at each time step an open-loop constrained optimisation problem
with finite horizon No and predicted demands d(k) over a prediction horizon Np is solved,
then only the first control move is applied to the plant and the procedure is carried out again.
Here No = Np is assumed but an appropriate value of No should be specified. In principle
a short optimisation horizon would lead to myopic decisions, while a long one demands for
high computational effort, provided that the number of decision variables is increased by No ×
(# controls + # states). Then the MGC strategy is applied for two demand scenarios (medium
and high) to the protected network area of downtown San Francisco.
Specification of the optimisation horizon No
Twelve scenarios were defined in order to investigate the behaviour of the multi-gated perimeter
flow control strategy under different initial states and demand scenarios. The twelve scenarios
composed of four initial states in the uncongested and congested regimes (near gridlock traf-
fic conditions) of the fundamental diagram n(0) = {3000, 7000, 10000, 12000} veh and three
different demand scenarios namely no external demand (d = 0), medium demand, and high
demand. For the medium and high scenarios trapezoidal demands have been used for do(k),
o = 1, . . . , 15, k = 0, . . . , Np − 1 over the predicted horizon of No = Np. To capture the
uncertainty of the (scaled) fundamental diagram, particularly when the network is operating in
the congested regime (notice the noise for n > 6000 veh), dn is selected to vary gradually with
respect to n(k) in the range [−5000, 5000] veh/h for n > 6000 veh. The rolling-horizon strategy
is run with different optimisation horizons No = {1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25} in order to
investigate the impact of No on the control performance. For each of the twelve scenarios and
for each demand scenario, two evaluation criteria are calculated for comparison, TTS and RQB
as in (4.20) and (4.21), respectively.
Figure 4.17 displays the obtained TTS and RQB results for the rolling-horizon multi-
gated perimeter traffic flow control approach for different optimisation horizons No =
{1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25}. It can be seen that for No ≥ 10 there are no significant devia-
tions of the evaluation criteria for different optimisation horizons No even for the high-demand
scenarios. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 provide additional evidence on the evolution of the considered
assessment criteria. The assessment criteria at the gated links are seen to improve as No in-
creased in some scenarios. In particular, for the most congested accumulation (n(0) = 12000
veh) and with high demand, the most satisfactory results with respect to both evaluation criteria
are obtained with No = 15 (equivalent to 0.75 h = 45 minutes). Hence No = 15 equivalent to 45
minutes is a reasonable choice. In principle, a satisfactory optimisation horizon is the one that
is in the order of the time needed to travel through the network as suggested in [3].
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Figure 4.17: Sensitivity analysis and performance of MGC for different optimisation horizon
No and demand scenarios: (a) TTS within the protected network and outside network area; (b)
RQB within the protected network and outside network area
Simulation results for medium demand
A medium demand scenario is first investigated with the following characteristics: (a) To capture
the uncertainty of the NFD (particularly in the congested regime) a random demand is applied to
the capacity flow in the range [−5000, 5000] veh/h; (b) The demand applied at links is uniformly
distributed for k ≤ 40 and zero otherwise, i.e. for 41 ≤ k ≤ 60. Figures 4.18–4.19 illustrate the
pattern of the demand used at the protected network (NFD) and origin links (gates).
Several tests were conducted under different scenarios in order to investigate the behaviour
of the proposed MGC scheme. First, scenarios were created with random (but high) initial
queues `o(0) in the fifteen origin links of the protected network. The vector of initial queues at
origin links is `o(0) = [0.7; 0.7; 0.8; 0.8; 0.45; 0.5; 0.7; 0.8; 0.9; 0.85; 0.8; 0.8; 0.9; 0.7; 0.8]. Sec-
ond, scenarios were created for the protected network area to operate in four different traffic
conditions: (a) uncongested; (b) semi-congested; (c): congested; and, (d) oversaturated (near
gridlock). The different traffic conditions represented by different initial accumulations n(0)
ranging in [3000, 12000] veh. The simulation horizon for each scenario is 3 h (60 cycles).
Figures 4.23–4.25 and 4.20–4.22 show the obtained control trajectories and rela-
tive vehicle queues (states) for four initial states of the fundamental diagram n(0) =
[3000, 7000, 10000, 12000] veh. In all simulations the initial queues `o(0) is assumed as above.
Note that y-axis in Figures 4.20–4.22 indicate the minimum and maximum allowable values of
each qo. Tests were conducted with and without external demand flows at origin links, denoted
with “+d” and “-d”, respectively.
For the scenario without external demand flows, MGC manages to stabilise around its desired
accumulation at k ≈ 30 (Figure 4.25(d) dashed lines), while in the constrained control without
entrance link dynamics (Version II) at k ≈ 10. This difference is attributed to the time MGC
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needs to accommodate the queues at origin links. Queues at origin links (see dashed lines in
Figures 4.23–4.25) dissolve in a balanced way and thus, the control objective of queue balancing
and equity for drivers using different gates to enter the protected network area is achieved.
MGC is also seen to perform excellently in the case of persistent disturbances (see solid lines
in Figures 4.23–4.25), though it needs more time to stabilise the system (protected and outside
network areas). It should be noted that the vehicle queues observed are varying due to different
geometric characteristics.
Except of queue balancing, MGC also optimally distribute the input flows to the gates and
stabilise all flows to their desired qˆo independent of the magnitude of disturbances. In the case
of no external disturbances, the settling time is around k = 30 (se dashed lines in Figures 4.20–
4.22) while with medium disturbances the settling time is longer around k ≈ 47 (see solid lines
in Figures 4.20–4.22). MGC respects the lower and upper bounds of input flow at each gate. The
strategy allows vehicles to enter the protected network area for uncongested traffic (n(0) < 6000
veh) while input flow is restricted for congested conditions (n(0) > 6000 veh).
Simulation results for high demand
A high demand (60% higher than the medium demand studied in previous section) is introduced
to further investigate the performance of the proposed MGC policy. This scenario has the fol-
lowing characteristics: (a) To capture the uncertainty of the NFD (particularly in the congested
regime) a random demand is applied to the capacity flow in the range [−5000, 5000] veh/h; (b)
The demand (60% higher compared to medium) applied at links is uniformly distributed for
k ≤ 40 and zero otherwise, i.e. for 41 ≤ k ≤ 60. Figures 4.26–4.27 illustrate the pattern of
the demand used at the protected network (NFD) and origin links (gates). Several tests were
conducted under different scenarios in order to investigate the behaviour of the proposed MGC
scheme as in the previous section for comparable results.
Figures 4.28–4.30 and 4.31–4.33 show the obtained control trajectories and rela-
tive vehicle queues (states) for four initial states of the fundamental diagram n(0) =
[3000, 7000, 10000, 12000] veh. In all simulations the initial queues `o(0) is assumed as above.
With high demand in the periphery of the protected network area, MGC is seen to accomplish
queue balancing at all links though taking longer time to dissolve the queues compared to sce-
narios without demand information or with medium demand. Approximately queues at links
dissolve at k = 57. Note that for some links (e.g. 12–14), upper bound constraints are activated
for a certain time period to manage the developed long queues (see solid lines in Figures 4.29(f)
and 4.30(a–b)). In addition, the proposed strategy is seen to stabilise all input flows to their
desired qˆ and optimally distribute flows to the respective links. With high demand the settling
time is longer approximately at k = 57 (see Figures 4.31–4.33). Concluding, despite the heavy
incoming demand, the proposed strategy served every link in a balanced way which highlights
its ability to provide equity for drivers using different gates to enter a protected network area.
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Figure 4.18: Medium demand senario; (a): Demand at PN; (b)–(f): Demand at origin links 1–7.
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Figure 4.19: Medium demand scenario: Demand at origin links 8–15.
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Figure 4.20: Medium demand scenario: Ordered flow for gates 1–6.
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Figure 4.21: Medium demand scenario: Ordered flow for gates 7–12.
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Figure 4.22: Medium demand scenario: Ordered flow for gates 13–15.
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Figure 4.23: Medium demand scenario: Relative vehicle queues at origin links 1–6.
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Figure 4.24: Medium demand scenario: Relative vehicle queues at origin links 7–12.
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Figure 4.25: Medium demand scenario: (a)–(c) Relative vehicle queues at origin links 13–15;
(d) State trajectory at PN.
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Figure 4.26: High demand scenario; (a): Demand at PN; (b)–(h) demand at origin links 1–7.
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Figure 4.27: High demand scenario: Demand at origin links 8–15.
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Figure 4.28: High demand scenario: Relative vehicle queues at origin links 1–6.
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Figure 4.29: High demand scenario: Relative vehicle queues at origin links 7–12.
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Figure 4.30: High demand scenario; (a)–(c): Relative vehicle queues at origin links 13–15; (d)
State trajectory of PN.
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Figure 4.31: High demand scenario: Ordered flow at gates 1–6.
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Figure 4.32: High demand scenario: Ordered flow at gates 7–12.
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Figure 4.33: High demand scenario: Ordered flow at gates 13–15.
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4.5.3.4 Perimeter-ordered flow allocation policies: CAP & OAP
This section investigates the performance of the two perimeter-ordered flow allocation policies
presented in Section 4.4, namely capacity-based flow allocation policy (CAP) and optimisation-
based flow allocation policy (OAP). These policies are then compared with the proposed multi-
gated perimeter control in the next section. The main task of these policies is to allocate a
global perimeter-ordered flow to a number of candidate gates/junctions at the periphery of the
network by taking into account the different geometric characteristics of origin links, i.e., length,
number of lanes, storage capacity, etc. Several tests were conducted under different scenarios in
order to investigate the behaviour of the proposed allocation policies. For comparable results,
the characteristics of each scenario and demand were similar to the medium demand in Section
4.5.3.3.
Capacity-based flow allocation policy (CAP)
Table 4.5 provides the storage capacity-based ratios of the fifteen entrance links. These ratios
were used to allocate a global perimeter-ordered flow (here Version II is used withR = 0.00001)
to the fifteen gates/junctions at the periphery of the network. It is evident that links with the same
storage capacity possess the same ratios.
Figures 4.39–4.41 and 4.42–4.44 show the control trajectories (global input flow distribu-
tion) and relative queues at origin links. CAP is seen to distribute the global flow close to its
reference point qˆ of gating links at k ≈ 20. However, there are some gates with significant dif-
ferences between the ordered input flow and desired point (see e.g., Figure 4.39(a) and 4.39(d)),
indicating a drawback of the strategy.
It can be seen that CAP needs more time to dissolve the relative vehicle queues developed
at the periphery of the network (Figures 4.42– 4.44). However, under CAP, a high number of
trips is seen to be unserved at the end of simulation. Having some trips unserved allowed CAP
to secure the protected network area from overloading (Figure 4.44(d)). Stabilisation around
the reference state nˆ = 4000 veh is seen at k = 20. The short settling time is attributed to the
complete lack of information of the developed queues at origin links.
Optimisation-based flow allocation policy (OAP)
Figures 4.34–4.35 and 4.36–4.38 show the control trajectories (global input flow distribution)
and relative queues at origin links. As can be seen OAP provides similar performance to CAP.
Again there are some gates with significant differences between the ordered input flow and
desired point (see e.g., Figures 4.34(a), 4.34(d), and 4.34(f)).
OAP is also seen slow to dissolve the developed queues at the origin links. Moreover, relative
vehicle queues remained unbalanced. For instance, link 11 and 12 simulated with the same `(0),
but link 12 experienced saturation for quite long time (k > 40). Finally stabilisation around
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Table 4.5: Storage capacity-based ratios of the fifteen entrance links.
Gate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Capacity 128 109 163 98 95 109 109 109 296 269 109 103 84 84 186
Ratio (%) 6.2 5.3 7.9 4.8 4.6 5.3 5.3 5.3 14.4 13.1 5.3 5 4.1 4.1 9.1
the reference state nˆ = 4000 veh is seen at k = 20 as in CAP. Concluding CAP and OAP
indicated more or less the same performance for the considered simulation scenarios. High
fidelity simulations in a microscopic environment would provide additional evidence on their
performance under different networks and scenarios.
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Figure 4.34: OAP: Ordered flow at gates 1–6.
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Figure 4.35: OAP: Ordered flow at gates 7–12.
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Figure 4.35: OAP: Ordered flow at gates 13–15.
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Figure 4.36: OAP: Relative vehicle queues at links 1–6.
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Figure 4.37: OAP: Relative vehicle queues at links 7–12.
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Figure 4.38: OAP: (a)–(c) Relative vehicle queues at links 13–15; (d) State trajectory at PN.
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Figure 4.39: CAP: Ordered flow at gates 1–6.
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Figure 4.40: CAP: Ordered flow at gates 7–12.
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Figure 4.41: CAP: Ordered flow at gates 13–15.
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Figure 4.42: CAP: Relative vehicle queues at links 1–6.
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Figure 4.43: CAP: Relative vehicle queues at links 7–12.
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Figure 4.44: CAP: (a)–(c) Relative vehicle queues at links 13–15; (d) State trajectory of PN.
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4.5.4 Performance assessment
This section compares the proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control strategy (see Section
4.3), which explicitly considers the queue dynamics outside the protected network area and
operational constraints (minimum/maximum queues, capacities, etc.), with the two perimeter-
ordered flow allocation policies presented in Section 4.4, namely CAP and OAP. All strategies
were first compared for a scenario without external demand, designed to allow for CAP/OAP to
cope with excessive queues at origin links (outside the protected network area) and effectuate
a fair comparison. Then two scenarios with medium and high external demand were used to
demonstrate the equity properties of MGC and its ability to manage excessive queues outside
of the protected network area and optimally distribute the input flows with respect to geometric
characteristics.
4.5.4.1 Comparison between MGC and CAP/OAP
Figure 4.45 depicts the obtained results (delays/TTS) within the protected network and gated
links under MGC, CAP, and OAP for four initial states in a scenario without external demand.
Figure 4.45(a) underlines the ability of all strategies to protect the inner network area (PN)
of downtown San Francisco from congestion with similar performance across different traffic
conditions (ranging from free-flowing to near gridlock). Table 4.6 depicts the average TTS
for each strategy including ’no control’ scenario across different initial traffic states. Although
TTS within the protected network under MGC is slightly higher compared to OAP/CAP, MGC
manages to significantly improve the queues and TTS outside the protected network area. In
addition, the TTS for No control is the lowest among other strategy, since it process less cars
but keeps queues higher outside the protected network. Comparing Figure 4.45(b) with Figures
4.45(c) and 4.45(d), TTS (and delay) under MGC is seen to be four times lower at any gate com-
pared to TTS under OAP/CAP. Table 4.7 further supports the above arguments on the superiority
of MGC versus OAP/CAP and No control particularly at the original links outside the protected
network. Note that the incoming/gated flows from the periphery of the network is much higher
under MGC compared to OAP/CAP. In other words, the MGC strategy serves more cars and
maximises throughput for the same simulation horizon shown by the improvement value 93%
compared to No control (cf. relative queues at origin links under MGC in Figures 4.23–4.25
(the “-d” trajectories) and OAP/CAP in Figures 4.42–4.44; Figures 4.36–4.38). Clearly under
no control, OAP/CAP a high number of trips is unserved at the end of simulation.
It should be noted that under OAP and CAP drivers experience the same TTS on average,
within or outside the protected network area. Though slight differences can be observed from a
careful inspection of Figures 4.45(c) and 4.45(d). This can be also confirmed from the relative
queues in Figures 4.42–4.44 and Figures 4.36–4.38. This strange result attributed to the lack
of flexibility of both allocation strategies to manage the developed queues outside the protected
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Table 4.6: Average value of TTS at PN under No control, MGC, CAP, and OAP for different
initial states in a scenario without external demand.
Policy n(0) = 3000 veh n(0) = 7000 veh n(0) = 10000 veh n(0) = 12000 veh units
No control 11798 12607 13213 13618 veh-h
Improvement - - - - %
MGC 12116 12925 13531 13936 veh-h
Improvement 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.3 %
CAP 11998 12712 13248 13605 veh-h
Improvement 1.7 0.83 0.26 -0.1 %
OAP 11998 12712 13248 13605 veh-h
Improvement 1.7 0.83 0.26 -0.1 %
Table 4.7: Average value of TTS at gated links under No control, MGC, CAP, and OAP for
different initial states in a scenario without external demand.
Policy n(0) = 3000 veh n(0) = 7000 veh n(0) = 10000 veh n(0) = 12000 veh units
No control 317 317 317 317 veh-h
Improvement - - - - %
MGC 22.67 35.09 45.72 52.81 veh-h
Improvement 93 89 86 83 %
CAP 202.65 290.56 350.16 378.47 veh-h
Improvement 36 8.3 -10.5 -19.4 %
OAP 202.58 290.56 350.59 378.45 veh-h
Improvement 36 8.3 -10.5 -19.4 %
network area. Long queues at origin links (without knowledge of queue dynamics and geometric
characteristics) result to conservative control and more or less similar releasing rates.
Table 4.8 displays estimated queues that are unserved at the end of simulation. For MGC, the
protected network is empty and queues are dissolved at around k = 45. Meanwhile, the other ap-
proaches including no control still have queues remaining to dissolve and may take longer time.
This observation highlights that although MGC experienced high TTS for PN, it accommodates
more traffic and serve more trips in PN while still provides significant improvement in queue
lengths (exterior performance). Although it seems that MGC forces more traffic into the PN, it
actually consider interference of the created queues at the gated links which may lead to overes-
timating the benefits of the gating. Traditional gating may induce imbalance gating of vehicles
and consequently lead to long queues and overflow phenomena within origin links. Furthermore
the control objectives are to equalise the relative vehicle queues as well as maintaining vehicle
accumulation in protected network around desired point. The aims are fulfill if the weightage
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Table 4.8: Vehicle queues under No control, MGC, CAP, and OAP for different initial states in
a scenario without external demand.
Policy n(0) = 3000 veh n(0) = 7000 veh n(0) = 10000 veh n(0) = 12000 veh
No control 1583 1583 1583 1583
MGC 0 0 0 0
CAP 537 998 1348 1582
OAP 532 997 1348 1582
in control framework is selected appropriately which will reduce the risk of overspilling links
while protecting the network. Hence the choice of weightage Q as explained in Section 4.3 is
seen as physically reasonable.
4.5.4.2 Equity properties of MGC
Figure 4.46 demonstrates the equity properties of the proposed approach to better manage ex-
cessive queues outside of the protected network area and optimally distribute the input flows
with respect to geometric characteristics. These figures depict results obtained for two different
demand scenarios, namely medium and high, and four initial states n(0) (congested and semi-
congested regimes) of the fundamental diagram. As can be seen in Figure 4.46(a), Total Time
Spent (TTS) within the protected network area increases with vehicle accumulation for both de-
mand scenarios. Remarkably, Figures 4.46(b)–4.46(c) demonstrate the equity properties of the
proposed multi-gated perimeter flow control. More precisely, gates with similar geometric char-
acteristics experience similar TTS (delays) for two different demand scenarios and four different
initial states in the protected network area. For instance, three different groups of gates can be
distinguished with similar TTS, Group A including gates 2, 4–8, 11–14; Group B including
gates 1, 3, 15; and Group C including gates 9, 10. Contrasting gates in Groups A, B, and C with
the geometric characteristics in Table 4.1, further supports the equity properties of the proposed
multi-gated control.
Tables 4.9 and 4.10 present the average TTS at protected network and gated links, respec-
tively. As can be seen (cf. Table 4.10 (high demand) with Table 4.7 (medium demand)), delays
incurred at gated links under MGC for the high demand scenario are comparable or lower (for
saturated conditions) to those obtained under CAP/OAP under the medium demand scenario.
Note that CAP/OAP were not be able to cope with the high demand scenario (both incurred
excessive queues and delays near gridlock), which is attributed to the lack of knowledge of the
traffic dynamics outside of the protected network area (no entrance link dynamics).
Concluding, the control flexibility and efficiency of the proposed control (for a number
of performance assessment criteria – qualitative and quantitative) while explicitly considering
the queue dynamics and constraints underlines the clear superiority of appropriate multi-gated
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perimeter flow control. Certainly, it should be highlighted the efficiency and equity properties
of the proposed multi-gated scheme to better manage excessive queues outside of the protected
network area and optimally distribute the input flows.
4.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter proposed an integrated model for multi-gated perimeter flow control for an efficient
control scheme; by providing additional state variable to describe link dynamics at the outside of
the protected area. The proposed scheme determines optimal distribution of input flows across
the perimeter of single regions, which allows for the consideration of geometric characteristics
at individual gated links, state and control constraints. The perimeter flow control without en-
trance link dynamics (without constraints) are also examined, which are then applied to two flow
allocation policies namely capacity-based flow allocation policy (CAP) and optimisation-based
flow allocation policy (OAP).
The developed MGC and allocation policies control schemes were analysed under different
case studies (e.g. with or without demand) and applied to the tested area of downtown San
Francisco with fifteen gates of different geometric characteristics. Simulation results of MGC
demonstrated the optimal flow distribution facilitate a balance relative vehicle queues at links,
maintain the vehicle accumulation in the protected network around a desired point, while the
system’s throughput is maximised. Thus, it exhibits an efficiency and equity properties of the
MGC approach to better manage excessive queues outside of the protected network area.
The flow allocation policies, CAP and OAP indicated more or less the same performance
for the considered simulation scenarios, where both demonstrated slow performance in dissolv-
ing the developed queues at the origin links. The TTS performance for MGC observed to be
profoundly lower compared to TTS of both flow allocation policies. This underlined that MGC
strategy serves more cars and maximises throughput for the same simulation horizon. By con-
sidering the queue dynamics and constraints underlines the clear superiority of appropriate MGC
scheme. The equity properties of perimeter flow control have not attracted considerable atten-
tion in the literature, although it is an important characteristic of any practical perimeter flow
control application.
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Figure 4.46: Total time spent within the protected network area and gated links under MGC for
different initial states and two scenarios with external demand.
Table 4.9: Average value of TTS at PN under MGC for different initial states and two scenarios
with external demand.
Type of demand n(0) = 3000 veh n(0) = 7000 veh n(0) = 10000 veh n(0) = 12000 veh
Medium 12939 13748 14354 14735
High 15292 16108 16559 16861
Table 4.10: Average value of TTS at gated links under MGC for different initial states and two
scenarios with external demand.
Type of demand n(0) = 3000 veh n(0) = 7000 veh n(0) = 10000 veh n(0) = 12000 veh
Medium 74.83 84.53 97.67 104.42
High 230.93 231.4 262.18 264.22
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
This chapter summarises the two studied problems, their results, and discusses how the thesis
contributes to the state-of-the-art. Some suggestions and recommendations for further research
conclude the thesis.
5.1 Overview
This thesis has investigated how the so-called macroscopic or network fundamental diagram can
be used for the monitoring and control of transport networks. It offers potential sensor selec-
tion methods to construct an operational or sparse-measurement network-wide fundamental dia-
grams. Furthermore, it also proposes a multi-gated perimeter flow control strategy that explicitly
considers the queue dynamics and constraints outside of the protected network area for conges-
tion mitigation in monocentric cities. Two case studies, benefited from data-driven inference
and several simulation experiments, have shown the effectiveness of the proposed information-
theoretic framework for sensor selection and rolling-horizon approach for multi-gated perimeter
flow control.
The thesis tackled the following two problems:
Traffic monitoring problem: One can utilise the macroscopic fundamental diagram of net-
work traffic to design perimeter control strategies in order to tackle congestion in mono-
centric or heterogenous cities with multiple pockets of congestion. To this end, one
needs to construct the NFD by flow-occupancy (or density) measurements of a number
of inductive-loop detectors (or other sensors) placed at appropriate network locations. A
sparse-measurement diagram is constructed by selecting only a smaller number of sen-
sors. Clearly, different levels of network coverage in terms of selected sensors (virtually
percentage of monitored links) can provide different levels of accuracy. In this context,
installing sensors everywhere in the entire network is costly. However using brute-force
search or exhaustive search to reduce the number of sensors and the corresponding mea-
surements would be overwhelming and practical impossible. Thus efficient algorithms for
153
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sensor selection is important for the development of operational or sparse-measurement
NFDs, which involve less sensors and corresponding measurements. Chapter 3 offered,
for the first time in the relevant literature, an information-theoretic framework for the sen-
sor selection problem to construct sparse-measurement NFDs which preserve the main
properties of the full-measurements NFD.
Perimeter flow control problem The ultimate goal of perimeter flow control is to maintain the
vehicle accumulation (or proxies of accumulation) in a protected network area around a
desired (or critical) point, while the network’s throughput is maximised. To achieve this,
a perimeter flow control policy “meters” the input flow to the system and hold vehicles
outside of the protected network area if necessary, so as to maximise the network through-
put. This is usually achieved by controlling with traffic lights, toll stations or automatic
billing systems located at the periphery, the perimeter of a protected network area, which
exhibits a well-defined NFD. However, gated queues at origin links must be restricted to
avoid interference with adjacent street traffic outside of the protected network area and
geometric characteristics of the different gates must be taken into account in the optimi-
sation. Chapter 4 addressed this problem and offered efficient control schemes for the
optimal distribution of input flows across the perimeter of single regions or the boundaries
of neighbour regions which allows for the consideration of geometric characteristics at
individual gated links, and operational constraints. Thus, limited origin links storage ca-
pacity/geometric characteristics and the requirement of equity for drivers using different
gates to enter a protected area are the main reasons towards multi-gated perimeter flow
control, in which the thesis contributes to the state-of-the art.
5.2 Discussion and conclusions
Overall, this thesis developed advanced tools and traffic management strategies to mitigate traf-
fic congestion in monocentric cities. Several works in the past have shown that the NFD can
be utilised to design efficient perimeter flow control strategies. This design requires an accu-
rate estimation of the NFD from observations from loop detectors (or other sensors) located at
appropriate locations in the network. Some of the highlights based on the achieved results are
discussed in the sequel.
For the traffic monitoring problem, there is lack in the relevant literature of an automated
or data-driven framework for efficiently building sparse-measurements NFDs. The state-of-the-
art relies solely on ad-hoc strategies (e.g. random selection or based on brute-force/computer
simulation). Besides the existing literature mainly addresses the minimum required level of net-
work coverage while the selection of sensors (or monitored locations) in a network are under
study. These limitations from previous works are considered and a generic information-theoretic
framework for the optimal selection of traffic sensors is developed to accommodate the construc-
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tion of an operational NFD. Such approach is not only helpful in improving the estimation of
NFD but also in reducing installation and maintenance costs associated with minimum number
of sensors.
The sensor selection problem is in general a combinatorial optimisation problem (NP-hard)
involving noisy measurements. To tackle the stochasticity of spatiotemporal phenomena in traf-
fic dynamics, a data-driven GIP model is developed where three different data sources (flows,
occupancies, and spatial distance) is used to achieve a good approximation of an operational
NFD. The data-driven approach helped to develop a “measure of distance” based on the cor-
relation of occupancies and/or correlation of flows. Additional information such as the spatial
distance was used for refining our approach. A number of constraints were then generated and
incorporated in the GIP model. Several tools to assess the GIP solutions namely cost of the GIP
solution, KL-divergence, and RMSE was used.
Results obtained from the GIP-based rival models were very encouraging. Yet there were
many solutions providing more or less the same performance (in terms of KL-divergence) and
it was challenging to improve one solution to another. This could be attributed to the size and
topology of network used in this study. The availability of real empirical data for this network
though gave us some good evidence on the approximation problem and performance of different
models. It is expected that a larger heterogeneous network with multiple centers of congestion
would make the performance of blind or other ad-hoc strategies to deteriorate.
The rival models (Model 1, 2, 3, 4) were better at maintaining the nominal NFD character-
istics such as critical occupancy and flow capacity value although the respective KL-divergence
was not necessarily low. In particular, Model 3 used flow and occupancy information provided
lower RMSE but demonstrated high KL-divergence. Meanwhile, Model 4 obtained with all the
criteria showed an improvement in KL-divergence, though high in RMSE. These observations
were in line with our aim to achieve a good approximation and KL-divergence, the model should
include more criteria.
The blind strategy indicated a good fit though the capacity flow exceeded the acceptable
error. Another drawback of this ad-hoc method is that it is totally based on random link selection.
For a large network with multiple pockets of congestion, the disparity of occupancies and flows
will affect the performance of blind or other ad-hoc strategies. The radius strategy could be
considered as alternative but its performance was not consistent across different radius/areas. In
other words, it is location-sensitive or constrained. This confirmed our initial conjecture and
motivation to pursue this work, that the spatial distance cannot be employed as a single metric
but can be combined with other sources of information (as in the developed GIP-based models).
It is also observed regardless of the model or strategy used, when the correlation increased, the
cost of GIP also increased (property of the model). This included more links in the solutions
contributed to the information gain therefore KL-divergence decreased (showing improvement).
The evidence from this study suggest that: (a) using correlation between sensors in a network
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to quantify “redundancy” of sensor selections is a very promising tool, opposing to “spatial
distance” in conventional methods; and, (b) KL-divergence is more generic and reliable metric
of information loss, compared to existing methods in the relevant literature e.g., to use density
ratios.
One limitation of our data-driven inference scheme is that information/measurements from
pre-installed detectors over the entire network need to be collected and checked beforehand. In
other words, the entire or part of the network needs to be sensed first before one can apply the
proposed measure of correlation between random variables as a “distance metric”. Nevertheless,
the advantage is that there is no formal linearity assumption regarding the measurement model
and its distribution (e.g. Gaussian) needed as for example in [61]. Instead, the analysed models in
this study indicated a geometric distribution, which can be used for inference when a network has
incomplete data. Another limitation could be attributed from the difficulty of requiring data for
the GIS method applied, since most cities do not have prior traffic information; for example a city
that does not have any sensors. With no data availability, GIS method could still be applied for
such networks by using information only from Radius as a “distance metric” (see constraint (3.6)
or (3.7)). Certainly the obtained operational NFDs can be used for perimeter flow control. This
thesis offers some guidance to researchers in traffic engineering and control who are interested
in conducting sensor selection problems with an information-theoretic framework in the field of
transport networks or other field that involve monitoring of spatiotemporal phenomena.
In the second part of the thesis, most studies assumed that a single ordered input flow ob-
tained from a perimeter control strategy is equally (or not optimally) distributed to a number of
candidate junctions (or gated links) at the periphery of the network. The distribution of allow-
able flow from the perimeter has not been fully considered especially with a scheme that allow
for direct considerations of state and control constraints. Moreover, suboptimal methodology of
flow distribution to the gated links creates imbalance entrance for drivers to enter the protected
network area using different gates. These limitations from previous work was considered and a
multi-gated perimeter flow control, an optimisation-based scheme that allows for the consider-
ation of different types of state and control constraints was considered to facilitate congestion
control in urban networks.
The improvement of perimeter flow modelling was suggested by entrance link dynamics to
account queues at gated links. The suggested controller considered dynamics in both inside
and outside protected network area. Simulation results demonstrated the multi-gated perime-
ter flow control dissolved the queues in a balanced way, depicted the desired control objective
of queue balancing and equity for drivers using different gates to enter the protected area was
achieved. The suggested controller also stabilised all input flow to their desired input flow value
and clearly demonstrated different trajectories at different gated links. On the other hand, the
alternative distribution (capacity- and optimisation- based) without consideration of different ge-
ometric characteristics of gated links were ineffective to achieve nominal flow and consequently
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developed queue lengths. The proposed approach was shown to perform well under demand
provision (medium or high). Performance results demonstrated the multi-gated perimeter flow
control was capable of improving TTS at gated links while preserving the performance of inte-
rior network, which hardly see in the alternative strategies. Hence the multi-gated perimeter flow
control demonstrated its efficiency and equity properties to better managed excessive queues and
avoid delays outside the protected area while optimally distribute the input flows. Multi-gated
perimeter flow control is of great importance for optimising network capacity because it max-
imises the number of trips completed.
5.3 Future work
Approximating the NFD with lower number of measurements is challenging because one can
employ different models to approximate it. In principle, the sensor selection problem is a
combinatorial optimisation problem, thus hard-to-solve (known as NP-hard). Sensor measure-
ments stochasticity imposes high uncertainty and there is an extremely high range of “optimal
solutions” providing similar or comparable approximations (depending on the method of as-
sessment). Potential approaches to tackle this problem include methods from artificial intelli-
gent/machine learning [5], network observability [85], and Bayesian statistics [11].
For the multi-gated perimeter flow control problem, the equity properties of perimeter flow
control have not attracted considerable attention in the literature, although it is an important
characteristic of any practical perimeter flow control application. A multi-criteria optimisation
approach can be also used to handle different objectives [80]. Future research should focus on:
(a) extending the proposed framework for multi-region cities described by three-dimensional
bi-modal passenger and vehicle NFDs [9, 16, 38]; (b) investigating the efficiency versus eq-
uity properties of perimeter flow control with queue dynamics, and; (c) integrating of additional
components for dynamic routing and road pricing [70, 87]. The proposed model could be sim-
ulated with full network simulators (e.g. AIMSUM or VISSIM) at a more advanced stage in
order to derive more reliable simulations and conclusions pertaining to the comparative method
efficiencies.
Appendix A
Information theory
This appendix provides the necessary background on information theory to develop a measure
of information correlation, which is used as a “distance” metric to provide sufficient coverage
and information accuracy in a set cover problem in Chapter 3. It also presents the Kullback-
Leibler divergence (relative entropy) which will be used to measure the dissimilarity between
probability mass functions corresponding to different solutions of the developed set cover integer
programming problem in Chapter 3. A measure of information correlation is then based on
mutual information and joint entropy. The interested reader is referred to [20] for a detailed
treatment in information theory.
A.1 Entropy
Let X be a discrete random variable that is completely defined in a finite set X = {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
The value pX(x) = P(X = x) is the probability that the random variable X takes the value
x. Then p(x) defines a probability mass function (pmf) for the discrete random variable X with
support X . In the sequel, all random variables and distributions are considered discrete.
The (Shannon) entropy of a random variable X or its probability mass function pX(x) is a
non-negative measure of the amount of “uncertainty” in the distribution [78].
Definition 2 (Entropy). The entropy H[p(x)] of a distribution p(x) is defined by
H[p(x)] , −
∑
x∈X
p(x) log p(x) = −E[log p(X)] , (A.1)
when the sum exists.
The operator Ep[·] denotes expectation, whereX is drawn according to the distribution p(x).
Entropy is measured in “bits” if the log is to the base 2 and in “nats” (natural units of information)
in the case of the natural (to the base e) log. Here base two logarithms are used and 0 log 0 is
defined to be 0.
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A.2 Relative entropy and measure of information correlation
The relative entropy or the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence in short) of two distri-
butions is denoted as ∆(p ‖ q). It is a measure of the inefficiency of assuming that the distribution
is q when the true (reference) distribution is p. It arises as an expected logarithm of the likelihood
ratio [63].
Definition 3 (Relative Entropy; Kullback-Leibler Divergence). Let p(x), q(x), x ∈ X , be two
probability mass functions. The relative entropy of q(x) with respect to p(x) (reference distribu-
tion), or the Kullback-Leibler divergence of q(x) from p(x) is defined as
∆(p ‖ q) =
∑
x∈X
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
= Ep
[
log
p(X)
q(X)
]
. (A.2)
Here 0 log 0/p and 0 log 0/0 are defined to be 0 while p log p/0 is defined to be∞. In gen-
eral the KL-divergence is not symmetric under interchange of the distributions p and q (i.e.,
∆(p ‖ q) 6= ∆(q ‖ p)), and it does not obey the triangle inequality (i.e. it is not a distance mea-
sure). Nonetheless, it is enough like a metric that it can be used to construct a geometry on the
space of probability mass functions, and so of statistical models.
Proposition 1 (Jensen’s inequality). Let f be convex (respectively, strictly convex). Then for
any random variable X , E[f(X)] ≥ (>) f(E[X]), with equality if X is constant.
Proof. Omitted, for a proof see e.g., [20].
Convergence of probability distributions, pn → p, means point-wise convergence, that is,
pn(x) → p(x) for each x ∈ X . A key property of KL-divergence is that it is nonnegative and
zero if and only if two distributions are equal.
In general the KL-divergence is unbounded from above, since one can find distributions that
are arbitrarily close in total variation but with arbitrarily high relative entropy. The following
lemma, known as Pinsker’s inequality, gives a lower bound on the relative entropy in terms of
the total variation distance.
Lemma 1 (Pinsker’s inequality: Divergence and Total Variation). For any two probability mass
functions p(x), q(x), x ∈ X , ∆(p ‖ q) ≥ 1
2 ln 2
‖p− q‖21.
Proof. Omitted, for a proof see e.g., [20].
This lemma suggests that convergence in relative entropy, ∆(p ‖ qn)→ 0 as n→∞, where
qn is a sequence of rival distributions, implies convergence in the total variation `1 metric.
Consider two random variables X defined in a finite set X and Y defined in a finite set Y
with marginal probability mass functions p(x) and p(y), respectively; a joint probability mass
function p(x, y) and a conditional probability mass function p(x | y). Similarly to the definition
of the entropy of a single variable, the joint entropy of a pair of random variables is defined.
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H [X |Y ]
H [X] H [Y ]
H [X,Y ]
I [X;Y ]
Figure A.1: Venn diagram showing the relationship between entropy (conditional, joint) and
mutual information.
Definition 4 (Joint Entropy). The joint entropy H[X, Y ] of two discrete variables X and Y with
a joint probability mass function p(x, y) is defined as
H[X, Y ] , −
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
p(x, y) log p(x, y) = −E[log p(X, Y )] . (A.3)
The joint entropy represents the amount of information needed on average to determine the
value of two discrete random variables.
Definition 5 (Conditional Entropy). The conditional entropy H[X |Y ] of X given Y is defined
as
H[X |Y ] , −
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
p(x, y) log p(x | y) . (A.4)
Mutual information is the reduction in uncertainty of a random variable conditional on the
knowledge of another random variable.
Definition 6 (Mutual Information). The mutual information between two random variables, X
and Y , is the divergence of the product of their marginal distributions from their actual joint
distribution:
I [X;Y ] , ∆(p(x, y) ‖ p(x) p(y))
=
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
p(x, y) log
p(x, y)
p(x) p(y)
= Ep(x,y)
[
log
p(X, Y )
p(X) p(Y )
]
. (A.5)
The mutual information I [X;Y ] is symmetric in X and Y and always non-negative and is
equal to zero if and only if X and Y are independent.
The following definition provides a measure of information correlation between two random
variables with the use of the conditional, joint entropy and mutual information.
Definition 7 (A measure of information correlation). The quantity
%(X, Y ) =
I [X;Y ]
H[X, Y ]
, (A.6)
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is a measure of information correlation between the random variables X and Y , where 0 ≤ % ≤
1. Furthermore, if X and Y are identically distributed, but not necessarily independent then the
measure of information correlation is given by
%(X, Y ) =
I [X;Y ]
H[X]
. (A.7)
The measure of information correlation % given by (A.6) or (A.7) is zero if and only if X and Y
are independent, while % is one if and only if X and Y have a one-to-one relationship.
Another measure of linear correlation between two (continuous) random variables is given
by the classic Pearson correlation coefficient
ρ(X, Y ) =
cov(X, Y )
σX σY
=
E[(X − E[X]) (Y − E[Y ])]
σX σY
, (A.8)
where cov(X, Y ) is the covariance of X and Y while σX and σY are the standard deviations
of X and Y , respectively. The correlation coefficient is bounded by −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and it is
symmetric. Two random variables X and Y are uncorrelated when their correlation coefficient
is zero. They are perfectly correlated if ρ = 1 and anti-correlated if ρ = −1. Consider a
random vector X of random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn. The correlation matrix of X is defined
as corr(X) = [ρ(Xi, Xj)]i,j=1,...,n, where diag(corr(X)) = 1n; and, it is a symmetric matrix.
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Appendix B
Model predictive control
This appendix provides the necessary background on the linearisation of nonlinear systems and
introduces model predictive control (MPC) for the constrained control of linear discrete-time
systems. MPC is particularly suitable to control problems involving hard state and control
constraints and, thus it is employed for the solution of the multi-gated perimeter flow control
developed in Chapter 4.
B.1 Linearisation of nonlinear systems
A dynamical system with nonlinearities can be approximated by a linear model so that one can
design and apply simple linear control. Consider the nonlinear system described by,
x(k + 1) = f [x(k),u(k),d(k)], (B.1)
y(k) = g[x(k)], (B.2)
where x ∈ Rn,u ∈ Rm,d ∈ Rq,y ∈ Rp are the state, control, disturbance and output vectors
respectively. f ∈ Rn describe the dynamic process and g ∈ Rp describe the dynamic output
where both are nonlinear vector functions. Given a desired steady-state (xˆ, uˆ, dˆ, yˆ), denote
∆x = x − xˆ, ∆u = u − uˆ, ∆d = d − dˆ and ∆y = y − yˆ. Linearisation of (B.1) and (B.2)
around the desired steady-state yields,
∆x(k + 1) =A∆x(k) + B∆u(k) + H∆d(k) (B.3)
∆y(k) =Y∆x(k) (B.4)
where ∆x,∆u,∆d and ∆y are the linearised state, control, disturbance and output vectors.
A =
[
∂f
∂x
]
xˆ
, B =
[
∂f
∂u
]
uˆ
, H =
[
∂f
∂d
]
dˆ
and Y =
[
∂g
∂x
]
xˆ
are the state, control, disturbance and
output matrices, respectively.
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B.2 Model predictive control
B.2.1 Basic components of MPC
Model predictive control (MPC) is a model-based control procedure where the goal is to include
physical constraints (state and control constraints) in the controller design phase and then applied
for the solution of optimal control problems [68]. The three basic components of MPC are
prediction, optimisation, and rolling horizon, and briefly described in the sequel [15].
Prediction
Predictive control uses predictions of the system’s evolution over a finite horizon and making
decisions on the optimal control strategy. In the case of a discrete-time linear system, the state
space representation is given by,
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k), (B.5)
where x(k) and u(k) are the state and control variables at time instant k. A and B denote the
state and control matrices, respectively. If (B.5) is extended for a prediction horizon of length
N , an augmented state space model can be obtained for the MPC. The predicted sequence of
controls and states is stacked into the vectors U and X as follows,
U(k) =

u(k)
u(k + 1)
...
u(k +N − 1)

, X(k) =

x(k + 1)
x(k + 2)
...
x(k +N)

. (B.6)
Here u(k + i) and x(k + i) denote the control and state vectors at the predicted time-step k + i
with index i = 1, 2, . . . , N , at current time k. At time step k + 0 (i = 0), the initial condition is
defined as x(k). Therefore x(k + i) evolves according to the prediction model:
x(k + i+ 1) = Ax(k + i) + Bu(k + i), i = 0, 1, . . . (B.7)
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Specifically, the predicted state sequence generated by the linear state space model (B.7) with
input sequence U(k) can be written as,
x(k)
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k)
x(k + 2) = A2x(k) + ABu(k) + Bu(k + 1)
...
Optimisation
The predictive control input is computed by minimising a cost function (criterion), which has
predicted sequences u and x. The cost function can take various forms, but generally a quadratic
cost is applied in MPC over the prediction horizon N :
J(k) =
N−1∑
k=0
(
‖x(k + i)‖2Q+‖u(k + i)‖2R
)
, (B.8)
where Q, R are positive definite weighting matrices. For a given initial state x0, J(k) is a
function of u(k) and the optimal control input is computed by minimising J(k) subject to the
state and control constraints:
min
u
J(k) (B.9)
subject to u(k + i) ∈ U, (B.10)
x(k + i) ∈ X, (B.11)
where U and X denote the polyhedral constraint sets of inputs and states, respectively. The
resulting optimal control input is denoted as u∗(k).
Rolling horizon
At the end of the optimisation process, only the first element of the optimal predicted sequence
u∗(k) is applied to the process (see the top diagram in Figure B.1). At the next time step
k + 1 a new optimal control problem based on new measurements of the state is solved over a
shifted horizon (see bottom diagram in Figure B.1). The process of computing u∗(k) through
minimising the predicted cost and implementing the first element of u∗ is then repeated at each
sampling instant k = 0, 1, . . ..
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Figure B.1: The rolling horizon idea behind MPC [12].
B.2.2 Unconstrained MPC
Consider a linear time-invariant system described by the following state-space model [40]:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k), (B.12)
y(k) = Cx(k) + d(k), (B.13)
where x(k) ∈ Rn is the state, u(k) ∈ Rm is the control input, y(k) ∈ Rm is the output and
d(k) ∈ Rm is disturbances at k-th sampling instant. Denote the set point or desired steady-state
values for x(k), u(k) and d(k) as xˆ, uˆ and dˆ; A ∈ Rn×n , B ∈ Rm×m are state and control
matrices respectively. Denote ∆x = x− xˆ, ∆u = u− uˆ and ∆d = d− dˆ.
Consider the problem of tracking a constant reference signal yˆ to achieve zero output error
y(k) in (B.13), that is,
e(k) = y(k)− yˆ, (B.14)
e(k) = (Cx(k) + d(k))− (Cxˆ(k)) + dˆ(k)),
Similarly,
∆e(k) = C∆x(k) + ∆d(k). (B.15)
As in the previous section our goal is to minimise the quadratic objective function,
J(k) =
1
2
No−1∑
k=0
(
‖∆e(k)‖2Q+‖∆u(k)‖2R
)
, (B.16)
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where Q, R are positive semi-definite and positive definite diagonal weighting matrices, respec-
tively. No is the prediction horizon and let Np to be the control horizon.
The minimisation problem is solved at each time step for the current state and disturbances
values. Then, the first control move is applied to the plant and the procedure is carried out
again. This rolling-horizon procedure closes the loop that is avoids myopic control actions while
embedding a dynamic open-loop optimisation problem in a responsive environment. Predicted
demand flows d(k) may be calculated by use of historical information or suitable extrapolation
methods.
Given the known initial state x(0) = x0, a static convex optimisation problem may be formu-
lated over No due to the discrete-time nature of the involved process. The following equations
describe the evolution of the system:
∆x(1) = A∆x(0) + B∆u(0),
∆x(2) = A2∆x(0) + AB∆u(0) + B∆u(1),
...
∆x(No) = A
No∆x(0) + ANo−1B∆u(0) + . . .+ B∆u(Np − 1),
or in tabular form:
∆x(k + 1)
∆x(k + 2)
...
∆x(k +No)

=

A
A2
...
ANo

∆x(0) +

B 0 . . . 0
AB B . . . 0
...
... . . .
ANoB ANo−1B . . . B


∆u(k)
∆u(k + 1)
...
∆u(k +Np − 1)

In compact notation:
∆x(k) = Ω∆x(0) + Γ∆u(k), k = 0, 1, . . . No − 1, (B.17)
where,
Ω =

A
A2
...
ANo

, Γ =

B 0 . . . 0
AB B . . . 0
...
... . . .
ANoB ANo−1B . . . B

. (B.18)
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The state, control and disturbance vectors are defined by,
∆X =
[
∆x(1)T ∆x(2)T · · · ∆x(No)T
]T
,
∆U =
[
∆u(0)T ∆u(1)T · · · ∆u(No − 1)T
]T
,
∆D =
[
∆d(0)T ∆d(1)T · · · ∆d(Np − 1)T
]
,T
and the matrices
Q = diag{CTQC, . . . ,CTQC},
R = diag{R, . . . ,R}, (B.19)
Z = diag{CTQ, . . . ,CTQ}.
Substitute (B.17) into (B.15) and then into (B.16) and collecting terms to yield:
J =
1
2
(
∆uT(ΓTQΓ +R)∆u + 2∆uT(ΓTQΩ)∆x(0) + 2∆uT(ΓTZ)∆d+
∆x(0)TΓTZ∆d + ∆dTQΓ∆x(0) + ∆dTQ∆d)
(B.20)
Given that R  0 in the cost criterion (B.16) the Hessian H is positive definite, and thus
the Quadratic Programming (QP) is convex and has a global optimum. In the unconstrained
problem, considering the gradient of J with respect to u and graduJ = 0 leads to analytical
solution:
∆U = −H−1F[x(0) + G∆D], (B.21)
where H = ΓTQΓ + R is the Hessian of the corresponding quadratic program (QP), F =
ΓTQΩ, and G = ΓTZ .
B.2.3 Constrained MPC
In the constrained case of MPC, however, there does not exist any analytic solution. Instead,
the idea in MPC is to define a prediction horizon Np and approximate the problem with a finite
horizon cost. Inequality constraints are introduced into the problem formulation. The linear
input and output constraints can be write as:
umin ≤ u(k) ≤ umax, (B.22)
ymin ≤ y(k) ≤ ymax.
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States are constrained as x(k) ∈ X, k = 1, 2, . . . No, where X is a polyhedral set of the form
X = {x ∈ Rn : Lkx(0) ≤Wk} , k = 1, 2, . . . No, (B.23)
where Lk, Wk explained below. The constraints (B.22)–(B.23) can be written as linear con-
straints on u of the compact form
LU ≤W (B.24)
where
L =

INom
Ψ
−INom
−Ψ
L˜

, W =

Umax
Ymax
Umin
Ymin
W˜

. (B.25)
In (B.25) INom is the Nom×Nom identity matrix (where No = Np is the control horizon and m
is the number of inputs). Ψ is the (No − 1)m×Nom size matrix:
Ψ =

CB 0 . . . 0
CAB CB . . . 0
...
... . . .
CANo−1B CANo−2B . . . CB

, (B.26)
L˜ = diag{L1,L2, . . . ,LNo}Γ, (B.27)
where L1,L2, . . . ,LNo are the state constraint matrices given in (B.23) while Γ is given in
(B.18). The vectors develop W are defined as below:
Umax =

umax
umax
...
umax

, Umin =

umin
umin
...
umin

,
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Ymax =

ymax −CAx(0)− d1
...
ymax −CANpx(0)− dNp
 , Ymin =

−ymin + CAx(0) + d1
...
−ymin + CANpx(0) + dNp
 ,
W˜ = −diag{L1,L2, . . . ,LNo}

Ax(0)
...
ANpx(0)
+

W1
W2
...
WNp

,
where x(0) is the initial state, umax,umin,ymax,ymin are the vectors of constraint defined in
(B.22) and L1,L2, . . . ,LNo ,W1,W2, . . . ,WNo are the matrices and vectors of the state con-
straint polyhedra (B.23).
Using the above formalism, one can express the problem of minimising (B.20) subject to the
equality and inequality constraints in the form of QP problem as follows:
min
U
1
2
UTHU + UT[Fx(0) + G∆D]
subject to: (B.28)
LU ≤W.
The optimal solution u∗(x) to (B.28) is then:
u∗(x0) = arg min
LU≤W
1
2
UTHU + UT[Fx(0) + G∆D]. (B.29)
Once the open-loop QP problem (B.29) is solved from the known initial x(0) and predicted
disturbances d(k), k = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, the rolling horizon scheme applies, at the current time
k, only the first control move, formed by the first m components of the optimal vector U∗(x0)
in (B.29). This yields a control law of the form
u(k) =M[x(k),d(κ)], κ = k, k + 1, . . . , k +Np − 1 (B.30)
where x(k) = x0, k = 0, . . . , No−1 is the current state of the system andM is a linear mapping
from the state and disturbance spaces to control. Then the whole procedure is repeated at the
next time instant, with the optimisation horizon kept constant. Note that the analytical solution
(B.21) for the unconstrained problem is of particular interest; given that the optimal solution for
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the constrained problem has a similar form in a region of the state space where the state of the
system vanishes, i.e. ∆x = 0 or x = xˆ.
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